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 In the lower back of the human skull, behind the brainstem and right on 
top of the spinal cord we find the little brain, the cerebellum (in Latin). Its distinctive 
look and detached location gave it a name suggesting a brain on its own. A 
separate brain that traces back far into evolution, phylogenetically it already is 
found in teleosts, bony fish. The human cerebellum has a weight approximately 
15% of that of the cerebrum but the number of neurons in the cerebellum are 
estimated to make up 80% of the total number of brain cells (Herculano-Houzel, 
2010). The cerebellum functions in concert with the inferior olive (IO) located in 
the lower brainstem, the medulla oblongata, which only targets the cerebellum. 
Upon an incoming signal from the IO a complex spike (CS) is generated in the 
downstream Purkinje neuron (PN).

The olivo-cerebellar system is foremost linked to motor control as the most 
common clinical signs arising from cerebellar damage in humans are stance and 
gait ataxia. Patients show truncal instability with broad based stance during gait, 
reminiscent of drunken walk.

Despite for over a century of research into the olivo-cerebellum, its role has 
remained elusive. Both the questions; “what does the olivo-cerebellum do” and 
“how does the system works”, have not been answered conclusively. Illustrative 
for this is the discussion regarding whether the olivo-cerebellum solely plays a role 
in motor control or also in cognitive functions. Underlying the ambiguity on the 
olivo-cerebellar function and mechanism are the diverse and numerous anatomical 
connections observed to and from the olivo-cerebellum, relating for example to 
cognitive and motoric control. In addition to ataxias, the clinical manifestation 
observed in cerebellar patients ranges from motoric, to emotional problems 
(Schmahmann, 2010). And due to compensatory mechanisms, cerebellar deficits 
do not result in unambiguous singular clinical manifestations (Horn et al., 2013).

Chapter - 1
General Introduction
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Chapter 1

Outline of the thesis

The work in this dissertation is on the mechanisms of inferior olivary signaling. 
The inferior olive is intricately linked to the cerebellum and shapes and guides the 
processes in the cerebellar cortex. The studies presented in this dissertation are 
addressing mechanistic questions on the olivo-cerebellar systems rather than the 
behavior related functions of this system. Because mechanisms lead to function 
and function shapes mechanisms we consider it relevant to start this general 
introduction by describing the function of the olivo-cerebellum as can be inferred 
from patients with olivo-cerebellar deficits. In the paragraph ‘Clinical manifestation 
of the olivo-cerebellar deficits’ we also introduce why the inferior olive is considered 
to form one system with the cerebellum. The two following paragraphs on ‘Timing 
function’ and ‘Internal model’ address the main hypotheses on the role of the 
olivo-cerebellar system. The ‘Timing function’ paragraph relates to the alleged 
metronome-like timing role of the inferior olive. In Chapter 3 we investigate and 
discuss to what extent these potential timing functions can be recognized in awake 
animals and, indeed, as our results on the complex spike patterns argue against 
the metronome-like timing function we discuss in depth the ‘alternative’ theory 
based on the internal model predictions.

We continue the general introduction by reviewing the inferior olivary signal along 
two main questions.

 1) - What is the information in the CS signal i.e. to what does the CS 
signal relate to? This is reviewed in the paragraph: ‘Information in the complex 
spike’. Influential theories vary between signaling error-content and movement 
initiation. The latter would indicate an online signal of the inferior olive that would 
be expected with for example rhythmic support of movements, which led to our 
study presented in Chapter 3. An error-content signal is more in line with the 
internal model theory. For both theories we review found controversies such as 
on the (exclusive) error signal in the complex spike (paragraphs: ‘Information in 
the complex spikes’ and ‘Error signal in SS firing’). We discuss the anatomical 
afferents to the inferior olive (paragraph: ‘Anatomy of the olivo-cerebellum) to 
give an overview of the sources that influence IO activity. In order to evaluate the 
information content of olivary discharges it is vital to understand if, and if so, how 
these sources may interact. In the paragraph ‘Multimodality and gating of olivary 
signals’ we review how the olivary input-output transformation is regulated. This 
information forms the basis for the work presented in Chapter 5 where we examine 
to what extent climbing fibers (CFs) have the potential to signal different sensory 
modalities. In Chapter 5 we also studied the spatial projection patterns seen in crus 
I of climbing fibers responsive to different sensory modalities. As an introduction 
to this topic we review studies on anatomical and functional maps as seen over the 
cerebellar cortex in the paragraph: ‘Anatomy of the olivo-cerebellum’.
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 2) - How does the IO signal carries out its function? The classical and 
mostly followed theory on the complex spike regards it as inducing plasticity, 
reducing responsiveness (reviewed and discussed in the paragraphs: ‘What does 
the inferior olive signal represents?‘ and ‘Complex spike induced suppression of 
simple spike firing’). In Chapter 4 we study the opposite plasticity mechanism, 
that of potentiation of the ‘parallel fiber – purkinje neuron’ synapses, which we 
found conditional on low inferior olivary response rates. The mechanisms that can 
set inferior olivary response rates are discussed in the paragraphs ‘Multimodality 
and gating of olivary signals’ and ‘Anatomy of the olivo-cerebellum’. A second 
mechanism we consider to be relevant for olivary functioning relates to the gap 
junctions underlying strong connectivity of the IO network (paragraph: ‘Gap 
junctions in the inferior olive’). Synchrony of the climbing fiber signal would be an 
important consequence of this connectivity feature. Hence why we have studied 
and analyzed synchronous climbing fiber responses in Chapter 5. Gap junctions 
also underlie membrane potential synchrony over the inferior olivary network 
and as such can infer oscillation derived timing properties over different olivo-
cerebellar parts. This again relates to our olivary oscillation related study presented 
in Chapter 3. The conflicting results on the error content in the olivary signal 
and its role on inducing synaptic depression as reviewed have fueled alternative 
hypothesis on its role. One such hypothesis tells us that the complex spike signal 
is graded and therefore should not be considered to have a uniform role. We 
highlight the studies that have analyzed differential impact based on these 
waveform differences and we discuss in what way the signal can be controlled 
(Paragraph: ‘Graded signal of the complex spike’). In the paper in Chapter 2 we 
present complex spike waveform shape differences as recorded extracellularly 
from purkinje neurons in the awake monkey and study their interaction with simple 
spike dynamics as well as with behavioral states. The topics of the four papers 
presented in this dissertation (Chapters 2 till 5) are schematically depicted in 
Figures 1 to 4.

0 2 4 6 8 10 ms

Complex spike waveforms Figure 1; Complex spike waveforms, 
Chapter 2
A signal from the inferior olive travels over the 
climbing fiber (in red), which entwines on a 
single purkinje neuron. And will emit a complex 
spike in the purkinje neuron. These complex 
spikes show elaborated voltage profiles that 
vary in the single neuron (the complex spikes 
shown are seen in a single neuron) as well as 
over different neurons. The shape characteristics 
have been suggested to have differential effects 
on plasticity mechanisms triggered in the 
Purkinje neuron. In the complex spike waveform 
paper in chapter 2, the variety in waveform 
shapes is presented as well as correlation 
between waveform categories and simple spike 
and behavioral dynamics.
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Clinical manifestation of olivo-cerebellar defi cits
Prominent clinical manifestations linked to olivo-cerebellar defi cits are, among 
others, deterioration of coordination (ataxia, asynergia), imbalance, misjudgement 
of distance (dysmetria), action tremor, Holmes’ tremor, palatal tremor and asterixis 
(Choi, 2016; Koeppen, 2005). Although clinically tremors are categorized separately 
they are thought to relate to (1) a serial voluntary corrections of positioning errors 
(dysmetria), (2) abnormality of transcortical and segmental proprioceptive feedback 
loops, or (3) action of central oscillators (central pattern generators).

Long term potentiation
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Figure 3; Long term potentiation, Chapter 4
Numerous parallel fibers (in orange) running through the dendritic arbour of the Purkinje neuron transmit sensory signals 
modulating the simple spike activity in the Purkinje neuron. A high frequent sensory stimulation protocol (induction) induces a 
lasting elevated simple spike response, seen when comparing post with pre induction responses. The simple spike response is 
only seen in those purkinje neurons which show relatively few complex spikes triggered by the sensory stimulation.
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Figure 2; Timing properties derived from membrane potential oscillations, Chapter 3 
Recordings in the inferior olivary neurons (depicted as red balls that are interconnected through gap junctions) show subthreshold 
membrane potential oscillations. Olivary spikes are on top of the oscillation phase as seen in the figure. If the oscillations are 
of stable frequency we would expect the spiking intervals to be a commensurate with a whole number of oscillation cycles and 
therefore could set timing properties. In chapter 3 we tested predictions following these assumptions.
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We mention olivo-cerebellar defi cits rather than those relating to the individual 
substructures because of the strong interaction of the inferior olive and the 
cerebellum, evident in the anti-correlated ‘reciprocal’ changes between CS and 
simple spike (SS) fi ring frequencies (Leonard & Simpson,1986; Zucca et al.,2016; 
Badura et al.,2013). Chemical induced lesions of the IO in cats affect PN functioning 
and result in different behavioral defi cits seen in locomotion and grasping studies 
(Horn et al., 2013). The behavioral defi cits are either acute, recover rapidly or 
worsen over time. The variable delay onsets and recovery of behavioral defi cits 
in reaching and locomotion are suggested to be (partly) a result of an initial SS 
fi ring change due to imbalance of olivary fi ring which stabilizes over time. Tremors 
linked to genetically caused spinocerebellar ataxias (SCA-1, SCA-2, SCA-7 and 
SCA-17) are argued to be an effect of PN degradation following IO neuron loss 
(Koeppen, 2005), again illustrative of the interaction between the inferior olive 
and cerebellum. Model studies of oculopalatal tremor, explaining the tremor 
characteristics observed in patients, support the notion of a dual olivo-cerebellar 
mechanism (Shaikh et al.,2010). The model indicates that an olivary originating 
tremor oscillation is amplifi ed by the cerebellar cortex effected trough plasticity 
mechanisms in the PN. In short, the PN learns, like in classical conditioning, to predict 
the next IO signal (because of its periodicity) and will send out learned signal, the 
amplifi ed ‘tremor’. These examples show that the inferior olive is intricately linked 
to the functioning of the cerebellum, and illustrate the importance to understand 
the signal of the inferior olive in the framework of the olivo-cerebellar system.

Functions the olivo-cerebellum is related to

The functions exerted by the olivo-cerebellum, underlying the behavioral changes 
upon defi cits in the system, are considered to relate to either of two main 
hypotheses. These involve timing function and internal model prediction. 

Sensory response patterns Figure 4; Sensory response patterns, 
Chapter 5
Purkinje neurons are orderly spaced over the 
cerebellar cortex. Using calcium imaging techniques 
the complex spikes in multiple adjacent neurons 
are visualized. By triggering complex spikes by 
different sensory stimulation modalities (here as 
example an auditive trigger represented by a bell 
and a visual trigger represented by a lightbulb) 
we tested if climbing fiber projections of different 
sensory modalities adheres to anatomical 
specified patterns. Three possible anatomical 
projection patterns are depicted in the figure. In 
the upper panel both the bell and light bulb can 
trigger complex spikes in the same cell (colored 
green), in the middle panel the purkinje neurons 
responding to the light are scattered among the 
neurons that respond to the sound. In the lower 
panel the climbing fibers projecting light stimuli 
are clustered and separated from the neurons 
that are responsive to visual stimulation.
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Timing function

The clinical manifestations upon olivo-cerebellar malfunctioning like decomposition 
of movements and the inability to perform repeatedly alternating movements (like 
wrist turning; dysdiachokinesia) suggest timing difficulties. Considering motoric 
behavior as a successive activation of single motor actions, smooth motion 
depends on well-timed activation patterns, such to avoid agonistic-antagonistic 
interference. Behavioral studies suggest the olivo-cerebellum to provide timing to 
motor and perceptive processes (Ashe & Bushara, 2014) a property studied in the 
research presented in chapter 3. Cerebellar patient studies found impairments 
on recalibration of temporal prediction of external visual events (Roth et al., 2013) 
and in auditory perceived time perception (Grube et al., 2010). Focal lesions of 
the cerebellum, after stroke or tumor resection surgery, underlie the increased 
timing variability observed in patients on a repeating motor task (Ivry et al., 2002). 
The timing variability was found to not just reflect motoric impairments, but also 
internal clock-like deficits, similar to the mechanism assumed to underlie temporal 
prediction and estimation. To discern for the two mechanisms underlying the 
temporal variability, Ivry et al. (2002) instructed subjects to either draw circles 
continuously or intermittently (both tasks are produced by the same muscle 
sequences allowing fair comparison). The test shows larger variability on the 
intermittent task, pointing at a clock-like deficit. Similar conclusion were drawn 
upon model based analysis of a finger tapping experiment, in which subjects were 
asked to continue finger tapping to a regular auditory rhythm (Ivry & Keele, 1989). 
The interval variability during the initial auditory instructed rhythm provides a 
reference for the motoric influence on interval variability, used to discern the clock-
like contribution in the observed interval variation. The studies by Ivry et al. (2002) 
and Grube et al. (2010) indicate that impairments were related to absolute timing 
and not to timing properties related to rhythms. Timing is also a central property 
in eye-blink conditioning, one of the best-understood cerebellar paradigms. If 
a conditioning stimulus (like a sound) consistently and repeatedly precedes an 
unconditioned stimulus like an air-puff to the eye, that triggers eye-lid closure, the 
subject will learn to ‘automatically’ close the eye-lid (closure is partly) just before 
the air-puff. This learned response has a neural correlate, reflected in the inhibition 
in the SS firing pattern. Both the time of eyelid closure and the SS suppression 
are tuned to the interval length between the conditioned and unconditioned 
stimuli (Jirenhed et al., 2007). If the interstimulus interval (ISI) between conditioned 
stimulus and unconditioned stimulus is increased or decreased, additional training 
will cause the timing of the preemptive eye closure (the conditioned response) to 
adapt to the new ISI. The conditioned response in the PN (the neuronal correlate) 
adapts correspondingly (Jirenhed & Hesslow, 2011; Svensson et al., 2010). Olivo-
cerebellar malfunction causes impaired learning of this conditioned response 
(Gerwig et al., 2007). The inferior olive transmits the air-puff signal, but the 
dynamical properties that substantiate time tuning of the response reside in the 
cerebellar cortex. The presence of the CS is necessary to set the response pattern, 
but (once learned) is not needed for a correct display of the learned behavior. 
A compelling example showing timing properties within the cerebellar cortex is 
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seen following an acquired conditioned response. Shortened partial conditioning 
stimuli are sufficient to correctly trigger timed responses, both in behavior as in the 
PNs (Svensson  & Ivarsson, 1999).

Eye-blink conditioning evinces the timing function to be accommodated by 
the cerebellar cortex, furthermore an influential hypothesis on timing function 
recognizes the inferior olive and more specifically its conspicuous membrane 
potential oscillations to be pivotal (Llinas et al., 2009). Both in the general 
introduction, general discussion and chapter 3 we will discuss the reasoning, 
mechanisms and evidence for this theory.

Internal model

The second main hypothesis regarding the function of olivo-cerebellum comprises 
the idea that it maintains and develops internal models of motor actions. The 
internal models (forward and inverse) endow the system to control the input-
output dynamics of the motor apparatus. Internal models can overcome 
inadequate motoric behavior resulting from delayed (because of processing 
time) and/or unreliable state estimations (based on noisy sensory input). Accurate 
state estimations are indispensible in the forward models, but also for inverse 
models which incorporate a partial forward model to overcome the problem of 
updating the model with a motor error (which is not available) (Porrill et al., 2013).  
Decomposition of movements seen with olivo-cerebellar disorders (Holmes, 1917) 
is hence a possible consequence of failing internal predictions.

Behavior reflecting encoding of internal models in the cerebellum, i.e. adaptation 
of the input-output properties of motoric behavior, is demonstrated by a force 
field adaptation paradigm by Smith & Shadmehr (2013). Subjects are instructed 
to move a handle of a manipulandum to an outward position, while a force field 
perpendicular to the direction of movement is applied during a series of trials. 
Over trials adaptation will result in straight trajectories to the target, overcoming 
the initial deflection in movement due to the force field. Cerebellar patients have 
reduced performance on the force field trials and show the most conspicuous 
differences to healthy volunteers on unexpected introduced catch trials, turned off 
force field. On these catch trials, healthy subjects (and control patients; Huntington 
disease) display an error that mirrors the force field induced adaptation and whose 
error-size correlates to the amount of adaptation introduced on the subsequent 
trial, cerebellar patients do not display such adaptation. A paradigm comprising 
a more intricate control of a set of muscles is seen in the split belt treadmill study 
by Morton & Bastian (2006). Healthy participants walk on a dual-belt treadmill that 
consists of two parallel belts, one for each leg, which can run at different speeds, 
the so-called split-belt condition. Participants initially walk with asymmetric step 
lengths, taking longer steps with the leg on the slow belt, over time they adapt 
their gait pattern toward more symmetric step lengths. The learning of a stable 
walking pattern to the split belt paradigm shows aftereffects if the task is changed 
(Reisman et al., 2005). Cerebellar patients however fail to develop an adjusted 
walking pattern, despite comparable walking performance to healthy controls when 
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the two belts rotate at equal (low or high) speed. The adjustments are considered 
to be a result of forward adaptation (opposing reactive control), entailing learning 
an inter-limb adjustment rather than adjusting performance of a single muscle 
group used during walking. In the study two walking parameters are considered 
to indicate forward adaptation: the first is the ability to have left and right legs 
traveling equal distances, despite the differences in movement speed. The second 
parameter is the equally balanced timing of having both feet at the ground after 
a left step compared to a right step. Healthy subjects keep good balance of 
these two parameters. Only very briefly at start and after end of different speed 
paradigm, they show a short-lived imbalance. Cerebellar patients show imbalance 
throughout the split belt speed, and display less re-adjusting effect after the two 
belts are set to rotate at equal speed again. Furthermore controls but not patients 
experience different speeds of the two belts when the belts were locked at the 
same speed after training. This shows that the sensory time estimation, as discussed 
before (Roth et al., 2013; Grube et al., 2010), is linked to motor behavior and could 
indicate that the internal models and timing deficits arise from the same underlying 
mechanism. A coupling suggested by Ivry & Keele (1989). Successful adjustments 
result in more stable walking patterns, but the reference signal (possibly conveyed 
by the inferior olive) to which the adjustments are made is unknown, (an equal 
timing of the two feet on the ground seems unlikely because healthy participants 
have an incorrect time estimation at the end of the task). The interlimb coordination 
indicates that the learned response is initiated before the timing of the measurable 
error. This ‘predictive’ adjustment was found by Lam et al. (2006) in testing walking 
adjustments when one leg was restrained due to viscous resistance. The learned 
locomotion pattern was balanced again trough muscle activation that started 
prior to the time of resistance. A comparable predictive response was found on 
a ball catching paradigm by Nowak et al. (2004) who tested reactive finger force 
on a ball dropping either unexpectedly by the experimenter or expected by the 
subject himself. Eye-blink conditioning already shows a clear ‘predictive’ response, 
but shows an intuitively straightforward link between the necessitated adaptation 
(eye closure) and the unconditioned stimuli (also eye closure), a link not clear in 
complicated behavior as multi-limb adjustments.

Failing state estimation also seems to underlie rodents (mice) impairment on 
estimating feasibility to cross a gap in the dark, following deprivation of whisker 
information reaching the olivo-cerebellum through the barrel cortex and pontine 
cells (Jenkinson & Glickstein, 2000). Deprivation was induced by single sided lesions 
of efferents of the barrel cortex. If whiskers were kept intact on the contralateral 
side of the lesion, mice successfully used vibrissae information to decide whether 
to jump or not, but not if whiskers were only kept intact on the ipsilateral side of 
the lesion. Lesioning of the barrel cortex efferents did not diminish jumping ability 
nor did it reduce sensitivity of the vibrissae connected to the lesion. This study 
suggests the cerebellum to provide an internal model estimating the position of 
the head to the external world. Subsequently used to estimate jumping feasibility, 
which could be considered a cognitive process. It also shows that active whisker 
movements provide the sensory input to compute an internal model, which 
comprises the widely used term ‘sensory-motor integration’.
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A last example on olivo-cerebellar contribution to state estimation was seen upon 
disrupting cerebellar functioning by transcranial magnetic stimulation (Miall et al., 
2007). Subjects were instructed to move their arm laterally (and voluntary) upon 
which they were signaled to make a rapid movement forward to a remembered 
target. The direction errors seen upon cerebellar disruption were consistent with a 
motor command computed upon a state estimation 138 ms out of date.

Considering the role of the inferior olive comparing the timing hypothesis and 
the internal model theory we can assume some clear differences. For the internal 
model we would not expect any metronome like inferior olive activity as we have 
studied in chapter 3. At most we assume to find olivary patterns echoing input 
coming from rhythmic behavior, alternatively network and mechanistic properties 
could induce rhythmic like spiking patterns, but again would not allow for 
metronome like properties (discussed in more detail in chapter 3). The complex 
spike waveform profiles as analyzed in chapter 2 would be potentially more 
functional considering the internal model theory, because in this theory the olivary 
signal could induce scaled plasticity. While in the timing hypothesis, we would 
assume the olivary signal to be uniform to generate a perfect metronome (every 
beat must be equally transmitted).

Firing patterns indicative of internal models

In this section we discuss studies showing firing patterns in the cerebellum that fit 
predictions of internal models, showing mechanisms rather then the endpoint of 
internal model function as discussed in the previous chapter.

Spiking in primate’s rostral fastigial nucleus (rFN), a cerebellar output nucleus 
related to postural and eye movements, was found to encode for externally 
generated (exafferent) information of head position (Brooks et al., 2015). E.g. 
voluntarily and unimpeded made head turns do not trigger spike responses in 
contrast to spike modulation seen to enforced movements of the head with similar 
kinematics. In a training paradigm in which a resistive load is introduced while the 
monkey actively rotates its head, strong response is observed initially. This signal 
diminishes during training and disappears when the monkey learned to adjust to 
the load, seen on a trial-by-trial basis. The rFN activity represents the sensory error, 
the difference between ‘true’ sensory feedback and sensory feedback predicted 
from a movement, which allows for an adjustment of sensory predictions and is 
considered important for updating forward models (as well as some inverse models) 
in motor control (Shadmehr et al., 2010). The convergent output of many PNs on 
the rFN makes it plausible that the computation of the sensory error resides in the 
cerebellar cortex, contrary to a sensory error signal being transferred unchanged 
from for example the posterior parietal cortex to the rFN.

In the same experimental setup the limitations or simply objections to exafferent 
information signaling was found, inferred from the absence of firing modulation 
upon efferent motor copies (Brooks & Cullen, 2013). rFN neurons did not show a 
response upon unexpected fixation of the primate’s head simultaneous with the 
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rotation instruction signal, resulting the muscles to exert force while suppressing 
any movement therefore leading to a sensory error. This is in contrast to the 
‘negative sensory prediction’ upon motor movements seen in teleost fish (Sawtell 
& Bell, 2008).

In summary, the firing pattern in the output stage of the cerebellum illustrates 
a sensory prediction signal as would be expected following the internal model 
theory. However the lack of sensory error signaling upon fixation of the head is not 
according to this theory and could indicate different motor strategies.

State estimation in SS firing patterns
Multiple studies have reported SSs patterns to represent state estimations. SS firing 
in PNs of the posterior medial part (caudal vermis) of the macaque cerebellum 
was found to represent an estimate of the tilt angle of the head (Laurens et al., 
2013). In dark the tilt angle cannot be derived directly from the sensory organs, the 
otolith organs and semicircular canals. This because gravitational and translational 
accelerations are physically indistinguishable and therefore different movements 
can trigger identical responses hence introducing uncertainty (see Angelaki et al., 
2004). A series of passively induced rotations and translations of monkeys in space 
enabled analysis to scrutinize and dissociate the source of SS modulation, the 
otolith organs or semicircular canals (Laurens et al., 2013). The results confirmed 
predictions made by a theoretical model on the integration of the two sensory 
streams, assuming that integration (through a bayesian prediction) of the 
semicircular canal output gives an estimate of the heads tilt angle.

A state estimation signal in PN activity was also found in a number of arm tracking 
studies, in which SS firing correlated to movement kinematics rather then the 
muscle activity governing it. Force field manipulations on a tracking paradigm 
showed SS firing modulation to the kinematics of the movements, but not to the 
forces exerted by the force-field (Pasalar et al., 2006). These results confirm studies 
by Coltz et al. (1999) and Roitman et al. (2005) showing SS firing to correlate 
more to arm kinematics then to EMG activity. Hewitt et al. (2011) analyzed SS 
firing obtained during a random tracking task in monkeys by fitting spiking data 
to a linear regression model including kinematic parameters like, hand position, 
velocity and speed. Regression analysis showed SS firing to encode for all three 
parameters, both for averaged data as on trial-by-trial basis. The influence of a 
kinematic parameter on SS firing was independent to the other parameters, which 
corroborates the models validity. Based on the model parameters found on the 
random tracking task, accurate firing predictions were made for circular tracking 
and center-out reaches, suggesting kinematic transformations to be generalized 
and not model specific (Hewitt et al., 2011). SS firing furthermore has been found 
to encode kinematics of (low-pass filtered) whisker field position (Chen et al., 2016; 
PNs in crus I), as well as saccadic eye-movement (Herzfeld et al., 2015) and smooth-
pursuit eye movements (Dash et al., 2012). SS activity in more than half of the 
recorded cells was found to lead the hand kinematics by 35 ms. Spiking preceded 
whisker movement, with a median around 30 ms, in a majority of PNs, saccadic eye-
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movement was encoded real-time, i.e. 0-time lag, and spiking encoded smooth-
pursuit eye movements ± 7 ms earlier. However these latency profiles (based on 
highest coefficient of determination) normally had broad distributions with spike 
activity both preceding and lagging kinematics, the overall predictive nature of the 
PN SS signal refutes SS activity to reflect sensory feedback signals. These signals 
therefore provide accurate estimations either in time or sensory state, like the 
representation of the tilt signal, and fit internal model theories (forward model). A 
conspicuous difference between kinematic estimations discussed in this paragraph 
and the tilt estimation is that the last does not rely on motor command driven 
components. However these examples confirm internal models, they fall short to 
assign where each computation of the state estimation takes place and whether 
they are confined to the cerebellum. Internal model components controlling 
different motor units likely map to different brain networks, or could have different 
compositions (internal and forward) see for example Frens & Donchin (2009).

Anatomy of the olivo-cerebellum

Anatomy of the olivo-cerebellum and the ‘sources of input to’ together with the 
‘targets of output of’ the olivo-cerebellum have inspired theories on how the 
cerebellum works and what it does. The crystalline composition of the cerebellum, 
a rhythmic alignment of uniform building blocks, had renowned scientists as Sir 
Eccles state that the cerebellum would be among the first higher-level nervous 
systems to be understood. The cerebellar cortex shows a modular build up, in which 
the connections between the main crossroads in the olive-cerebellar network, the 
PNs, IO and cerebellar nucleus (CN – which includes the vestibular nucleus) are 
cyclical, projecting and receiving from cells within a confined part of the system. 
E.g. a set of longitudinal organized PNs ‘PN-X’ converge with inhibitory connections 
upon cerebellar nuclei ‘CN-X’, the ‘CN-X’ projects, also inhibitory, to IO cells which 
again sends strongly excitatory CFs to the PN-X set. Collaterals of these IO cells 
again weakly connect the CN-X group (Voogd, 2014; Apps & Hawkes, 2009; Lu et 
al., 2016). CFs furthermore signal the molecular layer interneurons in the cerebellar 
cortex through glutamate spillover (Szapiro & Barbour, 2007). The long parallel 
fibers, derived from the granule cells, extend perpendicular to these modules so 
connecting multiple modules. The information transmitted by CFs projecting to 
PNs of a specific modules (microzone) is from a shared receptive field, a feature 
defining the module (Ekerot et al., 1991). The module thus is not only anatomical 
distinct but is also suggested to be functionally distinct. Neighboring climbing 
fiber receptive fields are dissimilar, but the microzones with the same olivary source 
will converge onto the same cerebellar nuclei zones again (Apps & Garwicz, 2000).

Somatotopy is found in the cerebellum, both on input as on output (Nanni & 
Petrofina, 2004; Lu et al., 2007) supported by specific impairments seen on lesions 
in different zones (Timmann et al., 2009). Different cortical regions involved in arm 
control (primary motor cortex, parietal cortex and prefrontal cortex), form distinct 
loops with the cerebellum targeting different regions in the cerebellar cortex (Kelly 
& Strick, 2003), hence suggesting functional localization, i.e. different ‘behavioral’ 
strategies controlling the same motoric unit map to different cerebellar areas. 
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Furthermore, functional localization was corroborated by a study on focal lesion 
patients (Donchin et al., 2012). Adaptation in target directed arm reaches was 
tested during visuomotor rotation, relying on visual feedback, and force field 
perturbation, relying on proprioceptive feedback. Patients were grouped based 
on impairments shown to the prior or latter task, and thereafter compared on 
lesion localization, using high resolution fMRI mapping. Lesions in the two groups 
locate to two different adjacent regions with little overlap. Whether and how 
modules work together controlling a specific motor unit is unknown and postulates 
a mechanism to avoid interference of different control mechanisms.

Considering the network connectivity of the modules of the cerebellum, we spot a 
striking dichotomy. Modules in the anterior and posterior parts of the cerebellum, 
also called the motor parts of the cerebellum (due to their input from the primary 
motor cortex), alternate along the lateral axes according to zebrin expression. 
Zebrin expression bands have been linked to differences in SS firing frequencies 
and CS induced calcium influx (Zhou et al., 2014). An important difference 
between the positive and negative zebrin zones is found in their extra-cerebellar 
connections. Zebrin negative zones, constituting the smaller part of the cerebellum, 
are considered the “motor” regions of the cerebellar cortex, their circuitry typically 
is part of the motor system receiving input from the primary motor cortex and 
connect downstream to the motor-cortex (Voogd & Ruigrok, 2004). fMRI studies 
confirm their activation during movement (Stoodley & Schmahmann, 2009). The 
positive zones are connected to a wider set of cerebral centers, including parietal, 
frontal eye field, pre-motor and supplementary motor structures seen in retrograde 
labeling of the parvocellular red nucleus (Humphrey et al. 1984). Which, however, 
must not imply they are not exerting some kind of direct motor control.

The inferior olive cells projecting either to zebrin positive or negative zones 
originate in different subnuclei. The olivary parts that innervate the zebrin positive 
zones, the rostral medial accessory olive and the principal olive, receive strong 
input from nuclei located at the meso-diencephalic border, the parvocellular red 
nucleus, nuclei of Darkschewitsch and Bechterew (Onodera, 1984). The central 
tegmental tract, the pathway from the parvocellular red nucleus to the dorsal 
lamina of the inferior olive belongs to the largest systems in the human brain stem 
illustrating the importance of this route (Voogd). Direct cortico-olivary projections 
appear to be few. The meso-diencephalic nuclei are innervated by the cerebral 
cortex and by excitatory connections from the cerebellar nuclei that are within the 
closed loop circuitry.

The inferior olivary cells of the zebrin negative zones don’t receive feedback 
from mesodiencephalic loops. The cerebellar output of zebrin negative modules 
reaches the motor cortex through thalamic projections. These cerebral areas again 
sent down axons trough the pyramidal tract of which the collaterals contact dorsal 
column nuclei that go up to the olivary cells. These networks too seem to suggest 
a closed loop circuit (Kelly & Strick, 2003), however have less consensus than the 
zebrin-positive closed loops. Porill et al. (2004) stress that recurrent connections 
in the closed loop module can accommodate an inverse internal module that 
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contributes to the desired motor command but is updated by sensory errors 
instead of motor errors (Porrill et al., 2013 ). Motor errors can only be sensed 
through the sensory consequences of action and therefore inverse models need 
either a ‘sensory error-motor error transformation’ or a recurrent network scheme 
(see Porrill et al 2013 for review).

The signal relayed by CFs originating in the rDAO innervating the C1, C3 and Y 
zones (part of the loop with the anterior interpositus) are found to accommodate 
integrated sensori-motor information on single motor units (Garwicz et al., 2002). 
Receptive fields of CFs responding to muscles of a specific spinal reflex module 
(forelimb in cat) overlap those responding to input from cutaneous fields located 
over the spinal reflex modules (Jorntell et al., 1996; Garwicz et al., 2002). However 
the studies noticed overlap, this is not absolute and divergent fields were found. 
The convergence of the two pathways yields the olivary signal to contain both 
sensory information (cutaneous field) and activity of the muscle unit through the 
innervation of the spinal reflex pathways as suggested by Oscarsson (1973). The 
convergence of different sensory streams reflecting single motor or muscle units 
is also seen with cutaneous A and C fibers from similar locations converging onto 
olivary nuclei (Ekerot et al., 1987).

Besides the monitoring of spinal reflex modules, the cerebellum also influences the 
motor pools. Ablation of the cerebellar nucleus can adapt responses to an electrical 
induced variant of knee jerk reflex (H-reflex) through plasticity mechanisms at the 
level of the spinal cord which most likely is signaled through the sensory-motor 
cortex (Chen & Wolpaw, 2005). This also demonstrates the different levels on 
which the cerebellum controls motoric behavior, both trough changes within the 
cerebellum as with connected networks outside the olivo-cerebellum.

The two excitatory types of input to the cerebellum, mossy fibers and CFs, 
modulate SS and CS respectively, importantly CS firing modulates SS fring. CF 
activity modulates parallel fiber (PF) receptive fields, through reducing the PF-
PN synaptic strength and potentiating synapting signaling between molecular 
layer interneurons and PNs, reduced CF activity has the opposite effects (Ekerot 
& Jorntell, 2001; Jorntell & Ekerot, 2002). E.g. PF stimulation (without CF) will 
lead to expansion of receptive files. Vestibular stimulation shows SS and CS firing 
to be anti-correlated, argued to be an effect of the CF activating molecular layer 
interneurons (Ekerot & Jorntell, 2001, Jorntell & Ekerot, 2002). Recordings of 
mossy fiber terminals indicate their activity being out of phase with SS firing and 
after unilateral semicircular-canal ectomy, which induces SS firing, there is still the 
antiphasic CS-SS modulation seen with sinusoidal roll-tilt vestibular stimulation 
(Barmack & Yakhnitsa, 2015). These anti-correlated patterns disappear when the 
inferior olive is impaired. The strong influence of the CF signal on SS firing becomes 
evident in mutant mice that have ipsilateral IO-PN connections instead of CFs 
crossing from their olivary origin to the contralateral cerebellum (reflecting the 
healthy situation). Despite the new dynamics of mossy fiber input originating from 
the ‘healthy’ side with olivary input from the opposite site, the PNs still displayed 
anti-correlated CS-SS modulation (Badura et al 2013). These results corroborate the 
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divergent and multimodal nature of the granule cell signal, effected by the lateral 
spread through long parallel fibers, the convergence of both somatosensory and 
motoric input streams upon single cerebellar granule cells (Huang et al., 2013) and 
the great number of 150,000 parallel-fiber synapses on a single PN tree (Ohtsuki 
et al., 2009). These features provide great ‘telephone’ switchboard like flexibility 
upon input sculpting. Compound movements (a somewhat technical concept for 
quite ordinary movements like forcefully throwing a ball) will cause activation of a 
multitude of motor pools and sensory streams. Due to the convergence of these 
input routes (mossy fibers and granule cells) upon the single PN an almost infinite 
number of combinations can be modulated, therefore allowing for ‘input flexibility’.

Besides a function in motor-coordination, the olivo-cerebellum is suggested to 
be important in cognitive functions. Amplified expansion of the cerebellum 
as compared to neocortex is observed in the evolution trajectory of humans, 
associated with improved cognitive abilities (Barton & Venditti, 2014). Particularly 
the dentate nucleus is marked as the site of expansion (Sultan et al., 2010), the 
nucleus innervating the most lateral zebrin positive zones, constituting ‘non-motor’ 
modules.

In the modular build up of the cerebellum the connection from the CN upon the 
IO provides inhibition upon the inferior olive. This inhibition is asynchronous (Best 
& Regehr, 2009) and is unusual for inhibitory neurons in the brain. Nucleo-olivary 
afferents lead to a slow build up of suppression upon the inferior olive (a high 
DCN firing frequency constitutes a continuous suppression). This pathway does 
not reliably transmit presynaptic signals in time and thus seems to be best suited 
for transmission of a firing rate code from the CN. Also at the level of the PN to 
the small GABA-ergic neurons in the nuclei that project to the inferior olive we 
see dynamics that favor rate code, showing long decay times (25 ms) and great 
summation at the natural PN firing frequencies (Najac & Raman 2015). This has 
great impact on the hypothesis that the IO is a comparator suggested by Simpson 
et al., (1996), which is an updated version of the theory by Oscarsson (1980). In 
short the olive sends out differences between expected sensory feedback with true 
sensory feedback (similar to the exafferent signal in the rFN discussed before). If 
the feedback from the DCN cannot contain high frequency information to balance 
IO activity the ‘IO comparison’ cannot encode high frequency (very transient) 
differences.

What does the inferior olive signal represent?

The error encoded in the complex spike

The classical Marr-Albus-Ito hypothesis regards the inferior olive as a transmitter 
of supervisory error signals, impacting on SS activity due to long-term depression 
at the PF to PN synapses. The concealing term ‘error’ represents deviations from 
expected sensory input, like stumbling during running or missing a note while 
playing a composition. Strong evidence associating CSs to errors is displayed 
by CS modulation seen with retinal slips (Graf et al., 1988) and perturbations of 
arm movements (Gilbert & Thach, 1977). The convergence of numerous granule 
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cells and a single powerful CF allows the CS to provide an instructive role to the 
many different combinations of granule cell input (Marr, 1969). Granule cell input 
followed by CF input induces LTD, which is the backbone of the epochal network 
theory laid out by Marr, Albus and Ito. Indeed PF activity followed by a CS within 
200 ms results in supra-linear Ca2+ influx triggering LTD at the PF-PC synapses 
(Wang et al, 2000). Maximal depression was found for latency differences of 80 ms 
(Safo & Regehr, 2008). The Ca2+ influx can be detected up to the most distal parts 
of the dendritic arbor and can exert plasticity effects over the many synapses on 
the PC (Miyakawa et al. 1992; Ross & Werman 1987).

Despite these supportive cases, several observations regarding the information in 
the olivary signal and the control of olivary spiking do not unconditionally conform 
to the error hypothesis. Both topics will be discussed in the following chapter.

Multimodality and gating of olivary signals

Inferior olivary spiking shows to be under generic control, e.g. to the cerebellar 
induced adaptation level or expectation level of sensory and motoric input related 
to behavior. CF activation can be triggered by sensory input of different modality 
as seen in our study (Ju et al., In preparation; chapter 5), 38% of CFs projecting 
to Crus I respond to more than one sensory stimulus (tactile, auditory or visual). 
However, this is all in awake animals and the CF response could be due to sensory 
triggered movements. Multimodality responsiveness is undoubtedly seen in 
classical eye-blink conditioning experiments; CFs responsive to air-puffs also fire 
to sensory input from light and sound (Ohmae & Medina 2008). Modulation of the 
inferior olive response to the different input is illustrated in the wagner-rescorla 
paradigm in which the inferior olive is rendered unresponsive to new stimuli as a 
consequence of the advanced cerebellar adaptation. If a conditioned eye-blink 
response is learned to conditioning stimulus A (e.g. light), where-after a novel 
stimulus B (e.g. sound) is added and the combined stimuli are paired again with 
an unconditioned stimulus, an air-puff, then stimulus B will after repeated trials 
not trigger a response by itself. Reversing the stimuli order would result in a 
response to stimulus B and not to stimulus A. The modulation of olivary responses 
to ‘conditioning’ stimuli is effected by the cerebellar nuclei inhibition of the 
inferior olive (Kim et al. 1998). Upon blocking the inhibitory input to the inferior 
olive by GABA antagonist (picrotoxin) injection, conditioned responses to both 
stimuli individually are expressed. The block also inhibits the gradual decrease 
of CS responses to the US seen during normal learning. The gating control of 
olivary activity to multiple sources as discussed before (Kim et al., 1998) is mainly 
regulated by inhibitory afferents, because the inferior olive has only few GABA-ergic 
(<0.1%) inhibitory interneurons (Nelson & Mugnaini 1988; Walberg and Ottersen 
1989). Gating is furthermore found to render the inferior olive more responsive to 
unpredictable input. In the classical eye-blink conditioning paradigm CS response 
probabilities are high for novel stimuli and drop over trials when un-paired to an 
air-puff (Ohmae & Medina, 2008), similar findings were reported by Kobayashi et 
al. (1998). A second example is seen on the responsiveness of IO cells to both 
cerebral and peripheral input being modulated to different phases of behavior. 
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CS responsiveness (recorded as height of the local field potentials in the C1 and 
C3 lobules - rDAO) to electrical stimulation of forelimb related cerebro-olivary 
pathways or spino-cerebellar pathways showed modulation to different walking 
phases (Pardoe et al., 2004). A similar measuring approach to read out transmission 
also found differences upon hind-limb related spino-cerebellar stimulation to 
different behavioral rearing phases (Lawrenson et al., 2016). The transmission 
profiles suggest olivary responsiveness to be small at phases of increased self-
generated activity and vice versa. Repeated stimulation during a specific rearing 
phase indeed reduced olivary responsiveness to this phase over time, supporting 
the notion of predictability gating (Lawrenson et al., 2016). This olivary suppression 
has been suggested to be induced through the rubrospinal pathway, through 
which movement activity will be transmitted to induce suppression upon the olive 
(Weiss et al., 1990). Another example of olivary gating is that predictability of 
sensory input reduces olivary responsiveness in awake rats and complex spike 
probability is lower upon an unexpected omission of the US (Ohmae & Medina 
2008). Notably this last result shows that olivary control has a predictive value, 
more than is effectuated by a direct inhibitory feedback loop gating behavioral 
activity.

Information in the complex spike

Here we review studies that report on the information and source of CS signaling, 
disclosed by looking at spike-triggered averages to behavior or by analyzing 
the information the CS has about a certain behavior. CS signals are found to be 
informative on direction and amplitude of visual errors. In anesthetized rabbits, 
recordings from the flocculus show the CS signal to modulate to the direction of 
the retinal slip ‘error’ (Graf et al., 1988). Preferred slip directions are along one 
of the three orientations of the semi-circular canals and project through CFs to 
different cortical areas. Vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) studies show similar retinal 
slip direction selectivity, but also display a non-linear correlation between CS 
spike probability and error size, maximal responses are to slip velocities smaller 
then 1°/s (Barmack & Hess 1980; Leonard et al. 1988; Simpson & Alley 1974). CS 
signals recorded in the oculomotor vermis modulate to direction on a saccade 
adaptation paradigm (Herzfeld et al., 2015) as well as to amplitude of saccadic 
errors (Soetedjo et al. 2008). Furthermore, arm-tracking tests in monkeys show 
direction modulation of the CS signal. CSs recorded during center-out movements, 
prompted to targets in 8 different directions and at 4 different velocities, were 
found to encode direction and speed, but not movement error (Ebner et al., 2006).

The error information in CF signals was tested on a saccadic paradigm during which 
target replacement was varied to hinder cerebellum dependent adaptation as 
seen with the classic adaptation paradigm (Panouilleres et al., 2013). This enabled 
Soetedjo et al. (2008) to analyze the information content of the non-adapted error 
size in the CS signal in monkeys. Maximal CS occurrence was seen ±100 ms after 
introduction of target displacement and when target displacement was occluded 
(not shown) there was no CS response. CS probability increased for displacements 
ranging from 1.5 to 5 degrees above which the occurrence probability reduces in 
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50 % of all PNs. The other PNs showed a strong increase in CS probability for small 
error sizes after which probability was equal up to the largest displacements tested 
(9 degrees). This last group showed most information on error direction late in time 
and had broader latencies. In a study by Winkelman and Frens (2006) rabbits were 
presented with visual stimuli that were rotated along a vertical axes guided by 
noise so to avoid temporal correlations within the task. Like in the aforementioned 
saccade study, there was no repeatable instruction to which adjusted behavior is 
learned nor does the task introduce a temporal relation of correlated retinal slip 
and eye motion. They found the CS to represent a continuum of sensory and motor 
information with more information on eye velocity then on retinal slip, supported 
by recordings in the dark where there is no retinal slip information. Furthermore 
the CS encoded eye velocity at stricter latencies, thus more informative, than 
retinal slip. The lack of an error signal in the CS was also found in a retinal slip 
study by Frens et al. (2001). The retinal slip signal is composed of the total sum of 
movements in the visual field; therefore, the simultaneous presentation of stationary 
and moving stimuli of different transparency generated varying retinal slip signals 
in the paradigm. Despite the changed retinal slip information, CS modulation 
was similar for identical movement. The CS thus modulates to the movement and 
was suggested to represents oculomotor performance error contrary to retinal 
slip signals. Brooks et al., (2015) suggest however that a comparable signal, the 
exafferent signal, is to be found in the cerebellar nuclei output signal.

Strong objections against the CS encoding error signals within olivary activity are 
derived from CS profiles during successful saccade adaptation in vermal PNs. 
CS modulation, showing increases and decreases timed to the primary saccade 
offset (as seen in rasterplots of single PNs), gained during the adaptation and was 
maximal at trials of successful saccade adaptation, and thus having no error (Catz 
et al., 2005). Information theoretic analysis indicating the CS to encode saccade 
amplitude over error confirms this conclusion. Similarly Dash et al. (2010) found 
the same build up of CS responses (in vermal lobuli VI and VII, OMC) during and 
not at onset of smooth-pursuit eye movement adaptation in monkeys. All of these 
studies cast doubt on the CS as error signals or at least argue against a uniform 
role for all CSs.

Error signal in SS firing
Analysis of SS firing by the linear regression model of Hewitt et al. (2011), showed 
arm kinematic correlation as discussed before. The residual firing, the SS firing 
left over after subtracting firing as computed from the linear model for each 
component present in time, encoded well for specific observed errors, the specific 
errors being a positional error, velocity error and a directional error (Popa et al., 
2012). Errors are found independent from each other and from the kinematics, 
supporting the validity of the results. The information on the error in the SS signal 
in a single neuron was often found to both lead and lag the error. Meaning a 
prediction of the error to come and one giving feedback on the error. This latter 
error is comparable to the sort of error seen with retinal slip errors, and thus speaks 
against an exclusive error function of the CS signal.
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How does the inferior olive carry out its function?

Complex spike induced suppression of simple spike firing
The supervisory error signal of the CS is envisioned to be effectuated through its 
impact on plasticity modulation of PF-PN synapses, however consistent proof in 
in vivo behavior is scarce. In this paragraph we will first start with the studies in 
support of the theory, followed by studies contradicting the theory.

Only few studies have reported on the direct effect of CS firing on SS suppression 
in the following trial. A saccade adaptation task by Medina and Lisberger (2008) 
shows that CSs, occurring 75-175 ms after a visual cue changes its initial direction, 
results in reduced SS frequencies on the successive trial without a CS. During the 
course of training, eye movement adapts, however movement adaptation do not 
correlate to SS suppression on a trial-by-trial basis. A further weak point in the 
study was the limited sample size. To avoid confounding influence of the CS on SSs 
in the same trial, analysis was confined to triplets trials, were there was a CS only 
in the middle trial, so called 0-1-0 triplets (few cells had 1-1), thereby representing 
only a small sample in the total learning sequence. Furthermore, because we don’t 
know how input to the inferior olive and the granule cells relate, CS might be 
triggered trough the same increased input that drives SSs through mossy fibers. 
This would therefore induce more SSs on trials with a CS, and less on trials without, 
explaining the findings apart from plasticity. In addition, there might be CS induced 
SS facilitation. CS induced SS reduction on subsequent trials was also shown in a 
VOR adaptation paradigm in the flocculus (Kimpo et al., 2014), comparing 1-0 trial 
sets with 0-0 trials (the latter not showing reduction). The effect on SS firing was 
only found for VOR increase adaptation, but not for VOR decrease adaptation. The 
lack of effect on decrease adaptation was despite equal CS responses, indicating 
a mismatch between CSs and changed SS patterns on the following trial, this 
indicates that SS reduction does not follow the CF signal ‘blindly’.

PF-PN induced LTD upon CF signaling was challenged in a study by Hewitt et 
al. (2015). Rhesus monkeys were trained to use a manipulandum to reach visual 
targets, during which a resistive or assistive force parallel to the target trajectory was 
introduced. Adaptation to the perturbation resulted in smooth movements such 
that the kinematics of the movement before and after ‘full’ adaptation are similar 
and changes in SS rates are therefore not due to kinematic changes. Only few 
cells (5/49) significantly modulated CS firing patterns to the resistive or adaptive 
forces over the course of movement adaptation. An analysis of the representation 
of arm kinematics (position, velocity and acceleration) in SS firing indicated that 60 
% of the PNs altered their representation over the course of adaptation. I.e. the 
influence of a certain kinematic parameter on SS firing changed during adaptation. 
The mismatch between the few PNs that show CS modulation while the majority of 
PNs do modulate their SS firing pattern over adaptation, challenges the necessity 
of CSs in SS modulation. This is interesting regarding the error information 
found in SS firing (Hewitt et al. 2015). However possibly the changes kinematic 
representation in the SS firing is due to perceptron like behavior in the PN and is 
therefore solely due to intricate changes of input patterns. If so, then CS activity 
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is not needed to change kinematic representation changes, as they have already 
been ‘installed’ in the PN.

On a behavioral level the necessity of the CS signal for VOR adaptation was tested 
by suppressing CS modulation. This was done by moving the background and 
visual target (which triggers the eye movement) in opposite directions. Despite 
the total suppression, the VOR still adapted significantly and correctly and SS 
firing modulation reflected normal development. The observed gain decrease 
was 33-50% compared to healthy controls, challenging the necessity of CSs for 
VOR adaptation (Ke et al., 2009). (Only gain decreases were tested, because 
on the increase paradigm CS modulation could not be blocked). Both SS firing 
patterns and CS firing patterns individually were found to induce VOR adaptation. 
These findings are in striking contrast to the oculomotor information found in 
the CS signal as previously discussed (Frens et al., 2001). Furthermore SS spiking 
patterns alone were found to be sufficient to allow adaptation on a VOR paradigm 
(Nguyen-Vu et al., 2013). In this study optogenetic induced SS patterns in flocular 
PNs in mice, mimicking those seen during ‘normal’ VOR gain adaptation, are 
sufficient to trigger VOR gain changes presented in catch trials after training (in 
absence of the optogenetic stimulation). Learning in this study was confined to 
the contraversive phase of VOR stimulus (increase of VOR gain), this adaptation 
limitation was found too in the aforementioned study by Ke et al. (2009]). These 
results again object to the indispensable role of the CS for adaptation and indicate 
the capacity of SS firing to induce sustained learning. Work by Lee et al. (2015) 
too shows SS firing (recorded in the forelimb motor region of lobus simplex) to 
be able to trigger learned responses. Forelimb movements were optogenetically 
triggered by exciting or inhibiting PNs, movements relate in both cases to the 
disinhibition phase upon the CN. Upon pairing a tone prior to the stimulation a 
learned response to the tone was induced and was comparable to learning and 
extinction profiles seen with VOR and classical eyeblink paradigms. Importantly, 
upon testing two different tone-stimulation intervals, accurate timed responses 
were induced upon PN inhibition, but not to excitation.

Strong evidence against the role of CS induced plasticity in learning came from 
genetic manipulation studies. Mice lacking cerebellar expression of LTD, genetically 
targeted late in the signal cascade, were tested on VOR adaptation, eye-blink 
conditioning and locomotion on the Erasmus ladder. Three different mutant types 
were tested, none performed different from control. Slice experiments confirmed 
that this was not due to compensatory mechanism, like altered LTP dynamics 
(Schonewille et al., 2011). However, a recent study (Yamaguchi et al., 2016) did 
find evidence for compensatory mechanisms. Increased levels of co-activation (PF 
and CF) were found sufficient to trigger LTD in the mutants tested by Schonewille 
et al. (2011) and thus might explain for the remaining motor adaptation properties.

The reviewed studies question the role of the CS as unsupervised error signal. The 
information in the CS signal does not solely represents error, but includes a motor 
component. Nor are error signals limited to the CSs, but found too in SS spiking. 
Behavioral adaptation and correlated SS changes can occur without the CS. Both 
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were found to be inducible by SS firing. Lastly, eliminating CS induced plasticity, 
does not hamper cerebellum related adaptation as expected.

Olivary spiking as rhythm generator

An alternative hypothesis to the error signal as driving supervised learning, 
considers the inferior olive to provide a timing function. This hypothesis springs 
from the conspicuous subthreshold membrane oscillations found in inferior olivary 
neurons in rodents (Llinas & Yarom, 1986), ass well as in other species like brain 
slices of monkeys (Turucek et al., 2016; slightly lower frequency than in rodents). 
Subthreshold oscillations in the olivary neurons, and phase dependent spiking 
upon these oscillations are core to the mechanism by which the olivary signal can 
substantiate timed intervals. The oscillatory patterns we describe in CS activity in 
our paper are likely testimony of these dynamics, and oscillatory CS activity has 
been reported in multiple studies, addressed in the article. Matching frequencies 
between repetitive behavior and CS population activity or olivary population 
discharges, inferred from cross-correlograms data, further fueled the theory (Welsh 
et al., 1995; Smith, 1997). In chapter 3, we extend on the topics discussed here.

Influential work by Welsh et al. (1995) suggesting the inferior olive as supporting 
rhythmic behavior showed CS activity being phase locked to rhythmic licking in 
rats. Upon cutting the trigeminal nerve, thus blocking sensory input, the phase-
locked pattern remained indicating that the rhythmic spike activity is part of the 
motor output and therefore considered to support motor behavior. However, 
because the olivo-cerebellum has afferents to both sensory feedback and spinal 
motor centers (Garwicz et al., 2002) the olivary rhythmicity might reflect feedback 
from rhythmically activated motor pools which are still present after cutting the 
sensory feedback.

Several more studies supported the found relation between olivary spiking and 
motion onset. CSs were found to appear between EMG activation of the main 
muscle carrying out the movement and the actual movement during a visually 
guided wrist-tracking paradigm in monkeys (Mano et al., 1986). This timing 
profile was found in 60 % of responsive neurons and faster movement induced 
stronger modulation. However, the CS signal was only found for signal-initiated 
movements, but not for movements returning the wrist to the center position, 
also after correcting for speed and direction. Also on the visual-guided arm 
tracking task by Hewitt et al. (2015; discussed before) CSs timed to the onset of 
movement initiation in 11/49 PNs. The pre-emptive timing of the CS rules out the 
signal to yield a sensory error signal, and suggest more involvement in activation. 
Furthermore, the strong induction of CSs upon perturbations, like seen during 
locomotion (Lou & Bloedel, 1992) is argued to reflect corrective responses, linking 
the CSs to movement initiation (Llinás, 2009). Overall CSs have not convincingly 
been found to movement onset nor to a specific phase in locomotion cycles 
(see for an overview Simpson et al. (1996). E.g. CS showed no phase locking to 
movements in licking bouts despite the modulation of SSs in these PNs to licking 
rhythms (Bryant et al., 2010). CSs activity to tracking wrist movements, peaked 
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slightly prior to movement initiation as seen in PSTHs, but activation was broad 
and maximal peak activity is not much above chance level (Ishikawa et al., 2014). 
These authors however found clear burst activity in nuclear dentate cells prior to 
movement initiation which correlated to reduced SS firing in PNs. Deduction of 
possible source of SS reduction, based on anatomical data and concurrent firing 
profiles of SSs and dentate firing, indicated plasticity dynamics between molecular 
interneurons and PNs as underlying mechanism. Due to the direct (Szapiro & 
Barbour, 2007) and plasticity induced control (Jorntell & Ekerot, 2002) of SS firing 
by CF signals, the CS might indirectly relate to movement initiation.

The olivo-cerebellum is argued to be the source of rhythmicity in tremors (De 
Montigny & Lamarre, 1973), but also in natural movements. EMGs of natural finger 
movements in human have revealed that the musculoskeletal system is actuated 
with pulses at 8 Hz (Vallbo & Wessberg, 1993). Magneto encephalography 
recordings found these to be linked to cerebellar-thalamo-premotor-motor-
cortical wide oscillations (Schnitzler et al., 2006). Furthermore, the observed 
frequencies fall within the range as seen for subthreshold oscillation in inferior 
olive neurons. Essential tremor patients (displaying movement tremors between 4 
and 20 Hz) studied during a finger tapping task show tremor intensity to correlate 
with increased fMRI activity in the cerebellar dentate nucleus (Buijink et al., 2015). 
Suggesting impaired olivo-cerebellar circuits underlying behavioral deficits in 
essential tremor, however not specifically the inferior olive. Harmaline induced 
tremors, a common model for essential tremors (ET), e.g. both show similar results 
to pharmacological intervention, display 8 to 16 Hz postural and kinetic tremors 
and is found to link to inferior olivary sources (De Montigny & Lamarre, 1973; 
Handforth, 2012; Handforth, 2016).

An objection to the olivary origin to tremor rhythms is that tremors have been 
found with a multitude of frequencies. It is not clear how the olive can underlie 
all of these frequencies, there is no spatial difference known regarding to the 
subthreshold oscillations.

Furthermore, as discussed in the chapter 3, regular sensory stimulation and 
electrical stimulation of the motor cortex triggers maximal olivary activity at 
frequencies similar to subthreshold oscillations frequencies in the olivary neurons. 
Elaborating and corroborating this finding, maximal whisker movements were 
triggered upon electrical stimulation of the motor cortex at frequencies similar to 
the olivary oscillations (Marshall & Lang, 2004; Lang et al., 2006).

Rhythmicity of olivary neurons is argued to be a result of the coupling between 
olivary cells forming clusters. Acute blockade of the gap junction by carbenoxolone 
shows a reduced rhythmicity in CS spiking which coincides with reduction in 
synchrony, representing a disconnected olivary network (Blenkinsop & Lang, 
2006). Whether it is because oscillatory driver cells are hindered of inducing 
rhythmic behavior upon coupled non-oscillatory cells or that interaction between 
multiple non-oscillatory inferior olive neurons generates oscillations is not known. 
Excitatory and inhibitory input to the inferior olive projects to glomeruli containing 
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gap junction connecting dendritic spines of IO cells. This anatomical arrangement 
endows the input to control coupling conductance, and hence subthreshold 
oscillations; either blocking it or reducing or enhancing its amplitude. Elevated 
coupling conductance increases the olivary oscillation amplitude and can start 
oscillations in cells that did not do so (Turucek et al. 2014), while coupling decrease 
induces oscillation amplitude reduction (Mathy et al., 2014). Photogenetic 
stimulation of the inhibitory afferents to the inferior olive blocks oscillations (Lefler 
et al.,2014). And blocking excitatory input to the inferior olive, using a glutamate 
antagonist, results in more rhythmic olivary firing (Lang, 2001). Furthermore, the 
neurotransmitter serotonin has been found to block oscillations in the inferior 
olive, as found in slice experiments (Placentonakis et al., 2000). The non-synaptic 
serotonergic input (King et al., 1984), signaling larger volumes of the IO, is high 
during movements and low during deep sleep.

Gap junctions in the inferior olive

Gap junctions connect inferior olivary neurons and therefore can set co-activation 
(like seen in chapter 5) and phase alignment across multiple neurons. These 
mechanisms allow for population encoding, which either enhances the olivary 
function or perhaps comprises the core function of the inferior olive. As discussed 
in the previous paragraph gap junctions enhance oscillations, but they also 
accommodate time-correlation between oscillations throughout networks of 
connected olivary neurons, creating synchronicity and/or stable phase differences. 
In regard of the error-supervisory signal of the CS, coupling can substantiate 
graded signaling properties and can induce population-size dependent cortical 
dynamics. Welsh & Llinas (1997) and Schultz et al. (2009) proposed the population 
pattern itself to endow extra information.

The inferior olive has the highest density of gap junctions in the entire brain. 
General coupling patterns in the olive indicate that the chance two olivary cells 
are connected by gap junctions depends on their Euclidean distance. Dual patch 
recordings show coupling up till 70 um distance (Devor & Yarom 2002). The strong 
regulatory effect of coupling is seen in its correlation to spontaneous olivary firing 
rates. An acute chemical block of the gap junction lowers the firing rate with 
50% (Blenkinsop & Lang, 2006). Blocking glutamate and GABAa receptors only 
reduces CS firing with 35% (Lang et al 2002). Thus most spikes are intrinsically 
generated, rather than being generated by excitatory input or through rebounds 
after inhibitory input, a case in which coupling plays an important role.

CS synchrony is observed during sensory stimulation (Ozden et al., 2009; Najafi et 
al., 2014) and motor behavior (De Gruijl et al., 2014). The synchrony level has been 
reported to encode intensity of peri-ocular directed air-puffs, and is higher than 
expected from the individual CF responses (Najafi et al., 2014). Reduced CS co-
activation is observed upon obstructing coupling between olivary neurons trough 
the Gdj2 gaps, both in the awake gap junction mutant mouse (Van der Giessen 
et al., 2008; De Gruijl et al., 2014) as in chemically induced acute blockade of 
gap junctions in anesthetized mice and rats (Blenkinsop & Lang, 2006; Ozden et 
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al., 2009, Mefloquine). Synchrony reduction in the mutant mouse was observed 
during locomotion, but not during rest, furthermore the mutant showed a steeper 
decline of CS synchronicity over distance (De Gruijl et al., 2014). Reduced coupling 
impaired locomotion adaptation and timing on eye-blink conditioning (Van Essen 
et al., 2010, mefloquine; Van der Giessen et al., 2008), general motor behavior 
however is not affected (Kistler et al., 2002). Virally induced Gdj2 impediment in 
the IO, results in reduced muscle coherence upon harmaline-triggered tremors, 
without affecting its rhythm (Placantonakis DG et al., 2004). The CS synchronicity 
level following an acute partial blockage of gap junctions does not decrease 
further with concurrently blocking AMPA receptors in the IO, using its antagonist 
NBQX. This tells us that simultaneous excitatory input does not underly the major 
part of observed synchronicity (Blenkinsop & Lang, 2006). Possibly the inhibitory 
CN input is or becomes  the source of synchronous olivary activity.

Olivary coupling proves essential in cerebellar dependent adaptation and is 
controllable. A rise in intracellular H+ and Ca2+ concentrations has been shown 
to increase coupling conductances (Rose & Rick, 1978; Rozental et al., 2001) and 
can be controlled by neural activity through intracellular alkalization or acidification 
(Chesler, 2003). Slice work further uncovered mechanisms by which excitatory 
and inhibitory input, trough GABA-ergic and NMDA receptors can alter the 
coupling strength. Injection of a glutamate antagonist or a GABA antagonist into 
the inferior olive increases the CS synchrony level with the difference that prior 
chemical increases synchrony within bands and the latter over bands (Lang, 2001; 
Lang, 2002). Photo-stimulation induced GABA-ergic activation transiently reduced 
conduction strength between coupled olivary cells (Lefler et al., 2014). Longer 
lasting reduction of coupling strength follows low frequency excitation trough 
NMDA receptors (Mathy et al., 2014). While high frequency excitatory input trough 
NMDA receptors increases the coupling conductance between cells for several 
minutes and thereby increases the span of the strongly coupled network (Turucek 
et al., 2014).

Serotonin injections into the inferior olive increases coherence of oscillations 
recorded in the olive, multi-electrode recordings of PNs confirmed these results 
showing more synchronous CS activity (Sugihara et al., 1995). These results however 
disagree to the serotonin induced membrane oscillation suppression as found by 
Placentonakis et al., 2000. Best and Regehr (2008) found serotonin to suppress 
excitatory synapses in the inferior olive. Because excitatory suppression was found 
to increase CS synchrony (Lang, 2001), excitatory suppression by serotonin could 
also increase olivary synchrony.

CFs signal not only PNs but also molecular layer interneurons in the cerebellar 
cortex by glutamate spillover (Szapiro and Barbour 2007; Bengtsson et al., 2013). 
Through this pathway the level of CF synchrony can set plasticity directionality of 
the PF-IN (Coddington, 2014). Furthermore highly synchronous olivary output can 
trigger rebound firing in cerebellar nuclei (Hoebeek et al., 2010).
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Lastly, simulations by Schweighofer et al., (2004) suggested that moderately 
strong coupled olivary networks allows an accurate conversion of high frequency 
input into low frequency olivary output. E.g. input from NOT cells relaying whole 
field movements show activity profiles stretching 100 ms; with a strongly coupled 
networks IO cells would only fire at onset of the input pattern (say only first 15 ms of 
input). A moderately strong coupled olivary network will set parts of the cells non 
responsive at onset, resulting in longer latency responses. The average CS PSTH 
profile over many trials will therefor represent the extended input firing profile. 
However, the double CS responses we observe to transient air-puff stimulation 
would argue against an accurate input-output translation. 

Graded signal of the complex spike

Despite its pivotal role in most cerebellar theories, a conclusive role of the olivary 
signal has not been found and led to reconsidering the all-or-none CF activation 
signal. E.g. a more graded influence of the CF through depression of the CF-PN 
synapses has been suggested (Hansel et al., 2001). In the article in chapter 2 we 
discuss the different waveforms of the CS. Here we will widen the scope of the 
paper, relating to the different states of the cerebellar cortex that can influence the 
effect of the CS, and address new studies.

CS shape differences, relating to wavelet count, were found to have a behavioral 
correlate (Maruta et al., 2007). CSs with more EPSPs tends to be more prevalent 
in on-direction than in off-direction during sinusoidal visual stimulation on the 
vertical axis (which could reflect sustained input to the olive during on-direction 
excitation). Furthermore, the number of wavelets was shown to set directionality 
of plasticity effecting SS firing on eye-blink conditioning (Rasmussen et al., 2013). 
CSs with single spikelets, triggered by electrical stimulation of the CF, induced 
de-learning of the SS response and resulted in disappearance of the SS-pause, 
however CSs with multiple triggered spikelets induce pause responses in SS 
firing. Analysis of the natural variability in CS waveforms during smooth eye 
pursuit adaptation found longer CSs to induce more SS suppression together with 
larger movement adaptation on the subsequent trial (Yang & Lisberger, 2014). 
CS waveform differences furthermore were observed between a VOR decrease 
and a VOR increase paradigm (Kimpo et al., 2014). Only during the VOR increase 
paradigm a trial-by-trial SS suppression follows a CS in the vestibular stimulus 
period. Remarkably, CS with more wavelets were found on the VOR decrease 
paradigm, contradicting the hypothesis that more wavelets induces more SS 
suppression.

A correlation between SSs dynamics and the number of spikelets in the CS 
waveform was more recently reported by Burroughs et al., (2016). High SS firing 
rates prior to the CS were followed by CS with more spikelets. In our study we 
did not find any correlation between these two parameters, differences in the 
experiments could possibly explain this. Their study was mainly in anesthetized rats 
(copula pyramidis, PML, crus II) and 4 PNs from chronically implanted electrodes in 
the awake cat from crus I, while all our recordings were in the awake and behaving 
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monkey recorded with acutely positioned electrodes. Possibly different species 
are difficult to compare, furthermore anaesthesia can impact on the dynamics of 
olivocerebellar functioning while the positioning methods of the electrode will 
impact strongly on the quality of recording, crucial for discriminating wavelets.

Different studies have reported on modulation of the CS waveform and modulation 
of the downstream effects triggered by the CS. Ethanol and neuromodulators 
such as norepinephrine can affect duration of CS in vitro (Carey & Regehr 2009; 
Belmeguenai et al, 2008). Furthermore, cerebellar cortical dynamics can influence 
calcium influx upon CF input. PF and molecular layer interneuron activity can 
modulate the number of Ca2+ spikelets and their propagation into the spiny 
dendrites, trough mGluR1 activation, Kv4.3 channels and the PN depolarization 
level (Eccles et al., 1966; Otsu et al., 2014). Differences in CS waveforms were 
found related to location in the cerebellar cortex. PNs in Zebrin + zones emit 
longer CSs with more spikelets  (Paukert et al 2010, longer CSs; Zhou et al., 2014). 
An interesting finding considering the lower SS rates found in these zones (Zhou et 
al., 2014) and the specific routing through MDJ loop of these zones.

The level of coupling in the IO, measured as synchrony level of CS firing, is 
suggested to correlate positively to the number of spikelets as found in vivo (Lang 
et al., 2014) and supported by computer simulations (De Gruil et al.,2012). In 
the in vivo study CSs are orthodromically triggered trough electrical stimulation 
of white matter around the CFs. Electrical pulses traveling back to the IO 
spread into electrically coupled olivary neurons. Therefore, a higher number of 
synchronous recorded CSs is a modest indication of more coupling. Synchrony 
to number of spikelets was inferred indirectly, the variance in the voltage signal, 
representing the CS, was found to relate to the synchronicity level and from a 
few good recordings the voltage variance was found to relate to the spikelet 
number in the CS. Another weak spot in the analysis is the limited number of 
CSs that is recorded simultaneously and the multi-electrode set up that does not 
allow efficient recordings of many PNs in a small cortical area consistent with the 
longitudinal cortical zones. The conclusions drawn by Lang et al. (2014) are in line 
with earlier found CS waveform changes related to coupling in the inferior olive. 
High olivary oscillation amplitudes correlate to higher numbers of spikelets in the 
CSs (Bazzigaluppi et al., 2012). Because high amplitude oscillations concur with 
increased coupling conductance of olivary neurons and visa versa (Turucek et al., 
2014; Mathy et al., 2014; Lefler et al.,2014), increased coupling will result in CSs 
with more spikelets. These studies however could not discern whether extended 
CSs or higher CS synchrony levels are causal to behavioral effects.
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Climbing fiber (CF) triggered complex spikes (CS) are massive depolarization 
bursts in the cerebellar Purkinje cell, showing several high frequency spikelet 
components (±600 Hz). Since its early observations, the CS is known to vary in 
shape. In this study we describe CS waveforms, extracellularly recorded in awake 
primates (Macaca mulatta) performing saccades. Every Purkinje cell analyzed 
showed a range of CS shapes with profoundly different duration and number of 
spikelets. The initial part of the CS was rather constant but the later part differed 
greatly, with a pronounced jitter of the last spikelets causing a large variation in 
total CS duration. Waveforms did not effect the following pause duration in the 
simple spike (SS) train, nor were SS firing rates predictive of the waveform shapes 
or vice versa. The waveforms did not differ between experimental conditions nor 
was there a preferred sequential order of CS shapes throughout the recordings. 
Instead, part of their variability, the timing jitter of the CS’s last spikelets, strongly 
correlated with interval length to the preceding CS: shorter CS intervals resulted 
in later appearance of the last spikelets in the CS burst, and vice versa. A similar 
phenomenon was observed in rat Purkinje cells recorded in vitro upon repeated 
extracellular stimulation of CFs at different frequencies in slice experiments. All 
together these results strongly suggest that the variability in the timing of the last 
spikelet is due to CS frequency dependent changes in Purkinje cell excitability.

Duration of Purkinje cell complex spikes 
increases with their firing frequency
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Introduction

The Purkinje cell (PC) is the main point of converging pathways and the sole output 
neuron of the cerebellar cortex. Two strikingly different input pathways provide its 
excitatory input: (i) the massive convergence of granule cell axons onto a single 
PC’s distal dendrites, and (ii) the very strong connection by the climbing fiber (CF), 
originating in the inferior olive and branching over the PC dendrite proximal part. 
The granule cell input modulates simple spike (SS) firing, ranging up to 200 Hz. 
CF input triggers complex spikes (CS) at a remarkably low frequency (1 Hz). CSs 
show a massive calcium influx, during which multiple somatic Na+ spikes are fired. 
Following CSs the PC shows ±20 ms long pauses in the SS train (Bell and Grimm, 
1969; Latham and Paul, 1971; McDevitt et al., 1982). These are attributed to 
both a depolarization related refractory period, resulting from Ca2+activated-K+-
hyperpolarizing currents (Edgerton & Reinhart, 2003), and to CF collateral triggered 
molecular layer interneuron inhibition (Szapiro & Barbour 2007; Mathews et al., 
2012). Interestingly, those pauses may be involved in the transfer of information 
downstream, which through concerted disinhibition of the cerebellar nuclei could 
trigger rebound bursts (Maiz et al., 2012; De Schutter & Steuber, 2009). CSs can 
induce long-term depression at parallel fiber synapses on Purkinje cells, which 
may be involved in cerebellar learning (Ito, 2001, Steuber et al., 2007). Despite 
decades of study and its essential roles in most cerebellar theories, evidence of 
their functional significance remains unclear. It has been suggested to represent 
an error signal in cerebellar learning (Ito, 2001, Kawato et al., 2011), to act as a 
stabilizing factor in motor learning (Catz et al., 2005), and to operate as a timing 
signal for temporal coordination (Llinás, 2009; Lefler et al., 2013). These conflicting 
roles ask for a closer look into the properties of CSs in behaving animals.

Early observations on CS waveforms reported shape variability (Eccles et al., 
1966; Latham et al., 1971), but did not describe this variability systematically. 
It is known that the shape of a CS correlates with the intensity of intracellular 
current injections in vitro (Davie et al., 2008) and that the number of spikelets 
within a CS can be modulated by the number of spikes in a CF burst (Mathy et 
al., 2009). In rat cerebellar slices the pre-synaptic terminal of the climbing fiber-PC 
connection displays paired-pulse depression at physiological CS interval length 
ranges, resulting in a decreased number of spikelets in the second complex spike 
(Hashimoto and Kano, 1998). Furthermore the CF signal is modulated by the 
Inferior Olive (IO) subthreshold oscillation amplitude (Bazzigaluppi et al., 2012) and 
could therefore act as a read out signal on the IO’s state and/or have a differentially 
instructive signal. In fact, a recent study reports that the CS duration and spikelet 
number correlate with the amount of learning in monkey PCs (Yang and Lisberger, 
2014). Furthermore it has been shown that through the closed loop between 
PC, cerebellar nuclei and the IO, SS firing controls IO activity in parts that have 
efferents to the PCs were the SS originated. Control of the recurrent IO afferent 
input by SS activity was shown in both classical eye blink conditioning experiments 
(Rasmussen et al., 2014) and by optogenetic stimulation of the PC (Chaumont et 
al., 2013). This raises three questions: what is the variability of the CS shape in 
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awake behaving animals? Is this variability mainly in spikelet numbers, or does it 
also occur in other features? Finally, is CS variability correlated with other features 
of the spike train that could provide insights into the mechanisms underlying CS 
variability? These questions are addressed in this paper by a systematic analysis of 
CS waveforms, observed in macaques during resting state and while performing a 
saccade fixation task.

Material and Methods

All experimental procedures were performed in agreement with institutional, 
federal and European ethical guidelines and laws for animal experimentation. 

All animal preparations and procedures fully complied with the National 
Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and were 
approved by the local animal care committee (Regierungspräsidium Tübingen, FG 
Tierschutz; Germany). 

During the saccade task the monkeys were motivated to work by receiving a 
liquid reward (juice or water), while the intake of water was monitored according 
to the guidelines of the DPZ (Deutsches Primatenzentrum, Göttingen Germany), as 
well as with the institutional guidelines of the Department of Biomedical Sciences 
of the University of Antwerp. 

Electrophysiological recordings in primates

Extracellular recordings from the oculomotor vermis in the cerebellum of non-
human primates (Macaca mulatta), were performed as described earlier (Prsa et 
al., 2009), in three male animals of different ages, over a time span of more than 
a year for the purpose of other research projects. During the recordings monkeys 
were painlessly head fixed and the eye position was continuously monitored by 
scleral search coils. In four of the recordings analyzed, the monkey was instructed 
to actively make visually guided saccades prompted by a jumping target on a 
CRT monitor at 35-40 cm distance, centered in front of the monkey. In this visually 
guided saccade paradigm a white target dot (diameter 0.2 degrees) was presented 
on the monitor at the beginning of each trial. After a successful fixation period 
within an invisible rectangular window of ± 1 degrees from the center of the dot 
for 500-1000 ms, the dot shifted to one of the 8 possible locations (horizontal, 
vertical and oblique) at a radial eccentricity of 10 degrees prompting a visually 
guided saccade. Each correct trial was rewarded with a unit of liquid (juice or 
water). Six additional recordings were obtained while the monkey was sitting in the 
dark without instruction or reward and executed spontaneous saccades.

Glass-coated tungsten microelectrodes (Alpha–Omega Engineering, Nazareth, 
Israel) with an impedance of 0.8–2 MΩ were employed to record extracellular raw 
voltage signals. The low impedance and fine tip of these electrodes provides low 
noise and excellent single cell discrimination, which was essential for this work. 
Signals sampled at 25 kHz and amplified 3000 times were both band-pass filtered 
between 300 and 3000Hz and low pass filtered (<250 HZ). These filtering settings 
allowed separating spiking activity from local field potentials. Furthermore a 
notch filter was applied to filter out any 50 Hz noise induced by the power-line. 
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PC activity was identified by the simultaneous occurrence of SSs and CSs and 
the above-mentioned characteristic pause in the SS train after a CS. Only traces 
showing clear CS waveforms were used for further analysis, performed off-line by 
custom MATLAB scripts (The Mathworks, Natick, USA).

Complex spikes detection and categorization

We only analyzed recordings with stable SSs and CSs amplitudes to ensure the 
stability of the experimental conditions over time, possibly affected by electrode 
position drifts. Traces showing periods with distinct stable amplitudes were instead 
split into separate segments, for further spike recognition.

From each 300-3000 Hz band-pass filtered extracellular voltage signal, the first 
20 CSs were manually selected in order to sample their shape variety. Subsequent 
CS selection was based on semi-automated detection, using multiple methods 
based on combining both high band-pass and low-pass filtered extracellular 
signals. The main method for CS detection is based on voltage-threshold crossing 
on high band-pass filtered signals, which could only be used if the CS’s first spikelet 
peak amplitude substantially differed from SS amplitudes (Figure 1A). The second 
method was based on the imprint of the CS on the low-pass filtered signal, causing 
an upward voltage deflection (Figure 1A, B). Due to the spontaneous slow waves 
in the local-field potentials, however, the threshold level for this detection method 

Figure 1. Examples of automated CS recognition. 
Grey boxes were drawn around each recognized CS among 
the SSs, in high band-pass filtered (blue trace) and low-
pass filtered signals (red trace) from three raw extracellular 
voltage recordings. In A, the imprints of the CSs on the low 
(red) and band pass filtered (blue) traces are clearly visible 
and either of them is sufficient to detect CSs reliably. In 
B, the imprint of the CS on the low-pass filtered trace 
(red) provides a better means for CS recognition. In C, a 
combined approach was used. Closely following threshold 
recognition in the band-pass filtered signal would give a 
fairly good CS recognition. Parameters were set to prevent 
false-negatives. Across the panels, the horizontal grey lines 
depict sample thresholds for CS detection in the band-pass 
filtered (300-3000 Hz) signals. For the low-pass (<250 
Hz) filtered signal, a sliding window threshold was used 
instead (not shown)
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was determined with a moving average, whose length was manually chosen for 
each recording (12-40 ms). The third method was based on a combination of 
parameters describing common features of the CSs, as observed in the high band-
pass filtered signal: e.g., an amplitude threshold for the first spikelet and a time 
window, combined with an amplitude threshold for the second or third spikelet 
(Figure 1C). For this last method the event was only detected as a potential CS if 
all mentioned criteria were met. This performed well because of the homogeneity 
in the initial parts of the CS waveforms, as it can be seen in the overlays of Figure 
4A and 5A. The parameters of each method used were chosen in such a way that 
all manually selected 20 CSs were easily detected by the method. Subsequently 
a second by second screening of the trace was performed to verify that our 
automated methods did not miss CSs.

Then, the voltage samples corresponding to each of the events detected 
by these methods were stored in a repository of potential CSs. Each one was 
afterwards checked, comparing its shape on the CS characteristics, such as 
amplitude of the signal, number of spikelets and the similarity to the average CS 
waveform. In principle, two closely following SSs might be erroneously interpreted 
as a CS. However, such ‘false’ CSs could easily be discarded because of the longer 
duration of an individual SS compared to a CS spikelet and the lack of a following 
SS pause.

To give an overview of the amount of variability in CS shapes, the validated 
repository of waveforms was further categorized into waveform groups. To this 
end, each CS was aligned at the point of its highest voltage increase, i.e., its 
largest upstroke velocity. The aligned overlay of the CSs shows a high degree of 
uniformity of the initial parts of the CSs (Figure 4A and 5A - black traces). Conversely, 
the late parts show increasing variation, both in amplitude, spikelet count and 
spikelet timing. An immediate striking observation, among the CSs, is the different 
numbers of spikelets. Moreover, we noticed that among CSs with equal number 
of spikelets the timing of spikelets varied. Despite the large waveform variability it 
was obvious that CSs from the same recording occur in distinguishable categories 
with similar shapes.

Different approaches to automatically divide the waveforms into separate 
categories were attempted. We explored the differentiation of CS duration based 
on energy levels in frequency bands (Von Tscharner, 2000), and the differentiation 
based on the Mahalanobis distance (Mahalanobis, 1936). But neither of the methods 
provided a sufficient discrimination level. Categorizing waveforms based on mean 
square differences (MSD) between individual CSs and preselected waveforms did 
help to distinguish the CSs collected, but implied that a pre-categorization would 
have had to be made. Because none of the automated methods was completely 
reliable, the characterization of different categories of CS waveforms was done 
manually, guided by similarity measures (MSD).

To sort the CSs, clear waveforms showing the most distinct spikelets were 
selected to set possible categories a priori. Subsequently, the CSs were plotted one 
by one, superimposing them on previously categorized waveforms. A CS showing 
good similarity to an already categorized waveform group would then be assigned 
to that category, while a CS not fitting to any of the previous categories would 
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be recognized as the first instance of a new category. Differences in the duration 
of CSs, the spikelet timing, and the spikelet amplitudes were taken into account. 
About 30-40 % of all CSs in a recording were not assigned to any category in this 
initial round, and were grouped together.

Once all categories were determined, every CS was checked again. At that 
stage, CSs could be reassigned to a different category, if this improved their MSD, 
and most of the unassigned CSs could still be categorized. If an unassigned CS 
showed large MSD values to all categories, it was appointed to an “uncategorized” 
set, which comprised 2-10 % of all CSs in a recording.

A second sorting of the CSs in each recording was made by grouping CS 
categories together whose CSs have an equal number of spikelets, these were 
named “classes” (Figure 4A). In a few recordings, CSs categories with an equal 
numbers of spikelets, but showing strong systematic divergence of waveforms, 
were grouped in different classes.

To illustrate the consistency of CS waveforms within a category, and to justify 
the assignment to different categories, two approaches were used. An approach 
based on visual inspection; comparing overlays of single CSs within a category 
and comparing overlays of mean waveforms of different categories. In Figures 4A 
and 5A, the 95% confidence interval of the CSs in each category around its mean 
waveform shows the waveform consistency per category, the overlay of the mean 
waveforms of all categories show the variability in shapes observed in a single 
neuron. The second approach is feature based, landmark points of single CSs were 
compared, such as onset times of spikelets (Figure 4B/C and 5B/C). 

Spikelet identification, timing and amplitude
The identification of the spikelets is somewhat challenging, due to the 
heterogeneities of the maximum and minimal voltage levels in their extracellular 
recordings. Moreover, the spikelet voltage range changes slightly over the duration 
of the CS waveform. In fact, towards the end of most CSs the spikelets decline 
in amplitude, though some CSs show an initial decline in amplitude followed by 
an increasing voltage amplitude at the very end of the CS. Extracellular voltage 
deflections are considered spikelets only if they have maximum and minimum 
voltage levels relatively close to their preceding and following voltage deflection 
(i.e. spikelet). For instance, the waveforms of category A from recording 2 (Figure 
4A) have two recognized spikelets. The small bump in between these two is not 
defined as a spikelet, because its maximum voltage is not in line with the spikelets 
around it. Spikelet times were finally determined as the time-points of their lowest 
voltage value (trough). Histograms of the trough time-points were fitted with a 
normal distribution, using MATLAB’s function. The distributions of the spikelet 
times were compared for consistency of difference between waveforms of different 
categories. A measurement of separation between categories was provided by 
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios (Dayan and Willshaw, 1991; Graham, 2001), computed 
as

where

  :  Times of the trough in spikelet number m of category A
  
  :  Times of the trough in spikelet number m of category B

In the nominator we use the mean spikelet times (<…>) for two categories, in the 
denominator we use standard deviations (σ) of spikelet times for two categories.

Complex spikes waveform order

To test whether or not the waveform groups occurred randomly throughout the 
recording, we looked at waveforms of neighboring CSs. The counts of neighboring 
pairs of both categories and classes were checked with a bootstrap method. 
Histograms of neighboring pairs coming from 10000 randomized CS waveform 
sequences gave the upper and lower accuracy limits, rejecting a random order 
determined by p<0.05 and p>0.95 significance values.

Inter complex spike interval lengths versus spikelet jitter

Although CSs with equal number of spikelets showed strong uniformity in their 
waveforms, the last one or two spikelets often showed a deviation in their timing. 
The time distributions of the last spikelets of different CS categories (with equal 
number of spikelets) were compared using the S/N tests, showing significant 
differences in timing of spikelets at the end of the CSs. The time delay of spikelets 
per CS category was defined as the mean time between the spikelet of interest 
and its corresponding spikelet in the shortest duration CS category (Figure 6A and 
7A).

Subsequently we tested the correlation between CS groups ordered on CS 
duration and the preceding CS interval. First linear fits were obtained by linear 
regression, using MATLAB’s polyfit function, on the interval lengths versus CS 
duration groups, as seen in Figure 6C and 7C. The significance of the slope was 
then tested with a bootstrap method, by comparing it to the distribution of slopes 
found by shuffling the CS durations over the groups. Shuffling was done 10000 
times and the significance was set at p<0.05.
We further tested the correlation between the average jitter per category and 
preceding CS interval, seen in Figure 6D and 7D. Lastly we analyzed the duration 
of CSs, time between first and last spikelet, versus preceding CS interval (Figure 6E 
and 7E). Data was fitted to a power function. Significance of correlation between 
the fitted line and data was tested using a cross correlation test.

Saccade detection and related CS time window

Saccades were detected offline using custom written MATLAB scripts. Eye velocity 
was filtered using a Gaussian filter and thresholded to find saccade onsets and 
offsets. The threshold was based on the mean velocity of the eyes during the 
recording and a scaling factor times the standard deviation of the velocity. All CSs 
within a window of 100 ms before and 175 ms after saccade-offset (Soetedjo et al., 

S/Nm =
2 < SpklAm > − < SpklBm > 2

σ SpklAm
2 + σ SpklBm

2

SpklAm

SpklBm
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where

  :  Times of the trough in spikelet number m of category A
  
  :  Times of the trough in spikelet number m of category B

In the nominator we use the mean spikelet times (<…>) for two categories, in the 
denominator we use standard deviations (σ) of spikelet times for two categories.

Complex spikes waveform order

To test whether or not the waveform groups occurred randomly throughout the 
recording, we looked at waveforms of neighboring CSs. The counts of neighboring 
pairs of both categories and classes were checked with a bootstrap method. 
Histograms of neighboring pairs coming from 10000 randomized CS waveform 
sequences gave the upper and lower accuracy limits, rejecting a random order 
determined by p<0.05 and p>0.95 significance values.

Inter complex spike interval lengths versus spikelet jitter

Although CSs with equal number of spikelets showed strong uniformity in their 
waveforms, the last one or two spikelets often showed a deviation in their timing. 
The time distributions of the last spikelets of different CS categories (with equal 
number of spikelets) were compared using the S/N tests, showing significant 
differences in timing of spikelets at the end of the CSs. The time delay of spikelets 
per CS category was defined as the mean time between the spikelet of interest 
and its corresponding spikelet in the shortest duration CS category (Figure 6A and 
7A).

Subsequently we tested the correlation between CS groups ordered on CS 
duration and the preceding CS interval. First linear fits were obtained by linear 
regression, using MATLAB’s polyfit function, on the interval lengths versus CS 
duration groups, as seen in Figure 6C and 7C. The significance of the slope was 
then tested with a bootstrap method, by comparing it to the distribution of slopes 
found by shuffling the CS durations over the groups. Shuffling was done 10000 
times and the significance was set at p<0.05.
We further tested the correlation between the average jitter per category and 
preceding CS interval, seen in Figure 6D and 7D. Lastly we analyzed the duration 
of CSs, time between first and last spikelet, versus preceding CS interval (Figure 6E 
and 7E). Data was fitted to a power function. Significance of correlation between 
the fitted line and data was tested using a cross correlation test.

Saccade detection and related CS time window

Saccades were detected offline using custom written MATLAB scripts. Eye velocity 
was filtered using a Gaussian filter and thresholded to find saccade onsets and 
offsets. The threshold was based on the mean velocity of the eyes during the 
recording and a scaling factor times the standard deviation of the velocity. All CSs 
within a window of 100 ms before and 175 ms after saccade-offset (Soetedjo et al., 
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2008; Catz et al., 2005) were considered to be potentially saccade related. 

Complex spikes – Simple spikes pause lengths

CSs triggered prominent pauses in the SS trains. We looked whether different CS 
classes in a PC trigger SS pauses of different durations, reported with ± standard 
error of the mean (SEM). These durations were obtained by evaluating the time 
from the onset of the CS to the first following SS, which were detected by threshold 
crossing. We took the CS onset rather than its end, because of its higher signal-
to-noise ratio.

Complex spikes triggered Simple spike frequency change

CSs can trigger plasticity mechanisms in the PC and thus have a potential role in 
modulating the spiking activity of the PC. We obtained SS activity in time windows 
ranging from 150 ms to 500 ms, both before and after each CS. The window before 
the CS is directly preceding the onset of the CSs. The window used for the post CS 
SS activity starts at a time point where 90 % of all CS triggered SS pause lengths 
ended. For multiple time windows per PC we looked at CS waveforms and their 
SS firing rates either before or after the CSs. As the optimal time window in which 
SS firing rates change is unknown we analyzed each time window comparison 
individually.

In vitro electrophysiological recordings in brain slices

We performed in vitro recordings from Purkinje cells on cerebellar slices, in 
total 18 neurons were recorded from acute cerebellar tissue obtained from 12 
animals. Wistar rats (P18-26) of either sex were anaesthetised with 4% isoflurane 
and decapitated, sagittal slices (300 µm) of the cerebellar vermis were prepared 
by standard methods. Briefly, slices were cut in an ice-cold low calcium and high 
magnesium solution, containing (in mM) 125 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 25 Glu, 2.5 KCl, 
1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 CaCl2, 4 MgCl2, using a vibratome tissue slicer (VT 1000 S, 
Leica Microsystems, Germany). Slices were incubated at 32˚C in a standard artificial 
cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF), containing (in mM) 125 NaCl, 25 NaHCO3, 25 Glu, 2.5 
KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, for 30-45 min and then somatic whole cell 
patch-clamp recordings were performed at 34±1˚C using 3-6MΩ borosilicate glass 
pipettes, filled with a solution containing (in mM) 130 KMeSO4, 7 KCl, 10 HEPES, 
0.05 EGTA, 2 Na2ATP, 2 MgATP, 0.5 Na2GTP (adjusted to a pH of 7.3). 

Current-clamp recordings were obtained using a Multiclamp 700B amplifier 
(Molecular Devices, California, USA), low-pass filtering voltage traces at 10kHz, 
and sampling at 30kHz, with the LCG software (Linaro et al., 2014). Pipette 
capacitance and resistance were carefully compensated during the experiment by 
the amplifiers circuitry. All recordings were performed in the presence of SR95531 
(GABAA receptors blocker, Sigma-Aldrich, Belgium). 

A theta glass pipette, filled with ACSF, was used to deliver bipolar, monophasic 
cathodic electrical extracellular stimuli (0.2ms, 150 - 500mV) to the granule cell 
layer. Care was taken to isolate the CF responses and to employ minimal stimulation 
amplitudes. In some cases, pulses separated by 2-3 ms, were employed, aimed at 
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mimicking inferior olive bursts (as in Mathy et al. 2009). Two different stimulation 
protocols were used. The first consisted of blocks with constant intervals of 0.2, 0.4, 
1.0, 2.0 or 5.0 s. This protocol was used for 11 neurons from 8 different animals. In 
the second protocol, used in 7 neurons from 4 different animals, the intervals were 
randomly drawn from the normal distribution. Complex spike waveforms were 
identified in intracellular voltage recordings, and spikelet detection and further 
analysis performed by custom MATLAB scripts.

The CF stimulation protocols mostly triggered CS with equal spikelet numbers; 
the few CSs with more or less spikelets were discarded for the purpose of a fair 
comparison of CS duration. To test the correlation between CS duration and the 
preceding CF stimulation interval in the in vitro data we analyzed the linear fit, 
using MATLAB ‘s polyfit routine, of the data seen in Figure 8B, C and 9B. The 
significance of the slopes was tested using a bootstrapping method, as for the 
in vivo data. The CS durations and the preceding CF stimulation interval pairs of 
a recording session were shuffled and a linear fit value was found. This was done 
10000 times giving a distribution of linear fits from shuffled trials. Significance 
was reached when the empirical found slope was in the 5 % border values of the 
shuffled linear fit distribution (p<0.05). 

Results

The ten PC recordings from awake behaving primates analyzed had mean 
durations of ~6 min each (see Table I for detailed overview). A total of 2789 CSs 
were detected, occurring at an average frequency of 0.8 ± 0.8 Hz (SEM), the 
corresponding inter complex spike intervals (ICSI) were on average 1254 ± 910 
ms, similar to previously reported CS firing rates (Armstrong and Rawson, 1979). 
Their high variability stands out even though cumulative distributions of ICSIs were 
similar for all PCs (Figure 2), suggesting that all recordings were obtained under 
comparable conditions.

Table I. An overview of 10 cells of which the CSs were categorized spanning over 1 hour of data.
Recordings on average were 351 seconds long. In total 2789 CSs were detected and categorized, the frequency of occurrence 
on average is 0.8 Hz. A noticeable feature is that where the average frequency over all the recordings is very consistent, 0.8 
±  Hz (SEM) the intervals between CSs in single recordings show very large fluctuations resulting in large SEM values for 
each recording. The number of spikelets gives a general impression of the variation of CS waveforms found. CSs durations are 
based on the time between the onset of the first and end of the last recognized spikelet  The ‘# of categories’ column indicates 
the number of CS categories found in each recording. The last column indicates the experimental condition during which the 
recording was obtained, which is either the monkey being instructed through targets appearing on a screen to make visually 
guided saccades (target sac) or is sitting in the dark without any saccade instructions (dark).

Recording

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mean all recordings
SEM
Total

Recording 
length (s)

322
386
651
133
321
268
331
465
225
408
351
138

> 1 h

Mean 
ICSI (ms) 

1231
1220
1390
1101
1353
1260
1108
1259
1322
1299
1254
135

> 1 h

SEM (ms)

± 940
± 900
± 975
± 798
± 994

± 1031
± 905
± 938
± 829
± 791
910
143

# of 
spikelets

2 - 5
2 - 5
2 - 4
4 - 6
3 - 6
6 - 10
6 - 10
2 - 6
4 - 7
4 - 7

3.4 - 6.5

Length 
time (ms)

4 - 9
4 - 10
7 - 9
7 - 10
6 - 11
7 - 10
7 - 10
3 - 10
6 - 9
4 - 8 
5 - 10

# of CSs

263
316
469
121
237
213
300
386
169
315 
279
97

2789

Condition

target sac
target sac
target sac

dark
dark
dark
dark

target sac
dark
dark

# of 
categories

12
10
15
13
17
16
20
16
9

26 
15
5
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Waveform variability 

CS variability has been reported in single cells in vitro (Khaliq & Raman, 2005; Tal 
et al., 2008), here we describe the CS variability in vivo in a systematic manner. For 
each recording, CSs were classified into categories, based on the similarity of their 
waveforms (see Methods). Figure 3 compares single traces from three representative 
CS categories within a single recording to highlight the differences. The initial 
parts of the waveforms over the three CS categories (~2 ms) show high similarity, 
but the overall CS duration and the number of spikelets differed greatly (Figure 
3A). Figure 3B shows the variability within each CS category: the CS duration and 
spikelet number are identical but individual CS traces are noisy and do not overlap 
perfectly. 

The examples shown in Figure 3 are only a subset of a much larger variety of 
categories observed in this neuron. On average, 15 ± 5 different categories were 
observed in each PC recording (Table I). Complete overviews of all categories from 
recordings of two different neurons are shown in Figures 4A and 5A. The different 
categories found in a single Purkinje cell were sorted by increasing duration, and 
for convenience labeled by a letter. The number of CSs in a category varied from 
1 to 30% of all CSs in the recording and each category occurred throughout the 
entire duration of each recording. The differences of CS waveforms between 
recordings from different PCs were, in general, larger than the differences within 
a single recording. As exemplified in Figures 4 and 5 this was mainly due to large 
differences in the total duration of the CS between different PCs.

Figures 4A and 5A show the consistency of waveforms within each category: 
the mean waveform, in red, overlays the category 95% confidence interval. The 
top of the figures shows an overlay of all mean waveforms, demonstrating that 
waveform variability increases towards the end of CSs across categories. From the 
confidence interval plots a similar variability can be seen within categories.

A conspicuous characteristic of the CS categories is their spikelet count, which 
defines a secondary grouping, named “classes”. E.g. in recording 2, the number 
of spikelets per CS ranged from 2 to 5 (Figure 4A). In a few exceptional cases, 
CS categories with equal spikelet numbers were recognized as different classes, 
because of large differences in amplitude and spikelet timing. Classes II and III, 

Figure 2. The cumulative probability 
of inter complex spike interval (ICSI) 
lengths. 
The ICSI distributions of the ten different 
recordings across different monkeys on 
different days show remarkable similarity
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recording 7, exemplify these cases (Figure 5A). Some CS categories have a rather 
unique shape while others show strong common similarities. 

Waveform shape differences among CS categories from recording 2 (Figure 4) 
are analyzed in detail in Figures 4B and 4C while waveform variability in recording 
7 (Figure 5) is shown in Figure 5B and 5C. For a third recording, (recording 1) 
waveforms from class III are shown in Figure 6. Recognized CS classes and their 
characteristics for all 10 recordings are summarized in Table II. For the counts of 
CSs grouped on spikelet number per neuron, there was a trend that CSs with a 
spikelet number closer to the neuron’s average, appear more frequently (Table II).

Timing of the last spikelet is most variable

In Figure 4B we compare the mean waveforms of all categories from recording 2 
with three spikelets. The waveform overlay shows that the first spikelet is identical 
and the shapes of the following spikelets are very similar among the three 
categories. The main difference is the timing of the third and, to a lesser degree, 
the second spikelet. Timing differences are summarized in Figure 4BII: the time 
distributions of the last spikelet are completely separated across the categories, 
time distributions of the second spikelet show partial overlap for categories C 
and D but are separated for category E. High S/N ratios (Figure 4BIII) of the last 
spikelet time distributions between categories demonstrate the increased spread 
towards the CS end.

In Figure 4C, we compare the mean waveform of the categories with 4 spikelets, 
categories F, G and H of recording 2. We observe again that the timing of the last 
spikelet differs between the categories (Figure 4CII). Although the separation in 
this comparison is less defined, the S/N ratios highlight a clear difference (Figure 
4CIII). A more distinct difference between categories F and G is the amplitude of 
the last spikelet (Figure 4CIV): the amplitude of the fourth spikelet is comparable 
between category G and H, but is much smaller for category F.

Waveform variability 

CS variability has been reported in single cells in vitro (Khaliq & Raman, 2005; Tal 
et al., 2008), here we describe the CS variability in vivo in a systematic manner. For 
each recording, CSs were classified into categories, based on the similarity of their 
waveforms (see Methods). Figure 3 compares single traces from three representative 
CS categories within a single recording to highlight the differences. The initial 
parts of the waveforms over the three CS categories (~2 ms) show high similarity, 
but the overall CS duration and the number of spikelets differed greatly (Figure 
3A). Figure 3B shows the variability within each CS category: the CS duration and 
spikelet number are identical but individual CS traces are noisy and do not overlap 
perfectly. 

The examples shown in Figure 3 are only a subset of a much larger variety of 
categories observed in this neuron. On average, 15 ± 5 different categories were 
observed in each PC recording (Table I). Complete overviews of all categories from 
recordings of two different neurons are shown in Figures 4A and 5A. The different 
categories found in a single Purkinje cell were sorted by increasing duration, and 
for convenience labeled by a letter. The number of CSs in a category varied from 
1 to 30% of all CSs in the recording and each category occurred throughout the 
entire duration of each recording. The differences of CS waveforms between 
recordings from different PCs were, in general, larger than the differences within 
a single recording. As exemplified in Figures 4 and 5 this was mainly due to large 
differences in the total duration of the CS between different PCs.

Figures 4A and 5A show the consistency of waveforms within each category: 
the mean waveform, in red, overlays the category 95% confidence interval. The 
top of the figures shows an overlay of all mean waveforms, demonstrating that 
waveform variability increases towards the end of CSs across categories. From the 
confidence interval plots a similar variability can be seen within categories.

A conspicuous characteristic of the CS categories is their spikelet count, which 
defines a secondary grouping, named “classes”. E.g. in recording 2, the number 
of spikelets per CS ranged from 2 to 5 (Figure 4A). In a few exceptional cases, 
CS categories with equal spikelet numbers were recognized as different classes, 
because of large differences in amplitude and spikelet timing. Classes II and III, 

Figure 3. Example of complex spike categories. 
A. Three single CSs from recording 7, each CS belongs to a different category, in both the blue (top) trace and black (bottom) 
trace a simple spike precedes the CSs. Arrows indicate onset of the CS. B. All the CSs belonging to each of the three categories, 
corresponding to the ones in A, are overlaid for this recording. The CSs from the three different categories (out of 10 total for 
this recording) were selected to exemplify clear differences between categories. (Categ. is category)
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Figure 4.  A. From recording 2, the mean waveforms of each CS category are plotted overlaid in the upper trace in black. A 
clear observation is the homogeneity of the first spikelets over all categories and the increasing waveform variability towards 
the end of the spike. Thereunder the mean waveforms of each category are plotted in red, overlying the 95% confidence 
interval of the CSs in each category in grey. CS categories are plotted orderly according to duration of the CS. Each category is 
indicated with a letter on the right and the number of single CSs belonging to it is also given. A second distinction among the 
CSs categories was made based on the number of spikelets present: this classification shows 4 different classes, indicated with 
roman numbers, and shows an increase of spikelet count going from 2 till 5. Twelve CSs out of 316 could not be assigned to 
any category, the twelve individual CS traces are overlaid in the bottom having no category letter. BI. Overlay of three mean 
waveforms of the comparable but distinguishable CS categories, C, D and E all having 3 spikelets. The first spikelet is identical 
in all three mean waveforms, with the strongest difference being in the timing of the third spikelet. BII. The distribution of the 
spikelet timings over all CSs in categories C, D and E. While these distributions perfectly overlap for the first spikelet, they are 
completely separated for the third one. Normal distribution profiles were fitted to the second and third spikelet timings for each 
category. Notice the large difference in counts, due to unequal category sizes. BIII  The signal to noise (S N) ratio’s of the 
spikelet timing between the different categories confirm the spread of the spikelet times towards the end of the CSs. CI. CS 
mean waveforms of the categories F, G and H, class III, differ in timing and amplitudes of last spikelets across categories. CII. 
Full length CS mean waveforms of the three categories being compared, the gray rectangles correspond to the rectangles in CI. 
The upper panels show the blown up parts of the mean CS waveforms used to determine the timing of each spikelet. Below are 
the histograms of the timing of the four spikelets of individual CSs per category. (Continued)
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Additional examples of the consistent variability of CS shapes are presented for 
a second recording, cell 7, in Figure 5. The CSs in this PC last significantly longer 
than those in the previous example and comprise 6 to 10 spikelets. Categories 
R, S and T had consistently smaller amplitude spikelets that made them harder 
to distinguish. As already observed, the initial segment of the CS waveform, here 
comprising the first 3 spikelets, is similarly shaped in all categories, while the 
variety between categories increases toward the CS end. In Figure 5B and 5C, 
two waveform shape comparisons of CSs with equal number of spikelets show the 
variability in timing of the last spikelets among categories. Categories A, B, C and 
G in Figure 5B show significant jitter (among each other) in both the second-to-last 
and last spikelet. Categories N, O and P in Figure 5C show instead variability only 
for the last spikelet.

A complete overview of the variation of CS waveforms per recording, with 
respect to the number of spikelets and the duration of the CSs is shown in Table 
I. Profound differences were found in the spikelet count range among CSs from 
different cells (2-4 versus 6-10). Between categories with the same number of 
spikelets, the timing of the last spikelet was the most significant difference. Over all 
10 cells recorded, this finding was consistent for 9 cells. In 8 out of these 9 cells, the 
timing of the second-to-last spikelet also varied among categories, although to a 
lesser extent. The timing of the earlier spikelets was consistent between categories 
from a single class. Only few CS categories showed amplitude differences (Figure 
4CIV), but these were always accompanied by large S/N ratios for the time shifts.

No sequence of occurrence of different complex spike shapes

The occurrence of CS waveforms, both classes and categories, do not show any 
consistent sequence throughout the recording. Using bootstrap methods, we 
tested the significance of pairs of categories following each other in the same 
recordings. No single recording showed a preference in the category order. The 
same method also excluded a pair wise order preference for CS classes.

We compared the range of CS shapes observed during the two different 
experimental conditions. Four recordings were obtained when monkeys were 
making visually guided saccades for rewards and six recordings were obtained 
when the monkey was sitting in the dark without any instructions. Both conditions 
showed comparable ranges of CS shapes with respect to the number of spikelets 
and the length of the CS, see table I. Also there were no differences between 
the conditions in the number of CS classes (table II, p>0.67 two sided KS test) or 
number of categories (table I. p>0.44). Next we investigated whether CS related 
to saccades (occurring in a time window from 100 ms before to 175ms after the 
saccade offset) had different shapes compared to CSs outside these time windows. 
In all the 10 recordings the distributions of CS classes, saccade related versus 
saccade unrelated, appeared random. 

Figure 4. Continued - Normal distributions fitting the time population per category for each spikelet are superimposed. These 
show a clear spread of timing for the fourth spikelet  again confirmed by the S N ratio’s shown in CIII  CIV. Maximal amplitudes 
of the 1st and 4th spikelet of every single CS for each category. While these distributions again overlap for the first spikelet, 
category F shows clear amplitude differences of its last spikelet compared to G and H. D. The signal-to-noise ratios of the spikelet 
time populations of category F, G and H. (Categ. = category)
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Figure 5. Second example of mean category waveforms and their variability. 
A. An overview of identified waveform categories from cell 7, same conventions as in Figure 4A. The waveforms of all categories 
show a uniform initial phase as shown by the upper waveform overlay in black where after the number of spikelets, their timing 
and their amplitudes differ. The CSs in this cell show 7 classes, ranging from 6 clear spikelets, class I, till 10 spikelets in class 
VII, which are harder to distinguish although not impossible. Categories Q, R, S and T have low amplitude late spikelets and 
therefore have less characteristic features. In this recording 36 CSs out of 300 could not be categorized, grouped together at 
the bottom having no category letter. BI. Timing of last spikelet(s) shows jitter between CS categories. A similar convention as 
in Figures 4C I-III is used: The full-length mean waveforms compared are shown in the B/C-I block. Spikelets further analyzed are 
shown in the grey rectangles in the B/C-II blocks corresponding with the ones in the mean waveform panels. The time histograms 
in each comparison show the time distributions of the analyzed spikelets. The signal-to-noise ratios between the spikelet time 
populations are shown in the B/C-III blocks. (Continued)
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Complex spike shapes relate to the duration of the preceding interval

We investigated possible relations between the presence of specific CS waveform 
categories and other features of the PC spike train: SS pauses, SS rate and CS rate.
A well-known feature of the CS is that it induces a pause in the SS train (Bell and 
Grimm, 1969; Latham and Paul, 1971; McDevitt et al., 1982). Moreover dendritic 
Ca2+ spikes during the CS were found to regulate the afterhyperpolarization 
amplitudes and therefore modulate post CS SS-pause lengths (Davie et al., 2008). 
The pause duration distributions over the ten PC recordings showed differences. 
The average of all the mean pause durations from the 10 recordings was 26.1 ± 
6.6 ms (SEM). But neither the waveform ranges over the different PCs seemed to 
correlate to that cell’s mean pause duration nor did the CS categories or classes in 
single neurons correlate to the pause duration. 

Next we investigated possible correlations between the SS rate, preceding 
or following a CS and its category. Because of the highly fluctuating interspike 
intervals we looked at different time ranges (i.e., 150-500 ms), before and after the 
CS. The CS waveforms did not depend on the preceding SS rate and they did not 
induce repeatable changes in SS rate, neither in the relative nor in the absolute 
rate change. 

Finally we investigated the relation between CS categories in a single class and 
the ICSI, both before and after the CS. The scatter plot in Figure 6C shows the 
distribution of ICSIs before CSs of 6 categories belonging to the same class. The 
CS waveforms differ only in the jitter of their last spikelets, as can be seen in panels 
6A and 6B. The ICSI lengths per category show a large spread (Figure 6C), but 
the median ICSI length before the CSs of different categories shows a consistent 
correlation with the last spikelet timing (Figure 6D). The spread between the first 
and last spikelet grows as the ICSI before the CS gets shorter. In total, we looked at 
the 28 biggest classes of all ten recordings, from which 19 consistently showed an 
inverse correlation between the timing of the last spikelet and the preceding ICSI, 
without exceptions (Figure 6C). This relation was statistically significant at p < 0.05 
in 15 of the 19 data sets, in the other cases the data sets were too small to reach 
significance. In six classes we saw a similar correlation but with a single outlier, an 
example is given in Figure 7, and in three classes the correlation was not found. 
CS shapes did not correlate to the directly following ICSI length. These results 
confirm that CSs within a class are comparable and differ mostly in the jitter of the 
last spikelet(s), which is determined by the preceding ICSI. To exclude that our 
observations were a consequence of the manual categorization of CS waveforms 
we repeated this analysis by looking at the dependence of the duration of the CS, 
measured as the distance between first and last spikelets, on preceding ICSI and 
confirmed the findings (Figure 6E, 7E).

The consistent ICSI-jitter correlation was found in CS classes having 2 to 
9 spikelets and covered the full range of the recordings. The three classes not 

Figure 5. Continued - The S/N ratios in both comparisons demonstrate the spread of spikelet timing towards the end of the 
CSs. B. Comparison of categories with 6 spikelets. The timings of both the second-to-last (categories A and B versus C and G) 
and last spikelet (all categories) do not overlap. C. Comparison of categories with 9 spikelets. For these categories only the last 
spikelet is well separated. (Categ. is category)
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consistent with the finding were also randomly distributed over the observed 
spikelet number range.

Complex spike shape changes in vitro confirm in vivo findings
We hypothesized that the effect of the ICSI length on timing of the last CS spikelet 
could arise from ICSI dependent changes in Purkinje cell excitability. If this were 
true, similar findings would occur for CSs evoked by CF stimulation in an in vitro 
slice preparation, without influence of the Inferior Olive. We therefore carried 
out patch-clamp recordings of PCs in rat cerebellar slices, and evoked CSs by 
extracellular electrical stimulation of the CF (see Methods). This allowed us to 
artificially modify the ICSI in a consistent manner, by changing the frequency of CF 
stimulation. We could sometimes evoke long CSs waveforms with many spikelets, 
however since these were non-reproducible over long timescales, we restricted 
the analysis to short CS waveforms (<15ms).

In Figure 8 data is shown for CSs evoked with repeated stimulation at five 
different preceding ISI durations, i.e., 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 2.0 and 5.0 s. These CSs had 
three spikelets and both the second and third increased their delay with decreasing 
ICSI, but the effect was much more pronounced for the last spikelet (Figure 8A). 
As shown in Figure 8B, the ICSI predicted the timing of the last spikelet (here 
measured as total CS duration) in a similar manner as observed in the in vivo 
recordings. Shorter preceding CF stimuli intervals also resulted in an increased 
variability of the timing of the last spikelet. 

To test significance we used only complex spike intervals data below 2.5 seconds 
so that we could better compare with the in vivo experiments. Comparing the trends 
found between the CS durations and the fixed CF stimulation interval before the 
spike we found a significant increase of CS duration with shorter intervals in 13 out 
15 experiments. In two slice experiments a neuron was used multiple times so that 
the 15 experiments were obtained from 11 different cells. The two nonsignificant 
results were found in the two multiple used neurons. 

A potential caveat of experiments using a fixed inter-CS interval is the presence 
of a built up of the adaptation of CS duration during the continued stimulation 
protocol, especially for the shorter intervals of 0.2 and 0.4 s. This is reflected in 
Figure 8 seen in the larger variance after higher stimulation frequencies. Because 
the ICSI duration in vivo shows large fluctuations such a stimulation protocol may 
not reflect the in vivo situation. We therefore repeated the slice experiments with a 
second stimulation protocol where the CF stimulus intervals were randomly drawn 
from a normal distribution and then afterwards ordered for analysis. An example 
of the results is shown in Figure 9. For the experiments with random interval 
stimulation significant correlation between CS duration and preceding ICSI at p < 
0.05 was found in 6 out of 7 experiments (7 cells), both for the intervals below 2.5 
seconds as for the full range of intervals (0.2 – 7 seconds) tested (Figure 9B). Based 
on the results shown in Figures 8 and 9 we conclude that the correlation between 
CS duration and CF stimulus interval observed in vivo is also found in vitro.
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Discussion

Summary of the findings
This study shows the extent of CS waveform variability in extracellular PC 
recordings from awake behaving non-human primates. CSs from a single PC 
differed in amplitude, timing and number of spikelets. Strong homogeneity was 
found in the initial CS shapes (Figures 4 and 5). A profound difference between 
CSs from different PCs was the spikelet number range. The lowest CS spikelet 
number observed in neuron 1 was 2 while it was 6 in neuron 7, spanning 4 and 
7 ms respectively. The maximum spikelet count in these neurons was 5 and 10 
respectively, spanning 9 and 10 ms (Table I). An important difference between 
CSs categories in single neurons was the relative timing of their last spikelets 
(Figures 4B/C and 5B/C). Waveforms did not correlate to different experimental 
conditions during the recording. Furthermore waveforms did not show an order 
preference during the recording. Nor was there a correlation of waveforms with SS 
pause duration or with the preceding and following SS rates. The jitter of the last 
spikelet(s) correlated strongly with the preceding ICSI length and a similar effect 
was observed in in vitro slice studies.

Limitations of the study

Extracellular recordings can reveal details of intracellular spiking activity (Henze 
et al., 2000). However extracellular recording method limits the faithfulness and 
the details of the detected waveforms and many traces, containing both SSs and 
CSs, could not be used for categorization. Because of the explorative approach 
of waveform categorization, we relied on manual methods and this may lead to 
incorrectly categorized CSs. However, both the global analysis of waveform shape 
(Figures 4A and 5A) and detailed analyses of spikelet properties, combined with 
significant statistical tests, argue against any systematic errors.
The use of MSD guided categorization of waveforms supported the visual 
classification and grouped small subsets of CSs having the strongest resemblance 
to pre-categorized CSs (see Methods). Fully automated methods failed because of 
global waveform differences from cell to cell and insufficient shape-detail levels. 
There are no automated CS categorization methods described in literature at 
present.

Recording

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Cl I 
# CSs

40
50
29
46
34
14
35
12
10
10

Cl II 
# CSs

95
106
54
2
30
29
3

136
27
66

Cl III 
# CSs

121
130
79
4
25
80
41
88
116
213

Cl IV 
# CSs

3
18
212
5
57
42
102
90
12
13

Cl V 
# CSs

94
35
63
4
48
51

13

Cl VI 
# CSs

2
4
7
21
4

Cl VII 
# CSs

10

14

# spklt

2
2
2
4
3
6
6
2
4
4

# spklt

3
3
3
5
4
7
7
3
5
5

# spklt

4
4
3
5
5
8
7
3
6
6

# spklt

5
5
3
5
5
9
8
4
7
7

# spklt

4
5
4
9
9
5

7

# spklt

6
5
10
10
6

# spklt

6

10

Table II. The classes (Cl) of CSs, based on number of spikelets (spklt) for all recordings. 
For each class the number of CSs and the number of spikelets is shown. Notice that CS classes with an intermediate number of 
spikelets tend to be larger than the classes with lower or higher spikelet numbers.
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Mechanisms underlying CS spikelet number

The most prominent difference between CSs is their spikelet number, found in in 
vitro recordings to relate to the number of spikes in the CF stimulation that mimics 
bursts of CF action potentials (Mathy et al., 2009). In the same study the CF burst 
size was found to correlate with the sub-threshold oscillation phase in the inferior 
olive. Other authors have proposed instead that the amplitude of sub-threshold 
oscillations sets the number of spikes in the CF burst (Bazzigaluppi et al, 2012) and 
that this amplitude may be controlled by the coupling of inferior olive cells (De 

Figure 6. ICSI duration before CS sets timing of last spikelet in CSs. 
A. Waveforms from class III in recording 1 for which delay of last spikelet and total duration has been measured. B. Superimposed 
mean waveforms of each category. C. ICSI times preceding all class III CSs (recording 1) are plotted separated on category. The 
spread of the ICSI times is large for the different categories; of each the mean (stippled line) and median (broken line) time 
is given. A linear fit of the data, grey line, shows a significant declining slope on bootstrap testing (p<0.05). D. Median ICSI 
lengths are plotted against the average delay of the last spikelet per category. The delay is obtained by taking the average 
time difference between the last spikelet of each category and the last spikelet of the shortest CS (category F), as shown in 
panel A. The figure shows the shorter the median time length of the ICSI before the CS, the longer the mean delay of the last 
spikelet. E. Scatterplot of the time between first and last spikelet versus ICSI times before CSs in a log-log plot. Grey line is 
a power-function fit (power = -0.026) to the data with R2 = 0.49. Correlation between data and power-function is significant 
(p<0.001). Colors used indicate categories. (ICSI = inter complex spike interval, Categ. = category)
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Gruijl et al., 2012). Based on the absence of any preferred order of CS classes in 
this study, we predict that there is also no preferred order in CF burst sizes in the 
inferior olive. This implies that CF burst sizes vary rapidly in vivo.

In between different PCs we observed profound differences in spikelet number. 
A possible explanation are the different physiological properties found over CFs. 
CFs innervating PCs in zebrin-II positive zones release more glutamate per action 
potential then their counterparts in zebrine negative zones leading to longer 
duration CS with a greater number of spikelets in zebrine positive PCs (Paukert 
et al., 2010). The oculomotor vermis (VI and VII lobules) in Macaca Mulatta shows 
clear alternating parasagittal zebrin-II expression stripes (Sillitoe et al., 2004) and it 
is most likely that the PCs recorded came from both types of zones.

Figure 7. ICSI duration before CS sets timing of last spikelet in CSs. 
Similar conventions are used as in figure 6. This is an example which does not perfectly show the ICSI time versus spikelet jitter 
phenomena as stated in figure 6 because category I has a longer ICSI than category H. However category I shows an odd shape 
of its fore last spikelet as shown in panel B and might belong to a different class of CSs. D. Leaving category I out we do find 
a consistent relation between ICSI and last spikelet delay. E. Power function fit had power of -0.06, R2 = 0.3, p <0.001 for the 
correlation between fitted function and data.
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Mechanisms underlying CS spikelet jitter

A significant part of the CS waveform variation in single cells in vivo was related 
to spikelet jitter, mainly observed in the last spikelet, sometimes in the two last 
spikelets. This jitter neither depended on the number of spikelets in the CS nor on 
the CS duration. For example, Figure 5 shows comparable spikelet jitter between 
CS classes having either 6 or 9 spikelets, with delays from the CS onset of 5.5 ms 
and 8.5 ms. 

The main finding of this study is that this jitter of the last spikelet consistently 
depended on the interval with the preceding CS, with shorter ICSIs resulting in a 
longer delay of the last spikelet (Figures 6-7). One can hypothesize two different 
mechanisms causing such an effect of ICSI-length on spikelet timing. Because the 
Inferior Olive sets the ICSI, the last spikelet timing could reflect the timing of the 
last spike in a CF burst signal, which would then be delayed for short ICSIs (Mathy 
et al., 2009). Alternatively, the Olive generated ICSI could affect the excitability 
of the PC, most likely through the slow decay of dendritic calcium transients and 
accompanying differences in activation of calcium-activated K+ channels (Schmidt 
et al., 2003; Anwar et al., 2012; Anwar et al., 2013). The central role of PC excitability 
in setting the timing of the last spikelets was confirmed by the slice experiments 
(Figures 8-9). This strongly suggests that the jitter of the last spikelet, observed in 
most CSs, is due to a form of refractoriness intrinsic to the PC that underlies its 
delay, excluding a CF signal effect.

An additional mechanism could be the plasticity of the CF-PC synapses, since 
tetanization of the CF induces long-term depression of the CS (Hansel & Linden, 
2000). The reduced excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) can cause changes 
in the CS slow wave components in the dendrites, the depolarization plateau 
following the first big peak (Weber et al., 2003).

Figure 8. CF stimulation interval sets delay of the last spikelet. 
A. Patch clamp recordings of CF stimulation triggered CSs in cerebellar slices with CF stimulus intervals of 0.2, 0.4, 1.0, 2.0 
or 5.0 s. B. Total duration CS, time between first and last spikelet peak, sorted on preceding CF trigger interval length. Error 
bars indicate standard deviation. A linear fit of the data, grey line, was found to have a significant declining slope (p<0.05) 
in bootstrap testing. C. Two other recordings showing a decline in total CS duration with longer preceding CF interval times, 
similar convention as in 8B. Both examples also show a significant declining slope of the linear fits of the data. Notice that total 
CS duration doesn’t decrease anymore for an interval length increasing from  to  seconds  the latter interval length is not 
observed in the in vivo recordings.
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No other effects of CS shape

While we extensively investigated the relation of other parameters to CS shape 
and CS rate, no significant relationships could be found. 

A study by Maruta et al., (2007) showed that longer preceding ICSIs correlated 
with a higher number of EPSP components in the CF triggered compound. Our 
lack of finding a correlation between CS class and preceding ICSI duration is in line 
with the weak correlation found between CF EPSPs and CS spikelet number in slice 
experiments (Davie et al., 2008 ; Mathy et al., 2009). Furthermore our results do 
not reproduce the observed paired-pulse depression of the pre-synaptic terminal 
of the CF-PC connection, which has been reported to results in a decreased 
number of spikelets of the second CS for ICSIs below 1000 ms (Hashimoto and 
Kano, 1998). Such differences may be due to differences in animal species or, more 
likely, extracellular versus intracellular recording methods. However our findings 
also disagree with extracellular recordings in mice by Servais et al., (2004) which 
showed that the amplitude of the secondary spikelets was inversely correlated 
with the previous SS frequency. No influence on CS waveforms was found in our 
recordings, neither on the spikelet jitter nor on the number of spikelets. We did not 
try to correlate CS waveforms with learning (Yang and Lisberger, 2014) because of 
the small number of learning trials in the analyzed data.

Figure 9. Random CF stimulation intervals resembling in vivo distributions.
A. Voltage traces of CF stimulation triggered CSs in cerebellar slices with CF stimulus intervals drawn from a normal distribution. 
Examples from 1s binned intervals. B. Total duration CS, time between first and last spikelet peak, sorted on preceding CF trigger 
interval length (as in figure 8). Shown is the linear fit of all data points (black line) with a significant declining slope in bootstrap 
testing (p<0.05), see inset, vertical red bar is the slope of data and the bootstrap slope distribution is shown in black bars.
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Effects of CS waveform differences

The functional downstream relevance of different spikelet numbers in the CSs 
is probably limited, due to the poor propagation of somatic spikelets to the 
deep cerebellar nuclei (DCN). On average only 2 spikelets per CS get relayed 
to their downstream targets, likely indistinguishable from 2 closely following SSs 
(Monsivais et al., 2005; Khaliq and Raman, 2005). Moreover PC spikes induce very 
small inhibitory postsynaptic potentials in DCNs, suggesting negligible effect from 
extra spikelets (Bengtsson et al., 2011).

Waveform differences could however affect plasticity of PF-PC synapses. Single 
spikelet CF bursts were reported to induce long-term potentiation instead of 
depression (Mathy et al., 2009). Moreover in a study by Rasmussen et al., (2013) 
single spikelet CF bursts resulted in extinction of a learned pause response, while 
multiple spikelets restored the response.

CSs induce pauses in the following SS trains (Bell and Grimm, 1969; Latham 
and Paul, 1971; McDevitt et al., 1982), and its duration regulates the rebound 
effect in DCN (Aizenman & Linden, 1999). The variability in pause duration across 
10 PCs was 26.1 ± 6.2 ms (SEM), falling in the 10-30 ms range reported by Shin 
and de Schutter (2006). Davie et al. (2008) showed the pause length to depend on 
the calcium spikes number in the PC dendrites. In our monkey data however, the 
SS pause lengths did not change for different CS waveforms, neither for different 
durations nor for different spikelet numbers. 

Different waveforms also did not reset PC activity state differentially, based on 
the lack of reproducible SS rates following CS groups. This supports the finding 
that the presumed PC bistability triggering capacity of the CS (Loewenstein et al., 
2005) is an artificial phenomena induced by anesthetics (Schonewille et al., 2006).

Conclusion

CS waveform variability is a shared feature over many species. It has been described 
at different levels of detail in cats (Campbell & Hesslow, 1986) and mice (Servais et 
al., 2004). This study shows the surprisingly great extent of that variability in non-
human primates. The ICSI length preceding the CS was found to strongly influence 
the CS waveform by changing the jitter of the CS last spikelets. The consistent 
effects of CF stimulus intervals on CS duration in slice experiments confirm that 
this spikelet jitter delay depends on PC intrinsic mechanisms.
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In this study we combine analysis and synthesis to understand resonant 
properties available to the olivocerebellar system in the awake state. Integrating 
electrophysiological experiments, statistical modeling of spiking behavior, and 
biophysically plausible computational modeling of the inferior olive, we try 
to understand why studies have so far systematically failed to observe elusive 
oscillatory properties in the awake state. Electrophysiologically, we approach the 
question by assuming olivary oscillations and testing its resulting predictions on 
the basis of response dynamics to sensory stimuli. Theory would predict that if 
sensory stimuli are sufficient to trigger complex spikes (and therefore phase resets 
in the olive), phase dependences should induce conditional responses as a function 
of inter stimulus intervals. Phase dependencies should also be observed in case 
the sensory stimulus is a read-out of the putative underlying oscillatory phase. In 
both cases, just as long as there are oscillations, there are distinct predictions on 
how phase dependent spiking relates to conditional complex spike responses. 
We create counterparts of these experiments both in statistical and computational 
models, to contrast the outcome of experiments against our assumptions. We 
conclude that the inferior olive does not create a template of regular intervals, 
which can be used as a reference to provide timing functionality, like a metronome.

Complex spiking activity is not conditional to 
metronome beat predicted by regular inferior 

olive oscillations
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INTRODUCTION

A multitude of behavioral studies leave little doubt that the inferior olive organizes in 
conjunction with the cerebellum appropriate timing in motor behavior (Braitenberg 
V, 1967; Keele SW & Ivry R, 1990; Ivry R et al., 2002) and perceptual function (Roth 
et al., 2013; Grube et al., 2010; Ashe J & Bushara K, 2014). Furthermore, the role of 
the inferior olive in motor function is evinced in (permanent and transient) clinical 
manifestations, such as tremors, resulting from olivary lesions and deficits (Llinas 
RR, 1975; Choi S. 2016; Horn KM, 2013; Koeppen AH, 2005; De Gruijl et al., 2013).

The inferior olive is the sole source of the climbing fibers whose activity dictates 
the firing of so-called complex spikes (CSs) by cerebellar Purkinje neurons (PNs) 
These CSs have been shown to appear rhythmically at a preferred rate of around 
10 Hz in a number of studies (e.g., Lang et al., 1999; Bell and Kawasaki, 1972; 
Wylie et al., 1995; Blenkinsop and Lang, 2006). This phenomenon has been 
linked to the conspicuous subthreshold oscillations observed in the inferior olive 
(Llinas and Yarom 1986; Khosrovani et al., 2007; Bazzigaluppi et al., 2012; Van 
der Giessen et al., 2008). These subthreshold oscillations have been observed in 
slices with frequencies ranging from 1 to 8 Hz (Devor A & Yarom Y, 2002; Leznik 
E et al., 2002; Choi S et al., 2010). In anesthetized mice subthreshold oscillations 
were observed with frequencies of either 1.5 or 6 Hz (Khosrovani et al., 2007) or 
between 6 and 12 Hz (Chorev et al. 2007). This wide variety in oscillatory behavior 
within the inferior olive and the imperfect match with CS rhythmicity question the 
functional relevance of subthreshold oscillations in the inferior olive of awake mice 
for patterning PN activity.

In favor of the role of subthreshold oscillations for CS patterning are the 
observations that both sensory stimulation (Bloedel & Ebner 1984) and motor 
cortex stimulation (Schwarz C and Welsh JP, 2001) induce rhythmic complex 
spiking, observed respectively as dampened oscillations in PSTH and in auto- 
and cross-correlograms. Electrical and sensory stimulus trains of 6-10 Hz trigger 
augmented spiking in the inferior olive (Hanson et al., 2000; Marshall & Lang 
2004), which has been suggested to be a function of the inferior olivary STO 
frequencies (Marshall & Lang 2004). The preferred gating frequency based upon 
the inferior olivary oscillations furthermore shows to result in increased amplitude 
of whisker movements (Lang et al., 2006). Because inferior olivary neurons are 
strongly connected through gap junctions, oscillations can be synchronized locally 
(Leznik E & Llinas R, 2005; Ozden et al., 2009) and so phase-link parts of the 
cerebellar cortex.

Nevertheless, reputable cerebellar scientists have questioned whether this 
oscillatory behavior is also present during functional states, mainly because 
attempts to capture clues to this putative oscillation in vivo have, so far, returned 
empty handed (Keating and Tach, 1995; Hakimian et al., 2008). In this paper we 
combine analysis and synthesis to understand resonant properties available to the 
olivo-cerebellar system during the awake state. Integrating electrophysiological 
experiments, statistical modeling, and biophysically plausible computational 
modeling of the inferior olive we attempt to understand why in vivo studies have 
so far systematically failed to observe the elusive oscillatory properties.
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METHODS

Animals

Experiments were performed on 16 adult (9 males and 7 female of 25 ± 14 std weeks 
old) homozygous Gjd2tm1Kwi (Gjd2 KO) mice which were compared to 15 wild-
type littermates (8 males and 7 female of 26 ± 13 std weeks old). The generation 
of these mice has been described previously (Güldenagel et al., 2001). The mice 
received a magnetic pedestal attached to the skull above bregma using Optibond 
adhesive (Kerr Corporation, Orange, CA) and a craniotomy of the occipital bone 
above lobules crus I and II. The surgery was performed under isoflurane anesthesia 
(2-4% V/V in O2). Post-surgical pain was treated with 5 mg/kg carprofen (“Rimadyl”, 
Pfizer, New York, NY) and 1 µg lidocaine (Braun, Meisingen, Germany). Mice were 
habituated during 2 daily sessions of 30-60 min. All experimental procedures were 
approved a priori by an independent animal ethical committee (DEC-Consult, 
Soest, The Netherlands) as required under Dutch law.

Electrophysiology

Extracellular recordings of PNs were made in the cerebellar lobules crus I and II of 
awake mice as described previously (Bosman et al., 2010). Briefly, an 8x4 matrix 
of quartz-platinum electrodes (2-4 MΩ; Thomas Recording, Giessen, Germany) 
was used to make recordings that were amplified and digitized at 24 kHz using 
an RZ2 BioAmp processor (Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL). The signals 
were analyzed offline with SpikeTrain (Neurasmus, Rotterdam, The Netherlands) 
using a digital band-pass filter (30-6,000 Hz). CSs were recognized based on 
their waveform consisting of an initial spike followed by one or more spikelets. 
A recording was accepted as that of a single PN when a discernible pause of at 
least 8 ms in simple spike firing followed the CSs and when the CSs were of similar 
shape and amplitude throughout the recording.

Sensory stimulation was applied as air puffs of 20 psi and 25 ms duration 
directed at the whisker pad ipsilateral to the side of recording. The stimuli were 
given in trains of 100 or 360 pulses either at a regular or alternating intervals. 
During a recording, trains with different stimulus intervals were played in a random 
sequence.

CS pattern analysis

Of each PN we computed the probability density function (PDF) of both its CS 
autocorrelogram and its distribution of intervals between consecutive CSs (ICSIs). 
PDFs were calculated with an Epanechnikov kernel with a width of 10 ms. In order 
to exclude stimulus-induced alterations in CS firing, CSs detected between 20 
and 200 ms after a stimulus were omitted from this analysis. PDFs were calculated 
from 0 up till 500 ms. The peak in the ICSI PDF was considered as the “preferred 
ICSI interval” and its strength was expressed as the Z-score by dividing the peak 
value by the standard deviation of the PDF. To avoid having PN recordings with 
relatively low preference for specific ICSI intervals to distort our analysis we wanted 
to specifically also look at the PNs with a high Z-scores. Therefore we grouped PNs 
into high and low level Z-scores, using a threshold of 3.
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Air-puff stimulations frequently triggered double CS response peaks, suggestive 
of an underlying inferior olivary oscillation. For further analysis of the conditional 
responses, an estimate of the putative inferior olivary frequency was derived from 
the interval between these two response peaks. First, it was established for each 
PN whether two peaks were present in the PSTH. To this end, we set a threshold 
for each of these two peaks. For the first peak, this was calculated by reshuffling 
the ICSIs over the recording followed by calculating a stimulus-triggered pseudo-
PSTH, repeating this procedure 10,000 times and selecting the 99% upper-bound. 
We considered the first response peak to be significant if it crossed the upper-
bound uninterruptedly for at least 10 ms. Since the second response peak typically 
is much smaller than the first one, we calculated a new threshold for the second 
peak by excluding the time-window for the first response peak. This window was 
set from the time of the stimulus until where the response probability drops to the 
average response frequency, the response frequency as expected if stimuli do not 
trigger CSs, following the significant ‘first’ responsive peak. In 5 out of 98 PNs, 
the PDF of the response rate between clear peaks remained above the average 
response rate, in which case we used the time point where the amplitude drop in 
the PDF was more than twice the difference between upper bound and average 
response probability. The rest of the bootstrap method was identical to that for the 
first response peak. Only peaks up to 0.5 s after the stimulus were included in the 
population analysis.

Prediction of response probability based on inferred oscillation frequency

In order to test whether the phase of the inferior olivary oscillations affected the 
CS response probability, we compared the CS intervals over an air-puff for each 
stimulus that triggered a CS. To this end, we analyzed the recordings of 25 PNs (10 
WT and 15 Gjd2 KO) that were measured previously in crus 1 and crus 2 of awake, 
adult mice [Spanke et al., under submission]. We included only PNs that displayed 
oscillatory CS firing indicated by the display of a secondary CS response peak, as 
evaluated according to the bootstrap method described above, and/or significant 
peaks in the ICSI histogram. Only stable recordings covering at least 500 stimuli at 
frequencies below 1 Hz were considered for this analysis. 

For each recording we compared two idealized statistical models of the 
observed ICSI distributions: an oscillatory model showing phase dependent 
spiking and stable olivary oscillation frequencies and a uniform model lacking 
phase-dependencies. For the oscillatory model, we created CS probability 
functions for the pre-stimulus interval (-300 to 0 ms) based on the oscillatory 
period established either for the ICSI distribution or from the interval between the 
two CS response peaks. We fitted a sine wave with the observed frequency, having 
its peak at the moment of the first CS in the stimulus response window (20-200 
ms after the air puff) and derived spike probability levels during the pre-stimulus 
interval from these fits, with the trough representing zero probability. Frequency 
and amplitude of every cycle were kept constant for the whole recording. In the 
uniform model, we calculated the pre-stimulus spiking probability with a uniform 
distribution based on the CS frequency of each PN. We did include a refractory 
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period, being the shortest ICSI observed for each recording, to reflect the inability 
of consecutive CSs to occur with a very short time interval. Refractory periods were 
comparable between mutants and wild types; 49 ± 15 ms for Gjd2 KO cells and 50 
± 20 ms for WT cells. Subsequently, we constructed compound fits consisting of 
linear summations of the two models. One extreme was the oscillatory model and 
the other the uniform model, and we considered nine intermediate combinations 
(e.g., 0.3 x the oscillatory model + 0.7 x the uniform model). Every compound 
fit was run for 10,000 times. The goodness of fit was computed as the absolute 
differences of every single run of the model with the actual ICSI distribution.

Biophysically plausible IO model

The model networks used here are comprised of a topographical grid of 200 
coupled cells, in a 10x10x2 arrangement, the single cells in the network are 
connected to an average of 8 other cells with a maximum radius distance of 
three cells (reflecting anatomical constraints). Each cell within these networks was 
modelled according to the single cell model described in de Gruijl et al., 2012, 
which is an elaboration on the Schweighofer model of 1998 (Schweighofer N, et 
al., 1998). Briefly, the model includes three compartments (soma, dendrite, axon 
hillock) with differential distributions of conductances. The main ionic conductances 
responsible for the oscillation are the T-type Ca2+ and the Ca2+-activated K+ (SK) 
channels present in the dendritic compartment. The parameters of the model are 
randomized, reflecting the experimental facts that about one third of the cells 
oscillate endemically (in vivo) with intrinsic variations in oscillatory frequencies 
(Khosrovani S et al., 2007). For the cells included in our analysis, their parameters 
and the partial correlations between parameters and model cell properties are 
included in the supplementary material.

Two inputs are given to the model, one emulating the sensory input from whisker 
pad stimulation and the other representing a stimulus-independent background 
reflecting diverse excitatory and inhibitory inputs to the inferior olive. The latter 
consisted of a continuous stochastic process with known mean and standard 
deviation with a relaxation parameter following the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process 
(Uhlenbeck G & Ornstein L, 1930).

Only one subset of cells in the center of the network (a mask) within a radius of 
3 cells, representing efferent arborization, receives the  “sensory input”, modelled 
according to the method described in O’Donnel C et al. (2011).

The parameters of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process were tuned such that the 
network produced an average frequency of 1 Hz and any cell fires at least once 
every 5 seconds. The parameters to achieve this criterion are dependent on 
the total leak through the gap junctions: the more leak, the higher the σ of the 
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is required). The average firing rate behavior of the 
network shows a linear relationship with the σ of the OU process. For the present 
network with balanced connectivity and a single gap conductance of 0.04 mS/
cm2, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck parameters are μ = -1 pA/cm2, std = 0.5 pA/cm2 
and θ = 20 ms. 

Given that the cells of the inferior olivary network likely share input sources, we 
have added 10% input correlation between the cells.
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Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise process

Ohrnstein-Uhlenbeck is a noise process that ensures that the mean current 
delivered is well behaved and that the integral over time converges (Uhlenbeck G 
& Ornstein L, 1930). It is an approximation for synaptic inputs originating in a large 
number of uncorrelated sources, where synaptic events are generated randomly 
and each event decays with a given rate. We use a recursive implementation 
according to the following recursive formula:

FORMULA 1:  

Where η(t+1) is the noise value at t +1. The noise process is parameterized by τ,σ,μ 
where τ represents the synaptic decay time constant, δ is the integration step time 
for our forward euler integrator, σ is the standard deviation of the noise process 
and μ is its mean. The random draw at every time step is represented by ri.
Neurons in the inferior olive receive broad arborizations (Scheibel et al.,1990), 
which signifies correlations in input sources across neurons. In our model we 
represent that via a mixture of an independent process for each neuron and a 
shared process, common to all the neurons in the network, parameterized by a 
mixing parameter α:

FORMULA 2:  

Simulation results throughout the article come from simulations with noise use an
Alpha where neurons share 10% of their noise input, though the main results are 
robust to changes in this value.

Network Parameter Spaces

To examine the dependence of network dynamics on the characteristics of the 
incoming input, we computed the 200 neuron network sweeping a grid of the main 
input parameters (τ,σ,μ,α) of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck noise process. The network 
responds with both STO frequency and phase changes to input parameters. 
For comparability of statistics and reproducibility of results, all results displayed 
were obtained from a single random seed. The network simulation results are 
qualitatively identical to all tested seeds.

Synchrony and Frequency

Both synchrony and instantaneous frequency were estimated on the basis of a 
novel phase transformation of the membrane potential, which is more robust than 
the standard Hilbert transform, and can produce a linear phase response to the 
non-linear shape of the subthreshold oscillations (Kralemann B et al., 2013). This 
transformation improves the estimation of the momentary phase and compensates 
for the fact that ionic mechanisms have different rates. To that end we have used 
the DAMOCO toolbox made available by the authors (Kralemann B et al., 2008).
From the instantaneous phase, the instantaneous frequency is simply the inverse 
of the first order finite difference of phases.

η(t+ 1) = η(n, t) ∗ exp(−δ/τ) + (1/τ)(µ− η(t)) + σ ∗
√
δ ∗ ξ

ni(t) = α ∗ ni + (1− α) ∗ nall(t)
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Synchrony across cells is estimated with the Kuramoto order parameter:

FORMULA 3: 

Where θi is the phase of each neuron, N is the number of neurons and Ψ is the 
phase average of all oscilators.

Post-Spike Phase Responses

To estimate the phase response curve of the stimuluated neurons, first a stimulus 
is delivered at a phase known to produce an action potential (and resetting). The 
location of the first peak after stimulation is recorded. Subsequently, N more 
simulations receive another stimulus, with same parameters as the resetting 
stimulus, but at N different phases. The effect of that stimulation (delay or advance) 
on the next peak is recorded as a phase delta.

RESULTS

Oscillatory patterns in spiking profile of single Purkinje Neurons
Oscillatory behavior in complex spike (CS) peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) 
and inter-CS-interval (ICSI) distributions has been observed for almost as long as 
there are Purkinje neuron (PN) recordings (Lang et al., 1999; Bell and Kawasaki, 
1972; Wylie et al.,1995; Blenkinsop and Lang, 2006). However, its function and 
conditions of appearance are not well understood. Here we observed such 
oscillatory patterns of inferior olivary spiking in the CSs from extracellularly 
recorded PN neurons in crus 1 and crus 2 of awake mice. This is illustrated by a 
representative PN recording (Fig. 1). Facial air-puff stimulation triggers CSs in the 
cerebellar hemispheres (Axelrad & Crepel, 1977; Bosman et al., 2010; Giessen 
et al., 2008). This PN recording showed a stable response pattern to 0.5 Hz air-
puff stimulation of the whisker pad for over one hour (see supplementary Fig. 
1). The response latency of the CS varied between trials, showing peaks around 
45 ms and 104 ms, so that the responses fell within different time windows, as 
apparent in the raster plot sorted on latency of the first CS after the air puff (Fig. 
1B) and in the stimulus-triggered response probability plot (Fig 1D). This confers 
the PSTH an oscillatory profile, observed often in CS responses (Bloedel & Ebner 
1984; Schwarz C and Welsh JP, 2001; Rowland NC & Jaeger D, 2008; Nicholson 
and Freeman, 2003; Hanson et al., 2000; Soetedjo R et al., 2008). Interestingly, as 
the CS response may appear in the early and/or in the late window, or in both, this 
strongly suggests an underlying oscillatory process. 

Did the occurrence of a CS during the early response window affect the chance 
of a CS during the later response window? To answer this question, we sorted the 
CS responses on order following a stimulus (Fig. 1C) and constructed a probability 
distribution plot separating out the first, second and third CSs after a stimulus (Fig. 
1E). If CS firing during the later peaks would occur only after CS firing during an 
earlier peak, then we would not see late responses in the probability distribution of 
the first CSs after the stimulus. We found, however, that the probability distribution 

K(t) = | 1
N

N!

i=1

ei(ψ(t)−θi(t))|
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Figure 1

Figure 1 - Oscillations in the spiking pattern of a 
single Purkinje neuron
A - Extracellularly recorded voltage trace of a Purkinje 
neuron (PN) in crus I with the timing of air puff stimulation 
to the ipsilateral whisker pad indicated with a vertical 
grey bar. This fragment contains two complex spikes 
(CSs) that are marked according to their order following 
the stimulus. B - Raster plot of CS timing relative to the 
stimulus. The CSs are labeled according to their order 
following the stimulus. CSs preceding the stimulus are 
marked in grey. C – Same as in B  but sorted by latency 
of the first CS following the stimulus. Note that the CS 
latencies in many trials without an early CS coincide with 
the second CS in trials with an early CS. D – Peri stimulus 
time histogram (PSTH; bin width = 10 ms) of the same 
PN as illustrated in A-C. The probability density function 
is shown after convolving the PSTH with an Epanechnikov 
kernel of 5 ms width. E – Probability density functions 
of all CSs (as in D), and of the first, second and third CS 
after the stimulus, showing that first CSs following the 
stimulus have latencies corresponding to the three PSTH 
peaks. The distributions show that CS firing during the 
second or later PSTH peaks can be independent of earlier 
CSs, and can therefore not be explained by doublet or 
triplet firing of CSs. F – CS autocorrelogram of the same 
PN showing a clear side peak reflecting rhythmic firing at 
a frequency of 22 Hz (45 ms interval). The probability 
density functions of the CSs during the whole recording 
(blue trace) and those fired during inter-trial intervals 
(red trace) are nearly identical. Both distributions show 
a peak at 45 ms, the interval between the first two 
response peaks as seen in figure D and E is 59 ms. Both 
spontaneous fring and stimulus triggered firing display 
properties suggestive of underlying oscillations.
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for the fi rst CS after the stimulus showed peaks that coincided with the second 
and third response peaks, and the second CS after the stimulus coincided with the 
third response peak. These results indicate that CSs can follow the stimulus in any 
of the preferred latency ranges independent of whether there was a response in 
the previous ranges. A second feature indicating rhythmicity in the CS train of this 
neuron is its autocorrelogram (Fig. 1F). Previously, it has been shown that the fi ring 
pattern of inferior olivary neurons depends on the phase of their subthreshold 
membrane oscillations in vivo (Khosrovani et al., 2007; Van der Giessen et al., 
2008; Mathy et al; 2009). The autocorrelogram of the entire trace showed a peak 
at 45 ms, irrespective of whether we included the CSs directly induced by the 
air puff stimulation or not. This suggests a spontaneous subthreshold oscillation 
frequency of 22 Hz, which is a bit faster than the oscillatory frequency derived from 
the interval between the two CS response peaks (59 ms; 17 Hz) for this particular 
PN.

Figure 2 - Biologically 
realistic IO model
A -  To study the relative 
impact of the different 
components of the inferior 
olive we employed a biologically 
realistic model consisting of 
200 neurons. In particular, we 
focussed on the effects of 
inputs to olivary neurons and 
their gap junctional coupling 
on the spiking pattern of 
ensembles of inferior olivary 
neurons. The model neurons 
received input from two 
sources: a coupled, phasic 
input mimicking phasic input as 
created by a sensory stimulus. 
This input (labeled “AMPA” in 
this cartoon) reaches a subset 
of neurons synchronously and 
of equal strength. This phasic 
input is complemented with a 
tonic input, representing both 

excitatory and inhibitory inputs from mixed sources. The latter input is delivered by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) noise process 
representing synaptic activity and ranges between  and  pA  This background “noise” over all neurons in the network is 
given with 10 % correlation over time. The modelled neurons are interconnected by gap junctions. The connectivity scheme 
of a particular materialization of a model network is illustrated in panel C. B – The model neurons display subthreshold 
membrane oscillations (STO), represented by the lower circle, and spiking, represented by the upper circle. The Ih current, a 
hyperpolarization-activated cation current, underlies a rise in membrane potential. Subsequently the It current, mediated by low 
threshold T-type Ca2+ channels, further drives up the membrane potential and from here either the sub-threshold oscillation 
continues (lower circle) or an olivary spike is generated (upper circle), mediated though INa and IK currents. Both after a spike or 
a subthreshold peak, influx of Ca2+ will trigger the activation of the hyperpolarizing K+ current by Ca2+-dependent K+ channels. 
This hyperpolarization will again activate the Ih current starting the oscillation cycle again. In the right part of the panel we see 
an example trace of the subthreshold membrane potential oscillation. C - 3D connectivity scheme of the 200 neurons in the 
network model. Links indicate gap junctional interconnections; the color of each neuron in the model represents the number of 
neurons to which that cell is connected through gap junctions. The thick green lines indicate first and second order neighbors 
of the center cell as an example
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Inferior olivary network model

Our in vivo experiments confirmed that CS firing can underlie specific patterning 
in awake mice. As CS firing is dictated by the activity of the climbing fibers 
that originate in the inferior olive, we designed a biophysically plausible three-
dimensional computational model of the inferior olive to study potential implications 
of membrane potential dynamics within the inferior olive for its output patterning. 
Our model represents with 200 neurons a substantial patch of the inferior olivary 
tissue, The model neurons received two kinds of input, a strong “AMPA” current 
that was synchronously delivered to a subset of neurons and that simulated the 
input originating from strong sensory stimulation in vivo, and a second input current 
that simulated both inhibitory and excitatory input from diverse sources (Fig. 2A). 
These latter currents were modeled as an Ohrstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process. Direct 
coupling of near neighbors mimicked the strong gap junctional coupling that is a 
hallmark of the inferior olive (Fig. 2C). The model includes both oscillating and non-
oscillating cells at a 1:3 ratio according to proportions observed in vivo (Khosrovani 
S et al., 2007). In the oscillating neurons, cyclic activation of T-type Ca2+ channels, 
Ca2+-dependent K+ channels and Ih caused subthreshold oscillations that could 
be perturbed by occasional spikes (Fig. 2B).

In the absence of “AMPA” currents, the model neurons had an average firing 
rate around 1 Hz (Fig. 2D), but the distribution of spikes was highly skewed, 
typically with a single peak at 8-10 Hz (Fig. 2C).

As predicted by the theory of coupled oscillators (Torben-Nielsen et al., 2012) 
even non-oscillating cells may, when coupled, collectively act as oscillators. 
Therefore, coupling can result in coherent subthreshold oscillations in a network 
around a preferred frequency, and hence it can, determine the conditions for a 
network-wide phase-dependent spiking. Two examples of network activity upon 
“AMPA” perturbations are illustrated, one with (Fig. 3A-C) and the other (Fig. 
3D-F) without OU current input delivered to all cells. Simulations show coherent 
activity throughout the network. 

Figure 3 (next page) – Simulation of network activity with and without background input 
A – To study the impact of partially synchronous background input  we compared the behavior of the model network in the 
absence and presence of OU current (cf. Fig. 2A). During a 1.5 second simulation the model network was perturbed twice by 
AMPA input, representing input from sensory stimulation, to a selection of neurons (approx. 23% of all neurons; indicated in 
red). Grey bars coming down from the panels indicate the timing of the two perturbations for the two different network settings 
displayed in panel C and F. B - Overlay of membrane potential of all cells in the model network in the absence of OU input. The 
neurons that were directly stimulated by the AMPA current are plotted in light-red and their average in red. All other cells are 
plotted in grey with their average in black. Note that apart from the spikes directly following the AMPA input, the neurons were 
silent over the course of this simulation. Both AMPA perturbations strongly triggered spikes in the directly AMPA stimulated 
cells, thereafter we see ensuing oscillations phase aligned over the network, as seen by the average red trace, which dampened 
over time. The model neurons that were not directly stimulated by the AMPA input did neither fire action potentials, nor were 
they involved in synchronous subthreshold oscillations. C – The same data as in B  but now plotted as heat map with each line 
representing a single model neuron. The membrane voltage is represented by grey color-scale and again shows us the ensuing 
phase correlated membrane potential oscillation over the network in the directly perturbed neurons. Spikes are indicated by white 
circles. The peak subthreshold oscillation frequency of this model network was found to be around 9 Hz. D – Four example traces 
of background OU input current targeting single cells in the model network. The OU current was different for each neuron, but 
had a correlation of 10% over time for all neurons. E,F – Similar plots as C and D  but now for the model network in which the 
neurons receive OU currents that were 10% correlated over time. Note that spiking was no longer restricted to the intervals 
directly following AMPA stimulation, but also occurred during the inter-trial intervals. In contrast, the presence of subthreshold 
oscillations was markedly reduced. (continued) 
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Figure 3. Continued - Although the AMPA input was identical during both trials, the responsive cells differed between the first 
and the second stimulus. Together with the increased jitter in response times, this could be indicative of phase-dependent firing.
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Oscillatory patterns in spiking profiles over the Purkinje neuron population
Following up on the analysis of oscillatory spike patterns seen in a representative 
PN (Fig. 1) and the subthreshold oscillations and repeated spiking observed after 
“AMPA” stimulation in our inferior olive model (Fig. 3), we expanded our analysis 
to 112 PNs recorded in awake mice. For each individual PN, we obtained the 
preferred firing frequency in the absence of sensory stimulation from the largest 
peak in the inter-CS intervals (ICSI) distribution (Fig. 4A). As autocorrelogram 
peaks at shorter latencies tend to be higher, both methods yield similar results 
(Supplementary Fig. 4). We quantified the preferred firing frequency and its 
strength for each of the 52 WT PNs. We ordered these recordings based upon 
their peak time (Fig. 4B). Clearly, not all PNs show clear rhythmicity, but for the 
ones with higher frequency strength there seems to be a negative correlation 
between peak time and oscillation strength. Note that we did not found clear 
second peaks in the ICSI distribution or autocorrelograms, indicating that regular 
rhythmic firing was short lived. We reasoned that PNs showing a Z-score below 
3 could not be classified as being rhythmic (or at least not as strongly rhythmic), 
therefore we separated the PNs above and below a Z-score of 3 for the largest ICSI 
peak. Of the 52 PNs recorded, 34 (65%) were rhythmic (Figs. 4C, D). In general, 
the PNs with higher oscillation frequencies showed increased oscillation power, 
linear regression analysis found a slope of -26 and -32 for WT and MT PNs (Fig 4D). 
There was a substantial variation in the peak time, but the modus was around 80 
ms, corresponding to a dominant frequency of 12.5 Hz (Fig. 4E).

We wondered to what extent gap junctional coupling of inferior olivary neurons 
could affect these observations. Therefore, we repeated this analysis in Gjd2 KO 
mice that were devoid of gap junctional coupling in the inferior olive (Güldenagel 
et al., 2001; Van Der Giessen et al., 2008). The preferred firing frequencies were 
very similar to those in the WT littermates (WT, n = 52: peak at 80 ms; mean ICSI: 
164± 110 ms; Gjd2 KO, n = 60: peak at 80 ms; mean ICSI: 127 ± 84 ms; p = 0.22, 
T-test). However, the strength of the oscillations was stronger in the absence of 
Gjd2 (WT: PDF peak 2.7; mean Z-score 2.9 ±1.1; Gjd2 KO: PDF peak 3.9; mean 
Z-score 3.3 ± 1.0; p = 0.003; Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; Fig. 4C). Accordingly a 
significant higher ratio of Gjd2 KO cells fell in the high Z-score group compared 
to the WT PNs, see pie chart in panel 4D (p = 0.005; Fisher exact test). Thus, we 
conclude that in both WT and Gjd2 KO mice, a substantial subset of PNs shows 
rhythmic firing during spontaneous recordings in awake mice. This rhythmicity was 
limited in duration and rhythmic CS firing was more prominent in the absence of 
gap junctional coupling between neurons of the inferior olive.

Figure 4. (next page) – Oscillatory dynamics in spontaneous firing 
A - Rhythmic CS firing of a representative WT (left) and Gjd2 KO (right) PN as illustrated by the occurrence of a clear side peak 
in the single-sided histograms of the inter-comples spike intervals (ICSI; see Methods) with the corresponding probability density 
function (in blue or red, respectively) and the peak at zero lag being pruned. The color of each bin relates to its height, after 
normalization to the peak.  (continued) 
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Figure 4. Continued - B - To create an overview of the ICSI preferences over the population data we color coded the 
histogram data of the ICSI distribution of every single PN recording. Neurons are sorted to the latency of the peak of the 
probability density function found in the 0-500 ms window, after convolution with an Epanechnikov kernel with a width of 10 
ms. The peaks are stronger in the Gjd2 KO than in the WT PNs and are and present in relatively more PNs compared to their 
WT counterparts. C - To indicate the strength of preferred firing frequency during spontaneous firing we computed the Z-score 
of the ICSI peak over 0-500 ms as shown in panel A. Here we show the histograms and their convolution of these Z-scores for 
WT and Gjd  KO PNs  We considered a Z score of ≥  as significant (closed symbols) Overall  the stronger rhythmicity in the 
Gjd2 KO PNs, as apparent from B, is clear from these distributions (p=0.003; 2-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). D - Scatter 
plot of the peak times in the ICSI distributions during spontaneous firing against the Z scores of these peaks. Open and closed 
circles represent the insignificant and significant  ICSI peaks, respectively, as illustrated in C. As could be expected, the smaller 
peaks (open symbols), not caused by true rhythmic firing, are spread out over the whole 500 ms period, whereas the larger 
peaks (closed symbols), representative of rhythmic firing, are roughly between 50 and 150 ms after the time of the first CS. 
Significantly more Gjd  KO PNs were found to have Z scores ≥  than WT PNs (p   on Chi square test  pie charts)  
E- The preferred frequency was similar for WT and Gjd2 KO PNs, with both having a peak in their probability density functions 
around  ms  corresponding to a preferred frequency of  Hz  Closed bars indicate Z score ≥  and open bars Z score 
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Fig. 5 – Oscillatory dynamics in stimulus triggered spiking patterns
A – Normalized histogram of air puff triggered CSs of a representative WT (left) and Gjd  KO (right) PNs displaying two response 
peaks whose interval was measured as the “PSTH interval”  Overlaid is the convolution of the triggered CS latencies  The 
histogram is color-coded according to the bin count, darker colors is higher count. B - Population overview of PSTH histogram 
data of WT (left) and Gjd2 KO (right) PNs . Every PSTH has been alligned to the first peak (at 0 latency). Vertical black lines 
indicate the original time of stimulation (0-latency to stimulation). PNs are ordered to their calculated PSTH intervals, indicated 
on the right. The examples in A are indicated by arrows. C - To give an estimate of the strength of stimulus induced rhytmic 
firing we computed the Z-scores of the second PSTH peak as obtained from the convolution data for wild type and Gdj2 KO 
animals.  Here we show the bar plot for the found Z-scores for both WT and mutant PNs, for both distributions the convolutions 
are overlayd (blue and red respectively). The PNs with only a single reponse peak are indicated by open bars on the left (no 2nd 
peak), approximately 30 % of the population in both genotypes. The peaks are found at 10log scores of 0.62 and 0.86 (= 4.2 
and 4.8 Z-scores) for the WT and Gjd2 KO PNs, respectively. D - Scatter plot of response interval times versus 10log Z-score 
of second PSTH peak. E - Barplot showing the distribution of response intervals over the population, mutants and wild types 
show comparable distributions both with peaks at 80 ms. The mutant population seem to have a clearer frequency preference 
in the stimulus triggered responses compared to the WT population. 
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To what extent are the oscillations observed in the CS responses to sensory 
stimulation similar to those found in the absence of sensory stimulation? To answer 
this question, we analyzed the CS response probability distributions following 
air puff stimulation in those PNs that showed a significant sensory CS response 
(see Methods). The interval between the first two peaks (was taken to represent 
the oscillation interval (Fig. 5A). Of the 46 WT PNs that do show a significant CS 
response to air puff stimulation, 15 (33 %) displayed only a single response peak 
and thus lack an oscillatory pattern. The other WT PNs (67 %) did show multiple 
significant response peaks, demonstrating stimulus induced oscillatory patterns 
(Fig. 5B). This ratio was comparable to that found in the absence of Gjd2 (16 PNs 
(31 %) without and 36 PNs (69 %) with oscillations; p = 0.44; Fisher exact test).

The preferred interval of the “oscillatory” PNs was similar between Gjd2 KO 
mice and their WT littermates (WT: PDF peak at 77ms; mean interval 98 ms ± 40 
ms; Gjd2 KO: PDF peak at 82 ms; mean interval 113 ± 83 ms; p = 0.37; T-test; 
Fig. 5E). In contrast to rhythmic CS firing in the absence of sensory stimulation, air 
puff-induced CS rhythmicity was equally high between WT and Gjd2 KO PNs (WT: 
PDF peak at a Z-score of 4.2; mean Z-score 9.7 ± 17.2 ; Gjd2 KO: PDF peak at a 
Z-score of 4.8; mean Z-score 6.9 ± 6.0 ; p = 0.37; 2 T-test Fig. 5C). Also contrary 
to rhythmicity during spontaneous activity, the strength of sensory induced CS 
rhythmicity did not depend on its frequency (linear regression: WT; slope 0.0, R2< 
0.01; MT; slope 0.0, R2 0.03) (Fig. 5D). Thus, rhythmic CS firing occurred both in 
the absence and the presence of sensory stimulation. 

Next, we directly compared the oscillatory frequencies with and without 
sensory stimulation. First of all, it turned out that PNs showing rhythmic CS firing 
during spontaneous activity (with Z-scores > 3) did not show more rhythmic 
firing following sensory stimulation  (Fig. 6C&D). These results suggest that the 
oscillation triggered by sensory stimulation is not a mere amplification of the 
neuron’s spontaneous preferred frequency. To further test this hypothesis, we 
performed a linear regression analysis of those PNs that showed rhythmicity under 
both circumstances, considering only PNs with both significant multiple PSTH 
peaks and ICSI distribution peaks with Z-scores above 3. We found only a mild 
correlation between the peak frequencies for spontaneous and sensory-induced 
rhythmicity in WT PNs (linear regression: slope of 0.3; R2: 0.35,: Fig. 6a). This 
correlation was noticeably weaker in the mutant cells (linear regression: slope of 
-0.14  with R2: 0.002). In conclusion we see that the frequencies as found during 
spontaneous firing and on response triggered patterns in the single neuron do 
only correlate mildly and neurons with a strong frequency preference during 
spontaneous firing do not correlate to a higher display of multiple response peaks. 
Therefore we conclude that there is no single inferior olive oscillation frequency 
dictating rhythmic patterns (equally) during spontaneous firing and during 
response patterns.
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Testing phase-dependent spiking

Theories of inferior olivary oscillations deal with subthreshold oscillations and 
phase resets [Llinas R & Yarom Y, 1986; Leznik E et al., 2002; Kazantsev VB et 
al., 2004]. Sensory stimulation could accordingly induce conditional spiking, 
dependent on the phase of the subthreshold oscillation, or unconditional 
spiking, which either induces a phase reset or not. In the absence of continuous 
background OU currents, our model shows clearly that subthreshold oscillations 
can lead to conditional spiking that is accompanied by phase shifts (Fig. 7C,D). 
This clear phase dependency allows us to predict that stimulus intervals that are 
in phase with the subthreshold oscillations trigger more spikes than stimulus 
intervals that are out of phase. To this end, we applied “gallop stimuli” consisting 
of two alternating stimulus intervals. And indeed, we observe unequal response 
probabilities for many PNs in the ‘noiseless’ condition (Fig. 9B).  However, in the 
presence of continuous input (OU current), the preference for either of the two 

Figure 6 – Comparison of potential IO oscillation frequencies as inferred from spontaneous spiking (ICSIs) 
versus those from stimulus induced spiking patterns (PSTHs)
A-B - direct comparison of the rhythmic CS interval derived from spontaneous firing (cf. Fig. 4) and from sensory responses (cf. 
Fig. 5) revealed that these two values correlate in WT PNs (A), but less so in Gjd2 KO PNs (B). Color and size of data points 
indicate height (in Z-score) of respectively the ICSI peak and the second PSTH response peak. Grey symbols represent PNs that 
failed to reach the level of significance for rhythmic CS firing (Z score <3). A weak correlation between the two parameters is 
observed. C – We compared the ratios between CS responses with one and two peaks  as seen in the PSTHs  for the high and 
low ICSI Z-scores. In C we compare WT neurons and find neurons with a low frequency preference during spontaneous spiking, 
the low <3 ICSI Z-score group (on the right in grey), have a higher ratio of two peaks in the PSTH responses than the high 
Z-score group (blue pie) 75% versus 59%. This ratio difference is not significant (p=0.33 Fisher exact test), but does show that 
a stronger frequency preference recorded in the absence of stimulation, does not correlate to more double response patterns. 
D – Same convention as in C  here we compare the Gjd  KO neurons and see equal response ratio’s (p  Fisher exact test) 
and thus again no correlation between the Z-score in the two groups.
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frequencies is largely lost (Fig. 9C). This is in line with the conclusions drawn from 
the analyses illustrated in Fig. 3, where we demonstrate that stimulus-induced 
responses are followed by synchronous oscillation phases over the network over 
multiple oscillation cycles in the absence of constant background OU current. 
However, these oscillations disappear in the presence of OU currents. 
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Figure 7 – Phase dependent spike probabilities in the IO model in the absence of OU current (“noiseless 
condition”)
In the absence of OU current (cf. Fig. 2), phase-dependent spiking is observed in the network model of the inferior olive. In 
the network model  consisting of  model neurons  we repeatedly stimulated the same  cells with synchronous “AMPA” 
input (cf. Fig. 2A). We employed tandem stimulation, with varying inter-stimulus intervals. The membrane potential of each of 
these 54 model neurons is plotted in A as a waterfall plot and in B as a heat map. The simulations are grouped by the interval 
between the two stimuli, starting with a single stimulation (bottom, red), and continuing with small to large intervals. In 13 
equal steps two whole cycles of the subthreshold oscillation are covered. C – Spike probability plot as measured for the second 
perturbation at the different phases of the membrane oscillation. Spike probability is computed as the number of neurons firing 
divided over the total number of neurons getting input. The first perturbation given at the peak of the oscillation is demarked as 
the start of the oscillation cycle. We see that secondary perturbations at both a half and one-and-a half cycle (1 and 3 p), do 
not trigger spikes, while perturbations following at either a full or two full oscillation cycles (2 and 4 p) do trigger spikes. The 
repetition of the ‘sinusoidal’ probability curve shows us that the spiking impediment is not (only) due to a refractory period  
but follows the phase of the oscillation, being in more hyperpolarized states (and visa versa). Apart from affecting the spiking 
probability, the phase of the subthreshold oscillation also had an impact on the timing of the spike. The phase response curve 
shows that perturbations early in the oscillation phase do not impact much on the timing of the spike, but halfway the oscillation 
the perturbations advance the ongoing phase considerably which declines linearly to the end of the full cycle. E – Average and 
quartile range of membrane potentials of neurons in the network that were only perturbed once at 0 ms (red perturbation group 
as in A and B)  The  to  p line indicates the phase of the subthreshold osillation of the ‘synchronized’ cells in the network 
as used to compute panel C and D. (The average membrane potential at the perturbation at 0 ms only goes up to -15mV and 
not up to the average spike height of ± mV  because in the population making up the average not all neurons spiked ) F – 
Average membrane potential with quartile ranges for the 13 different perturbation intervals tested as shown in A and B (color 
matched). Compare the response times to the second perturbation with the trace in E to see the oscillation phase at which 
the second perturbation is given.
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Subsequently, we tested the hypothesis derived from our modelling studies, 
namely that the impact of subthreshold oscillations on CS timing would be minimal 
in PNs of awake mice. To this end we used the same gallop stimulus, consisting 
of 250 and 400 ms intervals, in which we counted the number of CSs during the 
stimulus response window (Fig. 8A). Overall, we found equal response rates for 
both intervals. None of the 17 WT PNs and only 3 of the 16 (19%) Gjd2 KO PNs 
tested displayed a preference for either the long (n = 2) or the short (n = 1) intervals 
(Fig. 8B). Taken together, the response ratio between short and long intervals 
was highly equal (WT: 0.97 ± 0.23; Gjd2 KO: 1.12 ± 0.47; p = 0.81; two-sample 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; Fig. 8C). Thus, also in vivo the impact of subthreshold 
oscillations on CS firing probability seemed to be minimal.

However this analysis will not show differences if the olivary neurons do not 
display phase resets to stimuli in general (see discussion for overview of logics). 
Therefore we repeated this analysis, by selecting only those trials during which 
a CS was fired in the previous response window. This method allows us to make 
predictions on the oscillation phase at the time of the second stimulus in the pair. 
Although this analysis resulted in more variation, due to the much smaller number 
of trials that could be evaluated, none of the PNs tested showed a statistically 
significant preference for either the short or the long interval (Fig. 8E). Indeed, the 
CS ratios were approximately equal for both stimulus intervals (WT: 0.95 ± 0.4; 
Gjd2 KO: 1.17 ± 0.64; p = 0.19; two sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; Fig. 8F).
Thus we failed again to demonstrate conditional CS probabilities.

As illustrated in Figs. 4E and 5G, CS rhythmicity can be highly variable 
between different PNs. Therefore, we also employed another gallop stimulus, 
using alternations of 250 and 300 ms, which also failed to show any indication 
of conditional CS responses (Suppl. Fig. 2). Thus, we conclude that under our 
conditions, sensory-induced CSs seemed to be evoked regardless of the phase of 
the subthreshold oscillations.

Does oscilation phase inferred by spiking prior to stimuli predicts response 
probability?

To further substantiate the absence of conditional CS responses in response to 
sensory stimulation we compared the intervals between consecutive CSs that 
spanned the onset of the stimulus, thus the interval between the last CS before 
to the first CS after the start of the air puff (falling in the response window), to 
the preferred CS intervals over the whole recording. Analogous to our analyses 
summarized in Figs. 4 and 5, we determined the preferred CS intervals from 
the ICSI distributions and the PSTHs, respectively (Fig. 10A). We compared two 
statistical models to describe the probability of finding particular CS intervals 
over the moment of the stimulation. In one model, we assumed a dominant effect 
of subthreshold oscillations, in the other model we assumed that the CS firing 
frequency dependent only on a refractory period, but otherwise was uniform. 
These models were combined with different weights. Next, we compared the 
actual CS interval with the predicted ones and found that the oscillatory model 
failed to predict the actual data (Fig. 10B). In fact, the uniform model was the best 
fit (Fig. 10C). Afterwards, we extended this analysis to 5 WT and 9 Gjd2 KO PNs 
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based on the PSTH-derived rhythmicity, and also here we found that a uniform 
fit provided a better description of the empirical data than an oscillatory model 
(Figs. 10D and E). The same procedure was repeated after inferring the oscillatory 
frequency from ICSI distributions of CS firing in the absence of sensory stimulation. 
This analysis yielded similar results in 8 WT and 12 Gjd2 KO PNs (right panels). The 
only neuronal recording that showed an improved fit with the oscillating model, 
had an overall low goodness of fit, which leads us to conclude that the spike 
patterns prior to the stimulus does not suggest phase-dependent spiking based 
on stable frequencies.
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Figure 8 – No phase dependent spiking probabilities as observed in in vivo testing galloping stimuli 
A – In order to test the impact of the presumed phase of the inferior olivary neurons  we applied a “gallop” stimulation pattern  
alternating short (250 ms; S) and long (400 ms; L) intervals. Air puffs (vertical grey bars) were delivered to the whisker pad. 
CSs were counted in response windows (RW) 20-200 ms post-stimulus. Response probabilities were compared between RWs 
in short and long intervals. The first response window is not included in the analysis because it is not preceded by an air-puff 
interval. B - Ratio between number of CSs in short and long intervals for the entire population of cells sorted on the fraction 
of CSs falling in the long RW (indicated as horizontal black lines). In this analysis, the WT (blue) and Gjd2 KO (red) PNs were 
pooled. For each PN the relative response probability for the long (filled bars) and short intervals (open bars) is illustrated as 
the length of the filled and open bars. Ratios that were found to be significant (p < 0.05) on a Fischer exact test were marked 
with an asterisk. For the vast majority of PNs, no significant changes in the response rate between short and long intervals were 
observed. C - Response ratios as seen in panel B, grouped per genotype and including the 25 and 75 % quantiles and median 
per population. No clear differences between the WT and the Gjd2 KO PNs were found. D – We repeated this analysis  but now 
included only those RWs that followed a RW with at least one CS. RWs that followed a RW without a CS (schematized here by 
dashed lines) were ignored for this analysis. E,F - The results of this analysis were very similar to that in B and C, indicating that 
the presence of a CS triggered by the preceeding stimulus did not affect the response probability during the subsequent trial. 
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Figure 9 – Phase dependent spike probabilities in the IO model in noiseless conditions on gallop stimuli. 
Using the same stimulation scheme as for the in vivo recordings (A, cf. Fig. 8A), we employed our network model of the inferior 
olive to test the impact of synaptic input on the preference of spiking probability during short (250 ms; S) and long interval 
(400 ms; L). B – Response probabilities to the two different intervals under “noiseless” simulation  which thus is in the absence 
of OU current (cf  Fig  A)  As shown in Fig   only the model neurons that were directly stimulated by the “AMPA current” 
produced spikes. Thus, only 45 of the 200 model cells in the network were responsive. Empty and filled bars represent the 
precentage of respectively short and long intervals that had a spike in the response window (0-180 ms; RW). Black horizontal 
line indicates the number of responses in long windows over the total number of responses in both short and long intervals. 
The majority of neurons have a response to every stimulus and therefore do not show any spiking preference to one of the 
intervals (black lines are at 50 %). However 16 neurons have a 100 % response in either the short or long interval and none in 
the alternate interval. One neuron showed 65% responses to fall within short intervals. Red asterikses indicate a p value < 0.01 
indicating significance. Note that all neurons that did not have a one-to-one response to every stimulus showed a significant 
interval preference according to phase dependent mechanisms. C – In the presence of OU currents  representing synaptic 
background input not directly related to the sensory stimulation (cf. Fig. 2A), the observed responses show no indication of 
response probability differences to the two intervals. Those recordings that have biased responses, outermost left and right in 
the plot, are on general less responsive neurons (responsiveness <10 %). Thus, synaptic background inputs practically annihilate 
phase-dependent firing in the inferior olive network model.
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Figure 10 - Sensory stimulation leads to 
unconditional complex spike responses 
We quantified the impact of ongoing subthreshold 
oscillations on the occurrence and timing of CSs by 
comparing the timing between the last CS before 
and the first CS after a sensory stimulus to the 
preferred firing frequency of each individual PN. 
This approach is illustrated by the analysis of a 
single, representative PN: the data in A-C originate 
from the same PN.  A - For each PN, we first 
established the preferred firing rates based upon 
the PSTH (left, cf. Fig. 5) and the ICSI-correlogram 
(right, cf. Fig. 4). The histograms were convolved 
with an Epanechnikov kernel. Next, we calculated for 
each trial the interval between the last CS before 
and the first CS after the sensory stimulation and 
plotted the convolved probability density function 
(dark blue lines in B). The observed probability 
density functions were compared with calculated 
probability density functions based upon predicted 
firing based upon a uniform CS distribution 
(green lines; assuming no effect of subthreshold 
oscillations; see Methods), an oscillatory CS 
distribution (brown lines; assuming a dominant 
effect of subthreshold oscillations; see Methods) 
and 9 intermediate models that were combinations 
of these two extremes with different relative 
weights. C – The distributions of the goodness
of-fit for each of the 11 models show a clear bias 
towards the uniform model, refuting the impact 
of subthreshold oscillations on sensory induced 
CS firing. Each model was run 1,000 times. The  
middle black line indicates the average of all runs, 
the upper and lower black lines, indicate 75 and 
25% quantiles. D – Distributions of the goodness
of-fit of all PNs that showed clear rhythmicity 
(see Methods) emphasized the bias towards the 
uniform firing model. In the left plot, 5 WT and 9 
Gdj2 KO PNs were analyzed and in the right plot 
8 WT and 12 Gdj2 KO PNs. E – Histograms of the 
maxima in the distributions shown in D confirm 
that the impact of the subthreshold oscillations on 
sensory CS responses is minimal.
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Periodic Stimulation of the Model and Phase Dependent Spiking

Although we failed to demonstrate conditional CS firing, the initial findings of CS 
rhythmicity still hold. In order to reconcile these two phenomena we went back 
to our network model of the inferior olive. To emulate experimental conditions 
during periodic stimulation, the model was perturbed with “AMPA” pulses at 1 
Hz, representing strong and simultaneous excitatory input to the inferior olive 
due to sensory stimulation. The “AMPA” pulses were delivered to a subset of 
the model cells, representing an afferent arborization (see De Gruijl et al, 2012). 
By design, and as a first approximation, the inhibitory input from the cerebellar 
nuclei was not included in these stimulations, as this work focuses on the intrinsic 
responses of the inferior olivary network, rather than on reverberating loops. The 
simulated “AMPA” input was sufficient to capture the spiking phenomenology as 
observed in experiments, with regards to conditional spiking. Implementing circuit 
wide dependences would require detailed anatomical information about circuit 
reciprocities and is out of the scope of this project.

Despite the absence of nucleo-olivary feedback or other network loops, 
simulation data from a representative model neuron closely resembled PSTHs 
seen in vivo (cf. Fig. 1). The raster plot sorted by latency to the first spike after 
the “AMPA” stimulus of this model cell showed the stepwise latency profile as 
seen in in vivo (Figs. 11A, B). Thus, we conclude that the network dynamics of 
the inferior olive are sufficient to explain the multiple CS response peaks seen 
following a sensory stimulus.in the PSTH. A representative model example is seen 
in Fig. 11. The response probability plot in Fig. 11B shows a response peak during 
the stimulus train and a response peak that follows at approximately 135 ms, 
relating to the average period of the subthreshold oscillation of this model cell as 
illustrated by its spiking autocorrelogram (Fig. 11C).

In Fig. 11D we see the spike triggered average of membrane potential traces of 
a single cell in the network. Stimulus triggered spikes are plotted in red, all others 
are blue (respectively n = 87 and n = 648, obtained from 200 s of simulated time). 
Strikingly, all the spikes seemingly evoked by stimulus were in fact preceded by a 
noticeable membrane potential dip, signifying that the spikes reliably follow a drop 
in the membrane potential (which falls below the lower quartile range following 
spikes). This indicates that depolarization alone rarely triggers spikes, and a 
preceding hyperpolarization increases the chance of seeing a spike. Furthermore, 
stimulus triggered CS display a trough after the spike, followed by a very mild 
peak, not larger than the upper quartile of spikes triggered by the simulated 
background activity. This shows that, with the exception of a short refractory 
period, there is no stable oscillatory pattern emerging from a stimulus, even in 
the presence of correlated noise that produces coherent subthreshold oscillations. 
Furthermore, the membrane potential drop before stimulus that facilitates spiking 
is obviously not triggered by the spike, and hence post-stimulus potentials thus 
do not consistently create windows of preferred spiking. Comparing the traces 
aligned to AMPA perturbation grouped for those that did or did not trigger a 
spike, show again that perturbation falling on the peak of the oscillation do not 
trigger spikes, as we saw in Fig.7.
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The notable absence of an ongoing oscillatory pattern triggered by the stimulus 
or by the stimulus triggered spikes (Fig-11D&E), contrarily to what might be naively 
expected, is responsible for the lack of conditional dependence of spikes. Soon 
after the appearance of the stimulus triggered spike, the influence of the spike falls 
back to baseline. 

Complex spike frequencies upon air-puff train stimulation

If sensory stimulation triggers CS responses largely independent of the state of the 
inferior olive, one would expect that sensory stimulation at a high frequency would 
increase the CS frequency. We compared CS firing frequencies of responsive 
PNs during stimulus trains of different frequencies. Constant stimulus frequencies 
tested were 0.4, 0.5, 2.5 and 4 Hz. In addition, we applied different “gallop” stimuli 
that consisted of two alternating stimulus intervals with an average frequency of 
3.1, 3.6, 0.83 and 0.89 Hz. It turned out that an increase in the stimulus frequency 
had remarkably little effect: over the range of 0.25 to 4 Hz, virtually no increase 
in CS firing could be observed (Fig. 12A). (Slope on linear fit WT: -0.02 R2, 0.1) 
A similar lack of effect was observed in PNs of Gjd2 KO mice (Fig. 12C). (Slope 
on linear fit Gjd2 KO: 0.02 R2, 0.5) As control, we compared the spontaneous CS 
frequencies between WT and Gjd2 KO PNs and found them to be similar (median 
frequency WT: 1.18 Hz ±0.11 SEM, median frequency Gjd2 KO: 1.09 Hz ±0.1 
SEM; p = 0.46, T-test; Fig. 12B). In line with our earlier observations, none of the 
stimulus frequencies showed any sign of resonance as there were no frequencies 
at which the CS firing could be substantially increased. Thus, we conclude that 
CS firing is remarkably stable under different input conditions. Only at a very high 
rate of sensory stimulation (10 Hz) we could induce a moderate increase in CS 
firing (WT (n = 5): average increase 171 ± 64 % std, corresponding to an average 
increase from 1.12 Hz to 1.92 Hz; Gjd2 KO (n = 4): 164 ± 5% std, corresponding 
to an average increase from 1.12 Hz to 1.72 Hz; Fig. 12F). It was noted that the 
animals experienced this high-frequency stimulation as unpleasant, which could 
have induced also other neural circuitries. Altogether, the CS firing rate proved 
to be remarkably constant over different stimulation frequencies, pointing at 
homeostatic mechanisms keeping the inferior olivary activity within bounds.

Model shows networks that are synchronous and oscillating but not regular

The olivary network displays hallmarks of oscillations both in spontaneous spiking 
and in stimulus evoked spiking, though only transiently. Both auto-correlograms, 
cross-correlograms and stimulus evoked PSTHs display transient rhythmic 
responses. However, it is only possible to evoke conditional spiking in long intervals 
under the assumption that the oscillation is regular, i.e., that there is little variation 
in the period of the oscillation. 

The model network displays synchronous oscillations to a wide range of noise 
parameters, and despite a significant frequency concentration in the spectrogram, 
there is considerable variation of the oscillatory frequency as a function of both 
input amplitude and variability. This is exemplified in the frequency response of 
networks to different input parameters. In Figure 12 the network is subjected to 
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Figure 11 – Minimal correlation in the synaptic input 
is suffi  cient to reproduce the multiple response peaks 
in the network model of the inferior olive
A – Latency ordered raster plot of a single model cell in the 
inferior olivary network model in response to  “AMPA” 
stimulations delivered at 1 Hz. Spike order following stimulus 
is symbol and color coded similar to the in vivo example 
in Fig. 1. The model shows similar to in vivo observations, 
multiple response peaks following a transient stimulus as 
observed in the ‘latency jumps’  Note that the latency to 
the first peak is minimal in this simulation, since we delivered 
the excitatory input directly to the model neurons, and no 
upstream processing is required as it is for sensory stimulation 
in vivo. B - The PSTH and its probability density function of 
this inferior olivary model neuron show multiple peaks (at 8 
ms and 134 ms). C – The autocorrelograms of the whole 
recording (blue) and the inter-trial periods (excluding the 
response windows from 0 to 180 ms after each stimulus) 
show a clear side peak (center peaks being pruned). These 
side peaks are at around 130 ms, similar to the PSTH interval 
(see B), confirming rhythmicity in inferior olivary firing. D – 
During another run of the inferior olivary model network, we 
also evaluated the membrane potential, as indicated in this 
heat map that is ordered on the latency of the first spike 
after the stimulation. Spikes are indicates as colored symbols, 
using the same convention as in A. E - Average membrane 
potential aligned by spike events, either stimulus triggered, 
those that fall within 20 ms of the stimulus, (87 spikes 
total, red) and spontaneously occuring spikes (648 spikes 
total, blue). Light shaded background represents the quartiles 
of the trace populations. The dip in membrane potential 
preceding spikes reveals that for both groups a prior inhibition 
increases the probability of spiking. Importantly, except for 
a refractory period, we do not observe a clear oscillatory 
pattern following either spike type, due to variability imposed 
by the background “noise” (OU currents  cf  Fig  )  This 
result could explain why we did not observe phase-dependent 
spiking probabilities in vivo (see Fig. 10). F - Average 
membrane voltage traces alligned to stimulations that did 
(red) or did not (blue) trigger spiking (red) and without 
spikes (blue), light shaded background give the quantiles of 
the grouped traces. The difference in membrane potential 
prior to stimulation between the two groups clearly shows 
the phase dependency to spiking upon stimulation. Notice 
that also the cells that did not spike upon stimulation present 
a potential dip similar to the stimuli with a spike triggered, 
showing the effect of the gap junction connectivity. 
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OU input of different statistics. The average network subtreshold oscillation 
frequency varies by almost 2Hz even for relatively small current differences (Fig. 
12A left-panel). This means that even small differences in frequency (and period) 
accumulate over time and erase long term dependencies. This simple observation 
can explain the systematic failure of experiments in evoking conditional dependent 
spiking even in the presence of synchrony.
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Figure 12 – Model Parameter exploration
Network responses were evaluated as a function of decay time of the single source currents within the background noise, tau 
(ms) (temporal correlation), and level of shared noise input over neurons in the networks with and without gap junctions (row 
A and B respectively). Network parameters analyzed are 1. average sub-threshold oscillation (STO) frequency, 2. population rate 
and 3. Synchrony, these are visualized in respectively left, middle and right panels. Every point in the grid is obtained from 3s 
of simulation time for the same network (200 neurons) as in previous examples. STO frequencies, spanning 7-11 Hz (panels on 
the left), show almost no dependence on input correlation but strong dependence on decay times (tau; temporal correlation). 
The presence of gap junctions does not have a big impact on network behavior for STO frequency. The population rates (middle 
panels) in the networks with or without gap junctions show an increase with longer decay times, up till 1.6-1.8 Hz. In other words 
a smoother noise input pattern will result in lower STO frequencies. In addition we also see a mild decrease in population firing 
rates for higher input correlation (shared input). For the synchrony of the oscillation phases over the neurons in the network 
we see the differential impact of gap junction coupling. The network without gap-junctions shows above all low synchronicity, 
furthermore increased levels of shared input naturally increases synchrony, decay times of noise has no impact on synchrony. 
Finally, the presence of gap junctions doubles the input correlation (ranges 0.2-0.7 as compared to the 0.12-0.3 range seen 
without gap junctions), while substantially increasing synchrony for fast decaying noise (short decay times; 10ms, 20ms).
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DISCUSSION

In this paper we explored whether inferior olivary oscillations determine time 
dependent spiking probabilities. Oscillations of a stable frequency and oscillatory 
reset properties should be able to induce response probabilities, thus creating 
time frames in the olivo-cerebellar system. Stimulus evoked sinusoidal voltage 
oscillations would translate into correlated response probability profiles effectuating 
profiles of olivary activity. Stable oscillation frequencies will produce repeatable 
patterns and therefore the generations of fixed time frames establishing activity 
profiles with egual intervals between two potential activity peaks. To evoke these 
repeatable time frames the reset properties upon stimulus must either be either 
(1) partially dependent on the underlying oscillation phase (they can only be 
triggered on the rising phase) or (2) input can trigger spikes either with or without 
phase reset (see also synopsis of possible dynamics and assumed effects in table 
1). We attempted to recover the dynamics of oscillations through the properties 
seen in extracellularly recorded CS spiking in awake mice, both in the presence 
and the absence of air-puff induced sensory responses. We tested for entrainment 
properties, indicative of oscillatory dynamics, in CS spiking upon periodic stimuli 
of different frequencies. Next we tested the hypothesis that inferior olivary 
oscillations would evoke repeatable templates of response probability patterns 
over time, using a gallop paradigm. Furthermore, we analyzed a subgroup of PNs 
that most strongly suggested an oscillatory drive to their spiking patterns, the most 
likely candidate to show conditional probabilities of evoked CS as a function of 
prior stimulation interval. Finally we used a biophysically plausible 3-dimensional 
computational model of the inferior olive to gain insight into the inferior olivary 
electrophysiological dynamics underlying the results found in vivo.
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Figure 13 - CS frequency does not increase with higher stimulus frequency
A – An increase in the stimulation frequency did not result in an increase in CS frequency  We recorded the CS frequency in 
20 WT PNs that showed significant CS response to whisker pad stimulation and varied the stimulation frequency. To this end, 
we combined both regular and gallop frequencies and compared the observed CS frequency to that in the absence of sensory 
stimulation. Every data point corresponds to a single PN. Grayscale filling of data points indicates the air-puff triggered CS 
response probability as recorded during lowest frequency stimulus train (≤  Hz)  PNs with relative high stimulation response 
probabilities are found to show slightly higher increases in DCS frequency, but fall short of linearity. The blue triangle indicates 
the range (25-75%) of the expected increase in DCS frequency if every air-puff would trigger a CS with the probability as 
observed during the lowest frequency stimulus train per PN. B - The spontaneous firing rates of the PNs shown in panels A & 
C. Median, 25 and 75 % quantiles for the population are shown. C - Also in Gjd2 KO PNs, no increase in CS firing was observed 
in response to higher sensory stimulation frequencies.
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We tested our assumption in vivo both in wild type cells and Gdj2-/- cells. The 
latter serves as a control in which we expect less or no results that would indicate 
temporal pattern formation because of three reasons. Firstly, spiking in the Gdj2-
/- IO cells is less phase dependent to the membrane potential than spiking in 
wild type cells (Van der Giessen et al., 2008). Secondly, the oscillation frequency 
following a stimulus triggered phase rest is less stable in the mutant cells (Van 
der Giessen et al., 2008). Thirdly, smaller proportions of mutant cells oscillate 
spontaneously, only a limited membrane potential range (hyper-polarized) renders 
these cells oscillatory (De Zeeuw CI et al., 2003). For all three reasons we assume 
less or no temporal patterns seen in spiking dynamics and as such evinced in our 
paradigms. Our population analysis however did show Gdj2-/- mutants to show 
stronger frequency preferences in spontaneously recorded CS activity (Fig.4), 
arguing against point 1 and/or 2. Possibly the reduced spread of multiple input 
sources in vivo in the absence of gap junctions results in less distortion of oscillation 
stability and thus a stronger homogenous oscillation frequency.

The large repository of PN analyzed illustrates clear firing frequency preferences 
indicative of oscillatory properties (or reverberations in brain wide recurrent 
activation, discussed later). The tests done to explore how these dynamics would 
shape spiking responses, all argued against the inferior olive exhibiting phase 
dependent and (long lasting) oscillatory properties. To regular stimuli frequencies 
there was no resonant behavior. Our gallop paradigm showed that oscillatory 
patterns do not endow the olive with repeatable patterns in the response profile. 
Nor does the CS pattern prior to the stimulus indicate an underlying oscillation that 
influences stimulus induced spike probabilities. The computational model illustrates 
a possible mechanism underlying our findings – the period of olivary oscillations 
is sensitive to variable input streams, which flushes temporal dependencies and 
prevents the creation of repeatable patterns. The stable oscillations we observed in 
CS responses are therefore more likely to reflect refractory dynamics as suggested 
by Hakimian et al 2008. The height of the second response peak in the PSTHs 
however suggests that the inferior olive gets a sustained or recurrent input (through 
network loops), creating driving force for the second response. Furthermore, the 
model did, despite absence of recurrence, show oscillatory responses, which 
however did not induce repeatable patterns.

Stimulus Triggered Oscillations from PSTH peaks 

We observe oscillatory patterns in stimulus triggered probability functions that 
are constant over the whole durationof the experiment (e.g. in Fig. 1 and Sup.
Fig.1). The subthreshold oscillations of inferior olivary neurons could underlie such 
oscillatory CS patterns, in line with their assumed role for the timing of motor and 
perceptual abilities. 

The majority of cells display two distinct response peaks in the PSTHs, with 
a small number exhibiting further peaks, indicating an underlying oscillation as 
displayed in Fig. 1. The height of the second and later peaks oppose them to 
result from only a refractory time. Further supporting this notion is that in few cells 
the response second peak was found higher than the first. (If however the transient 
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stimulus translates into extended excitation periods upon the olive, refractory 
periods could possibly explain the multiple peak responses.) Double response 
peaks upon stimulation have been reported by Bloedel & Ebner 1984; Schwarz 
C and Welsh JP, 2001; Rowland NC & Jaeger D, 2008; Nicholson and Freeman, 
2003; Hanson et al., 2000, or to visual error on saccade motor learning (Soetedjo 
et al., 2008). These oscillatory peaks in the responses have long been assumed 
to reflect underlying olivary oscillations, though many have argued that these are 
not present in the awake state (Ozden et al., 2012; Keating and Thatch 1998). 
Double CS responses have been studied by Ruigrok & Voogd (1995) in a study 
that performed ablation of the superior cerebellar peduncle. They quantified the 
prevalence of double responses upon stimulation of only direct excitatory afferent 
of the olive (the nuclei of the meso-diencephalic junction; MDJ), and a combined 
activation of an inhibitory and excitatory efferent from respectively the cerebellar 
nuclei (CN) and the MDJ. The occurrence of the second response peak, 180-
220ms post stimulation was found to increase upon lesioning the inhibitory CN-
IO connection, while the first short latency response decreased upon combined 
activation, and remained roughly equal to excitatory stimulation only. The effect 
was attributed to the extensive IO coupling following eliminating DCN control 
of uncoupling olivary cells, corroborated by finding higher CS synchrony upon 
GABAergic silencing in the olive (Lang EJ et al., 1996). The increased coupling 
of IO cells raises the spiking threshold in these neurons, and would increase the 
amplitude of the rebound oscillation upon which the rebound spike is emitted. 
The importance of the inhibition upon the inferior olive for rhythmic olivary spiking 
was also noticed in a study on ‘classical eyeblink’ conditioning by Nicholson and 
Freeman (2003). They found rhythmic CS responses, 8-10 Hz, triggered upon 
unconditioned stimuli observed in the cerebellar HVI lobule (with climbing fibers 
from the dorsal accessory olive). Stronger rhythmicity was found to correlate to 
higher nuclei-olivary inhibitory feedback. Hyper-polarization is argued to increase 
the oscillation amplitude like seen in olivary slice experiments upon harmaline 
application (Llinas & Yarom, 1986), an effect we also observe in the model. 

Our study into the oscillatory mechanisms of the inferior olive is based on 
theoretical predictions about responses to perturbations. Periodic stimuli input can, 
in principle, entrain spiking activity when stimulation frequency is commensurate 
with an underlying frequency and the oscillation phase is aligned to the periodic 
stimulation due to phase response shifts. In the spike vs. stimulus frequency (Fig. 
13) we do not see a single cell with increases in CSs to any frequency that could 
indicate entrainment. CN driven depression of the inferior olive has been shown 
to inhibit IO spiking seen 70-190 ms post CS (Hogri R et al., 2014). However this 
inhibition would not influence the response probability to stimulus trains of less 
than 5Hz, as in Fig. 13. An additional mechanism must be at play to balance the 
CS output frequency, a necessity following the strong impact seen of CS frequency 
on SS firing (Zucca et al., 2016). The few recordings we have at 10 Hz air-puffs 
stimulation did show a marginal increase of spiking activity, maximally doubling 
(1Hz-2Hz). Similar conclusions were obtained with the few recordings made using 
electrical stimulation of the motor cortex at 10 Hz. The average Δ firing ratio was 
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1.47±0.67std (median:1.25). Individual ratios were; 1.03, 0.97, 1.48 and 2.42, the 
strongest increase was observed in a cell showing a high response ratio (30%) to 
0.5 Hz stimulation. The increases to air-puffs and electrical stimulation at 10 Hz are 
far less then entrainment increases observed by Lang et al., 2004. Our results may 
be taken to suggest that olivary spiking is subordinate to a powerful mechanism 
curbing its output. Furthermore the lack of entrainment at regular frequencies up 
to 5 Hz and mild increase (± doubling the output) at 10 Hz suggest that the system 
does not fit to predictions coming from strict assumptions on the nature of the 
underlying oscillation. 

Variability in the Olivary STO and our gallop paradigm

Our second study gauging predictions given the assumption of stable oscillatory 
dynamics, the gallop paradigm, was designed to show phase dependent spiking 
effects set by reset and stable oscillation frequencies. 

A number of dynamical interactions between oscillations and stimuli are possible. 
Stimuli can reset and/or it can trigger phase dependent spikes (read out the 
oscillation phase). Here we categorize the a priori possible dynamical interactions 
(also see table I). The gallop paradigm we designed will depending on the dynamics 
at play give different results, and so can discern the systems mechanism. The 
paradigm is based on testing different intervals of stimuli pairs, chosen to target 
different phases of ensuing oscillations set with the preceding stimulus. First we 
introduce the potential oscillatory and phase dependent dynamics, thereafter the 
expected forthcoming results to the gallop paradigm for the different categories 
(also see table II). Category numbers indicate different potential outcomes, the 
letter subdivides the category further based on the underlying dynamics regarding 
phase dependent spiking and phase rest properties.

Putative dynamics underlying spikes triggered in an oscillating system:

Hypothesis 1a: Stimuli can trigger olivary spike unconditionally to the oscillation 
phase, i.e., the spike resets the oscillation to phase 0. All oscillations periods 
ensuing the spike will be similar.

Hypothesis 1b: Stimuli can trigger olivary spike unconditionally to the oscillation 
phase, the stimulus resets the oscillation to phase 0. All oscillations ensuing the 
stimulus will be similar

Hypothesis 1c: Stimuli can trigger spikes unconditionally to the oscillation 
phase, stimuli do not phase reset the ongoing oscillation.

Hypothesis 2a: Olivary spiking is phase dependent, restricted to the rising 
phase of the oscillation. Upon stimulus triggered spikes the oscillation will be reset 
(phase II reset).

Hypothesis 2b: Olivary spiking is phase dependent, restricted to the rising 
phase of the oscillation. All stimuli will reset the oscillation.

Hypothesis 3: Olivary spiking is phase dependent, there is no phase reset.

Observations following alternating interval paradigm:

Condition 1a,1b & 1c: Because the phase of the oscillation does not influence 
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spiking probability, the two intervals will not trigger spikes with different response 
probabilities.

Condition 2a: Identical olivary oscillation will follow triggered spikes. The interval 
to the following stimulus, after the triggered spike, determines in which oscillation 
phase this second stimulus is delivered. If stimuli after the two intervals fall in 
different phases of the oscillation, we will induce response probability differences 
(following a stimulus triggered spike).

Condition 2b: Identical olivary oscillation will follow stimuli. The interval to the 
following stimulus determines in which oscillation phase this second stimulus is 
delivered. If stimuli after the two intervals fall in different phases of the oscillation, 
we will induce response probability differences.

Condition 3: After a triggered spike we know the oscillation was in the rising 
phase, but because there is no phase alignment, we have an uncertainty of the 
following phase spanning the width of the positive phase. The phase dependent 
spiking and the partly aligned phase progression can trigger different response 
probabilities upon the stimulus following after the two intervals, if they fall 
in different phases of the oscillation. The differences are expected to be more 
moderate then in situation 2, because of the uncertain information about phase.
Condition 2b has been observed by Khosrovani et al. (2007) showing phase resets, 
identical oscillation patterns are also seen if the IO neuron does not spike upon 
electric stimulation.
 
In short; if we observe response probability differences after one to the other 
interval length, we can assume situation 2 or 3. Meaning the system shows phase 
dependent spiking and displays consistent olivary oscillation frequencies.

Our results show that the inferior olive does not display the expected effects 
of either stimulus reset or oscillatory readout dynamics (the hypotheses and 
conditions mentioned under the first category). The only response differences 
to the gallop paradigm which were found significant are from Gdj2-/- neurons, 
which were supposed to give lower differences compared to WT neurons due 
to reduced network induced phase dependent spiking properties. It remains 
possible that single cells can be entrained, which would explain the observations 
in the Gdj2-/- mutant. The gallop paradigm used was aimed at showing phase 
differences assuming olivary oscillation with frequencies around 10 Hz. The broad 
variation reported on olivary frequencies will perforce exclude some olivary 
oscillation frequencies from our assumed range. We did however expect at least 
a small group of neurons that fall within the interval range to show the conditional 
responses, which was not observed. In the population analysis we found a peak at 
12.5 Hz for spontaneous CS activity, this would translate in a relatively low 0.125 
cycle difference). We did however also tested a 300/250 ms gallop paradigm 
(Sup.Fig.3), this gallop in contrast to the previous one will, assuming 10 Hz IO 
membrane oscillations, differ 0.5 oscillation cycles between the two intervals 
instead of 1.5 cycles (and assuming 12.5 Hz olivary oscillations we would stimulate 
with ± 0.375 cycles difference). Also this paradigm did not show any response 
differences. On the basis of the assumption of a regular oscillation in the olive we 
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are forced to conclude that sensory stimulus does not seem sufficient to create 
observable phase dependent spiking properties.

In our statistical model we looked whether CS responses would follow certain 
intervals based on the expected olivary oscillations. ICSI preferred spiking was 
observed in a study by Chaumont et al., (2013). We, however, were not able to 
induce oscillation dependent CS spiking properties. Simple spike activation by 
photostimulation, triggers CSs (in the activated PNs) trough the disinhibition of the 
DCN (Chaumomt et al., 2013). CSs were shown to be preferentially triggered after 
specific interval lengths. Recurrent activation of the network can be set due to the 
CS triggered SS profiles which show an overall increase in firing rate within 10 to 
50 ms following the CS (McDevitt, C.J. et al., 1982; Sato et al.,1992). The following 
disinhibition effect on the olive, as seen with optogenetic stimulation (Chaumont 
et al., 2013), can potentially trigger a recurrent activation.

Both experimental work and computational model clearly show transient multi-
phasic spiking activity, however they do not translate into periodic activity profiles 
over longer time. Many studies have found oscillatory CS patterns upon sensory 
stimulation and signals or electrical stimulation. However none was found to be 
motor induced, Keating and Tach (1995) and Hakimian et al., (2008) specifically 
stated the lack of rhythmicity found during cue invoked movements in monkeys. A 
prominent study reporting on rhythmic CS activity correlated to rhythmic tongue 
movements (Welsh et al., 1995), did observe the correlation also after cutting 
sensory feedback, but did not consider the oscillatory patterns to arise from 
reafferent information from spinal motor centers. The discrepancy between motor 
and sensory induced oscillations might be due to the more transient nature of 
sensory input. Regarding the PSTH pattern population we observe and analyzed 
in Fig. 5, we see patterns that show sinusoidal response probabilities (as in Figure 
1), however the majority of patterns shows multi-phasic responses less suggestive 
of perfect oscillations. Indicating the system does not create the stable oscillations 
as we have been assuming.

The oscillations seen in response probabilities, e.g. Fig. 1, span no more than ± 
250 ms and raise the suggestion that the created oscillations of specific frequency 
and amplitude are of transient nature. Because we see the same short multi-phasic 
patterns both in the wild type recordings as well as in the olivary gap deficient 
Gdj2-/- mutants, we conclude that the short lasting oscillations are not (only) 
due to interference of phase-varying oscillations over gap junction connected 
olivary neurons. Furthermore, we see that the correlation between the preferred 
frequency during spontaneous recordings and stimulus induced oscillations (Fig. 
6) is weak. Moreover, cells with strong frequency preference shown in spontaneous 
CS activity do not correlate to more multiple stimulus induced responses. Based 
on the theory put forward by Llinás we expected to find stimulus response patterns 
to be tightly connected to the neurons oscillatory frequency during spontaneous 
recordings. This would underlie the generation of consistently timed activity 
patterns to substantiate reliable timing properties. We conclude that oscillations 
in the olivary system are of a more transient nature, with varying frequency as well 
as amplitude, which would explain the inability of generating phase dependent 
response properties. Our model simulations point out that this transient nature is 
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caused by background input into the system, which distorts the regular oscillation 
interval profile.

The ideal experiment would be to read out the oscillatory phase in the olive 
directly. However surgery that allows the experiment comes with limitations, like 
the need for anesthetics. Therefore a read out of oscillation phase inferred from CS 
activity would be necessary. We suggest the perturbations into the system to be 
applied using a closed loop paradigm. Stimuli would be triggered upon the ‘live’ 
read-out of CS activity within short intervals, up till 250 ms, this should be able to 
tell us more about the properties of the observed responses.

The CS patterns that we inferred to derive from oscillatory dynamics might 
in fact be multi-phasic responses due to recurrent activations in the closed loop 
structures of the olivocerebellum. Rowland NC & Jaeger D, 2008 who upon 
observing recurrent activation patterns to transient stimuli in the IO, and MI and 
SI, suggested the multi-phasic responses to derive from the interplay of the PN-
DCN-IO network with extra-cerebellar structures S1 and M1. The delay times 
of the reverberations in the olivo-cerebellum originating from this interplay are 
suggested to fit the olivary oscillation frequencies (Kistler & De Zeeuw, 2002). A 
second shorter closed loop through IO-PN-DCN-MDJ-IO might also underlie the 
‘oscillatory’ CS patterns observed. Hoebeek FE et al. (2010) showed that electrical 
stimulation of the IO silences DCN cells for about 50 ms outlasting the stimulus 
and subsequently is followed  by rebound activation of the DCN cells lasting up till 
250 ms. This rebound activation would excite IO cells in the same frequency range 
as the preferred firing frequencies of CS patterns found in this study (±12.5 Hz).

CLOSING REMARKS

CS responses to sensory stimuli show clear oscillatory activations profiles often 
suggested to reflect oscillatory dynamics in the olive. We extensively tested for 
olivary spiking dynamics that would emerge from phase dependent spiking and 
stable oscillatory frequencies. Our results however argue against a simple view 
in which the olive works as a metronome. What we are left with is the transient 
oscillatory activity seen in responses, spanning up to ± 200 ms. These could reflect 
refractory dynamics and brain wide recurrent activations, emerging in the closed 
loop structure the olivocerebellum is part of (Voogd J, 2014).
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4Chapter

Changing the strength of synaptic connections is generally considered as a 
prime mechanism underlying learning and memory formation. Despite decades of 
research, the experimental evidence for the contribution of such synaptic plasticity 
to changes in mammalian behavior is still sparse. We show here that a short 
duration of intensive sensory stimulation of the whiskers can induce an increase 
in the responsiveness of Purkinje cells in the cerebellum. This modulation is under 
control of the climbing fiber activity. Furthermore, we show that the increased firing 
rate after sensory stimulation corresponds on a trial-by-trial basis with increased 
whisker protraction. Using Purkinje cell-specific mutant mice, we demonstrate that 
Purkinje cells are indeed subject to synaptic plasticity under behaviorally relevant 
conditions. Thus, our study highlights the importance of synaptic plasticity as 
mechanism for chances in motor behavior.

Long-term potentiation of Purkinje cell 
sensitivity following sensory stimulation in 

awake mice
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INTRODUCTION

Changing the synaptic effi cacy is considered as one of the major mechanisms 
underlying learning and memory formation throughout the brain. In particular, mo-
dulation of the strength of the parallel fi ber (PF) to Purkinje cell (PC) synapse has 
been associated with (motor) learning. Mutant mice defi cient for PF-PC LTD [1-3] 
or PF-PC LTP [4, 5] have been argued to show impaired cerebellar learning. 

Numerous studies in vitro as well as in decerebrate or anesthetized animals have 
revealed the cellular mechanisms underlying PF-PC LTD and LTP. Activation of the 
PFs alone results in PF-PC LTP [6-8] but co-activation of the PFs and the CF leads 
to PF-PC LTD [9-12], demonstrating the instructive role of the CF input. Despite 
our understanding of the mechanisms underlying PF-PC LTP, its behavioral impact 
is still poorly understood.

For instance, repeated whisker (pad) stimulation was found to have opposing 
effects on PC responses in different studies: either increased [13, 14] or decreased 
sensitivity [15] was reported. However, in these studies CF discharge patterns were 
not evaluated, which could explain the observed differences (cf. [7]). Neither be-
came clear from these studies whether the observed changes in PC fi ring had any 
behavioral implications. Here we studied the interaction between sensory induced 
PF and CF activity for the regulation of PC response properties in awake mice. We 
show that the observed increase in PC responses upon theta sensory stimulation 
require depend on PCs, rather than upstream neurons, by the inclusion of data 
from PC-specifi c mutant mice lacking the postsynaptic PP2B protein.  Further-
more, we show that alterations in PC fi ring induced by whisker pad stimulation 
can affect whisker movements. This is the fi rst demonstration that a behaviorally 
relevant sensory stimulus can alter PC fi ring properties in a CF-dependent manner 
which in turn affects the behavior of the animal.

RESULTS
Purkinje cell responses to air puff stimulation of the whisker pad

To study the impact of repeated sensory stimulation on the responsiveness of PCs 
we used air puff stimulation of the whisker pad. Somatosensory input from the 
whisker pad reaches large parts of the cerebellar cortex, but is especially well re-
presented in the lobules crus 1 and crus 2 [16-18]. Crus 1 and crus 2 receive this 
input directly from the brainstem as well as via indirect thalamo-cortical pathways 
(as reviewed in [19]; Fig. 1a). Touching the whiskers can evoke highly diverse res-
ponse patterns in PCs involving both complex spikes (CSs) and simple spikes (SSs) 
[18, 20, 21].
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Figure 1
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Figure 1 – Purkinje cells receive somatosensory 
input via multiple pathways and respond to 
whisker stimulation in a heterogeneous way
A - Simplified scheme of the somatosensory pathways 
from whisker pad to cerebellar Purkinje cells (PCs). 
The information flows via the trigeminal nuclei and 
the thalamus to the primary somatosensory (S1) 
and motor cortex (M1). S1 and M1 project to the 
inferior olive via the nuclei of the meso-diencephalic 
junction (MDJ) as well as to the pontine nuclei. Both 
receive also direct input from the trigeminal nuclei. 
From the inferior olive climbing fibers (CFs) innervate 
PCs, sending collaterals to the cerebellar nuclei 
(CN). The pontine nuclei provide mossy fibers (MFs) 
to granule cells (GrCs) where they converge with 
ascending trigeminal MFs. GrCs form the numerous 
parallel fibers (PFs) that project to the PCs. Both CFs 
and PFs generate also feedforward inhibition to PCs 
via molecular layer interneurons (MLIs). PCs project to 
the CN that provide output to the rest of the CNS as 
well as feedback to GrCs. B - PCs react to stimulation 
of the whisker pad both with complex spike (CS) and 
simple spike (SS) responses. There is a substantial 
heterogeneity in response properties of individual PCs; 
on the left is a recording of a PC with a strong and 
on the right of one with a weak CS response. Shown 
are representative traces (top), raster plots and peri-
stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of CSs (middle) and 
SSs (bottom). The blue dots indicate CSs in the raw 
traces, the vertical light brown lines designate the 
stimulus duration and the dashed horizontal lines and 
grey areas in the PSTHs depict the average (±  s d ) 
spike rate during baseline recording. C - BDA3000 
was injected after each recording through a double 
barrel pipette causing anterograde labeling in the 
CN. The injection spots are visible together with the 
projection areas in the CN belonging to the recordings 
shown in (b). In the experiment illustrated on the 
left the staining was limited to the lateral nucleus 
(Lat (inset, see arrow)) and in that on the right to 
the anterior interposed nucleus (IntA (arrow)). The 
area indicated with a rectangle is enlarged in Fig. 
2b. The background was visualized by Nissl staining. 
Scale bars: 1 mm. D - Each inferior olivary subnucleus 
connects via a sagittal zone in the cerebellar cortex 
to a specific cerebellar subnucleus. Connected areas 
are color coded. E - CS response profiles illustrated 
as convoluted PSTHs (starting at the moment of the 
air puff on the left of the trace; see Methods and Fig. 
2c) plotted on the recording spots within the sagittal 
zones confirmed using neural tracers. The strongest 
CS responses were found in zones C3, D1 and D2 
around the border between crus 1 and crus 2. DAO = 
dorsal accessory olive; DLH = dorsolateral hump; dmg 
= dorsomedial group; icg = interstitial cell group; IntP 
= posterior interposed nucleus; POdl/POvl = dorsal/
ventral leaf of the principal olive; SL = simple lobule.
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First, we wanted to know whether the differences in the strength of the CS 
response were related to the location of PCs within crus 1 and crus 2. The cere-
bellar cortex can be divided into sagittal zones based upon the organization of 
the afferent fi bers form the inferior olive and the efferent fi bers to the cerebellar 
nuclei. We injected neural tracers after recordings from ten PCs to identify the 
sagittal zones in which the recorded PCs were located (Figs. 1b-d, 2a-b). Based 
upon these stainings we constructed a map of crus 1 and crus 2 and found that 
relatively strong CS responses to whisker pad stimulation could be found around 
the fi ssure between crus 1 and crus 2 in the zones C3, D1 and D2 (Fig. 1e). SS 

responses encompassed both increased and 
decreased fi ring, the patterns of which were 
not linked to the anatomical location in any 
obvious manner (Fig. 2c).

Next, we increased the number of PCs stu-
died by making single-unit recordings using 
a multiple-electrode matrix. Recording loca-
tions were retrieved from photographs mar-
king the entry point of the electrodes (Fig. 
3a) and verifi ed for selected electrodes using 
electrolytic lesions following the recordings 
(n=9; Fig. 3b). We recorded 53 PCs, of which 
only a single one did not show a signifi cant 
modulation in either CS or SS fi ring upon 
whisker pad stimulation. The results confi r-
med the heterogeneity in PC response pat-
terns (Fig. 3c).

Figure 2
[Supplementary figure 1]
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Air puff Air puff Figure 2 – Tracing experiments reveal the locations of 

Purkinje cells within defi ned sagittal zones
BDA3000 was injected via a double barrel pipette at the recording 
site (see Fig. 1c). After a survival period of around 1 week, retrograde 
staining was observed in the inferior olive A - and anterograde staining 
in the cerebellar nuclei B. The micrographs belong to the PC recording 
illustrated in the right column of Fig. 1b. Staining was found in the 
dorsal accessory olive (DAO). The rectangle in the top micrograph 
indicates the area enlarged in the lower micrograph of panel a. PO 
= principal olive. C - Top: Simple spike PSTHs (bin width = 10 ms) 
of the same PCs as illustrated in Fig. 1e. On top of the PSTHs are 
convolutions of PSTHs with a bin width of 1 ms and a Gaussian kernel 
of 21 ms of the interval from 0 to 200 ms following the air puff 
stimulation. These convoluted traces are plotted in the bottom panel 
at the recording position of the neurons (as in Fig. 1e). The numbers 
mark the locations of the two example PCs. The moment of the air 
puff is at the left side of the trace. The y axis indicates the modulation 
depth related to the baseline recording (see Methods).
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0.5 mm0.5 mm Figure 3 – Multiple single-unit 
recordings of Purkinje cells in 
crus 1 and crus 2 confi rm the 
heterogenous response patterns to 
whisker pad stimulation
A - Multiple single-unit recordings were 
made using an array of quartz-platinum 
electrodes with an inter-electrode 
distance of  µm  This photograph 
shows the positioning of the electrodes 
relative to the cerebellar lobules. SL = 
simple lobule. Electrolytic lesions were 
made after the recording session with 
selected electrodes to confirm the 
recording positions. One such lesion is 
indicated with a yellow arrow in a post 
mortem Nissl staining B. C - As with 
the experiments using glass electrodes 
(Figs. 1-2), we found heterogeneity in PC 
responses to air puff stimulation of the 
whisker pad. The left column illustrates 
a PC recording with a high CS response 
rate and the right with a low one. Shown 
are raw traces, raster plots and PSTHs of 
CSs and of SSs. The blue dots indicate 
the occurrence of a CS in the raw traces, 
the vertical light brown lines designate 
the stimulus duration and the dashed 
horizontal lines and grey areas in the 
PSTHs depict the average (±  s d ) 
spike rate during baseline recording. D 
- Left: Histogram of the peak amplitudes 
of the convoluted CS PSTHs reveals that 
the PCs can be separated into a group 
of “strong responders” (green) and 
a group of “weak responders” (blue)  
Right: The lines indicate the Gaussian fits 
to the two populations. The fit results 
of the Gaussian mixture model (purple) 
compared to the convoluted values 
(Gaussian convolution with a kernel size 
of 0.65%) of the observed data (dark 
blue). E - The approximate positions 
of the strongly (green) and the weakly 
responding PCs (blue) projected to a 
schematic drawing of the surface area of 
crus 1 and crus 2. The strong responders 
are mainly found around the border 
between crus 1 and crus 2, with a focus 
on the D1 zone and the adjacent areas 
of C3 and D2 (left) The SS responses 
of the same Purkinje cells show a more 
heterogeneous distribution (right).
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Do the different CS response strengths form a continuum from weakly to strongly 
responding PCs, or can specifi c groups of PCs be discerned? We performed a 
Gaussian mixture model analysis on the peak amplitude of the CS responses to air 
puff stimulation to test whether our data could be described as different clusters 
of PCs. A fi t with two clusters yielded the maximal value of the Bayesian informa-
tion criterion (BIC) and was thus considered the best representation of our data 
(BIC=-262, -219, -227 and -236 for 1, 2, 3 and 4 clusters, respectively; Figs. 3d, 4). 
The PCs with the strongest CS responses were, in line with Fig. 1e, predominantly 
located between the lateral part of the border between crus 1 and crus 2, although 
a few PCs were also found around the putative area of the C3 zone in crus 2. The 
matching SS responses were again heterogeneous and neither directly coupled 
to the CS response pattern of individual PCs nor to their anatomical location (Fig. 
3e). We conclude that PCs can be categorized according to the strength of their 
CS response into strong and weak responders and that the strong responders can 
be mostly fi nd within a “whisker hotspot” at the lateral part of the fi ssure between 
crus 1 and crus 2.

Sensory responses can be strengthened by sensory experience

The next question we addressed is whether SS responses to sensory stimulation 
are modifi able in awake mice. To this end we applied a theta sensory stimulation 
paradigm consisting of 80 air puffs at 4 Hz (cf. Ramakrishnan et al., 2016; Fig. 5a) 
and compared the responses before and after theta sensory stimulation. First, we 
evaluated the results of the groups of PCs showing a strong CS response. In these 
cells, theta sensory stimulation did not have a signifi cant effect on SS fi ring – nei-
ther during the sensory response nor during the interval between stimuli (chance 
in SS count during response period: -2.0 ± 3.2%, p=0.110; during inter-trial inter-
val: -5.2 ± 2.0%, p=0.547, n=8, means ± SEM; Wilcoxon matched pairs test). In 
contrast, in the group of PCs with weak CS responses SS fi ring increased markedly 
during the sensory response (9.7 ± 2.2 %, p < 0.001, n=24). During the interval 
between stimuli, a modest increase in fi ring was also observed, but this was not 
signifi cant after correction for multiple comparisons (6.7 ± 2.5%, p=0.029, a=0.013 
(Bonferroni correction); Fig. 5b-f). Thus, a potentiation of sensory responses in PCs 
could be observed following intense sensory experience specifi cally in those PCs 
that did not show a strong CS response to that stimulus.
 

Figure 4
[Supplementary figure 2]
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Figure 4 – PC CS responses can be classifi ed as “strong” or 
“weak”
Mixed Gaussian fits of CS peak responses indicates that two clusters 
provide the optimal description of the population of PC CS responses to 
whisker pad air puff stimulation. This is evident from the minimal value of 
the Bayesian information criterion (BIC) for two clusters.
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Figure 5
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Figure 5 - 4 Hz whisker pad 
stimulation specifi cally 
potentiates PC responses with 
weak CS responses 
A - Schematic representation of 
the induction paradigm: after a 
pre-induction period consisting of 
100 air puffs to the whisker pad 
at 0.5 Hz, we applied 80 air puffs 
at a theta frequency (4 Hz) and 
measured the effect of the induction 
during a second block of 100 air 
puffs at 0.5 Hz. Examples of the SS 
response patterns of two PCs, one 
belonging to the group of “strong” 
(left) and one to the group of “weak 
CS responders” (right)  before B 
and after induction C. The blue dots 
above the raw traces indicate the 
occurrence of CSs. D - Convoluted 
SS PSTHs before (green or blue) 
and after (magenta) induction. 
The theta sensory stimulation did 
not have a clear effect on the SS 
response pattern in the “strong 
CS responder”  but potentiated 
the SS responses in the “weak 
CS responder”  This finding was 
confirmed in the populations of 
strongly and weakly CS responding 
PCs. E - The colored lines indicate 
the averaged PSTHs and the shaded 
area ± SEM  The bottom panels show 
the averaged subtracted PSTHs 
(post induction – pre induction)  
F-The SS frequency did not change 
significantly, neither during the 
inter-trial intervals nor during the 
response period in the “strong CS 
responders” (p  )  but did so 
during both periods in the “weak 
CS responders”  * p   *** p 
< 0.001 (Wilcoxon matched pairs 
test).
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Complex spikes determine the change in simple spike firing
To further substantiate the finding that the occurrence of a strong CS response can 
prevent increased responsiveness we performed a series of linear regression ana-
lyses. Indeed, the PCs from the cluster with weak CS responses showed a negative 
correlation between the increase in SS firing after induction and the CS frequency 
during the pre-induction (r2=0.367, p=0.002) as well as during the induction pe-
riod (r2=0.301, p=0.005; Fig. 6a). Such significant correlations were absent for 
the PCs of the cluster with strong CS responses (respectively: r2=0.051, p=0.589 
and r2=0.035, p=0.656; Fig. 6a). In contrast, the SS firing rate before and during 
induction did not correlate with the change in SS firing induced by theta sensory 
stimulation in either of the two groups of PCs (pre-induction period: strong CS res-
ponders: r2=0.002, p=0.926 and weak CS responders: r2=0.009, p=0.652; induc-
tion period: strong CS responders: r2=0.031, p=0.275 and weak CS responders: 
r2=0.193, p=0.411; Fig. 6a). Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons results 
in a threshold for significance of a=0.05/8=0.006. To verify that these results were 
not overly biased by the implementation of clusters of strong and weak CS res-
ponders, we repeated this analysis on the entire population of PCs and obtained 
similar results (Fig. 7). Thus, we conclude that the occurrence of CSs is indeed 
negatively correlated with the potentiation of PC responses to sensory stimulation.

Was there an effect of changed CS firing during the induction period? We com-
pared whether a change in CS firing during the induction period correlates with 
the observed changes in SS firing. This proved not to be the case (weak CS res-
ponders: r2=0.008, p=0.681; strong CS responders: r2=0.441, p=0.073). Hence, 
the extend to which PC can undergo changes in responsiveness depends more on 
the overall CS firing rate rather than on acute changes induced by theta sensory 
stimulation.

Finally, we wondered whether the increase in SS firing that is caused by theta 
sensory stimulation could already be observed during the induction phase. Com-
paring the increase in SS firing during the induction block to that in the post-
induction period reveals that indeed those PCs that show the largest increase in 
SS firing during the induction period also have the largest increase in the post-
induction interval (weak CS responders: r2=0.501, p=0.001; strong CS responders: 
r2=0.375, p<0.001). Thus, the increase in SS firing can indeed already be observed 
during the induction phase.
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Figure 6 – Complex spike rates are negatively correlated with sensory-induced potentiation
A - Scatter plots with linear regression lines between CS (left) and SS frequency (right) during the pre-induction (top) and the 
induction (bottom) period (cf. Fig. 5a) with the percentage of change in SS response between post- and pre-induction. The CS 
firing rate was negatively correlated with the change in SS responses in the weak CS responders – both during the pre induction 
and during the induction interval  However  no such significant correlation was found in the “strong CS responders”  The SS 
rate did not have a significant correlation with SS responses. B - In contrast to the absolute firing rate, the difference in CS 
firing during the pre-induction versus the induction block did not show a clear correlation with changes in SS responsivity (left). 
Increased SS spike firing during the induction block, however, correlated well with increased sensory SS responses during the 
post-induction block, indicating that the process of potentiation already starts during the induction block. Thick lines indicate 
statistically significant linear correlations (p < 0.002).
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Figure 7 – Complex spike rates are negatively correlated with sensory-induced potentiation
The same linear regression analysis as illustrated in Fig   but now without differentiation between PCs with “strong” and 
“weak” CS responses to whisker pad air puff stimulation  Linear regression analysis confirms the link between CS  but not SS  
rate and increased responsivity to sensory stimulation following theta sensory stimulation, showing that the clustering of PCs 
in two groups did not bias these conclusions. Linear regression for the CS rate: R2 = 0.282; p = 0.002 and for the SS rate: 
R2 = 0.020; p = 0.439.

Figure 8 (next page)– Purkinje cell responses to whisker pad stimulation are largely intact in L7-PP2B mice
(a) Schematic representation of the principal pathways regulating the bidirectional plasticity at the parallel fiber (PF) to Purkinje 
cell (PC) synapses. The direction of PF-PC plasticity depends on the intracellular Ca2+ concentration ([Ca2+]i) that is largely 
determined by climbing fiber (CF) activity. Following CF activity, [Ca2+]i raises rapidly and activates a phosphorylation cascade 
involving a-Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II (CaMKIIA) and several other proteins eventually leading to internalization 
of AMPA receptors and consequently to long-term depression (LTD). PF volleys in the absence of CF activity, on the other 
hand, result in a moderate increase in [Ca2+]i, activating a protein cascade involving protein phosphatase 2B (PP2B) that 
promotes the insertion of new AMPA receptors into the postsynaptic density, thereby leading to long-term potentiation (LTP) 
of the PF-PC synapse. For references see the main text. (b) Example recordings of PC activity in a wild-type (WT) (top) and 
a L7-PP2B deficient mouse (bottom). The timing of air puffs to the whisker pad is indicated with light brown lines. (c) Under 
our experimental conditions, the CS rates were comparable between PCs from L7-PP2B KO mice (MT) and their WT littermates. 
However  SS firing was slower and more regular in L PP B compared to the control littermates  ** p   *** p   
(t-test) (d) All recorded PCs in L7-PP2B mice could be classified as weak CS responders (cf. Fig. 3d). (e, f) Comparison of the 
response properties showed that the peak CS responses were obviously the strongest in the strong CS responders (green), but 
similar between the weak CS responders of both WT (blue) and L PP B (red) mice (p  )  “Strong CS responders” had 
also the fastest CS responses  but the CS response latencies were not significantly different between the “weak CS responders” 
of both genotypes (p  )  SS responses were comparable for all three groups of PCs (p  )  A typical PC in a L PP B 
mutant mouse does not show an increase in its SS response to whisker air puffs following theta sensory stimulation: both 
the raster plots (g) and the convoluted PSTHs (h) before and after the induction are similar. This becomes also clear from 
the averaged SS PSTHs of all 15 PCs measured in L7-PP2B mutant mice (i). The inset shows the increase in SS responses for 
the “weakly CS responding” PCs in WT mice compared to those in L PP B mutant littermates  * p   (j) The inverse 
correlation between the occurrence of CSs and the increase in SS response that was clearly present in WT PCs (dotted blue 
lines indicate the linear regression lines of the weakly CS responding WT PCs; see Fig. 6a), can also be observed in L7-PP2B 
mutant PCs  However  the absolute level of the changes in SS responses was lower – in line with the lack of SS potentiation in 
the absence of PP B in PCs – and hence the slope was less  In fact  the inverse correlation was only significant when comparing 
the CS firing rate during the induction phase (p = 0.017, linear correlation; significance indicated by thick lines). There was no 
significant correlation between the SS rate and the change in SS response due to the theta sensory stimulation (right  p  )  
(e) Neither the increase in CSs (left) nor that in SSs (right) correlated significantly with the change in SS responses following 
theta sensory stimulation (p   linear regression)  Overall  the PCs of the L PP B mutant mice did not show a clear 
potentiation in SS responses following theta sensory stimulation. Nevertheless, the presence of an inverse correlation between 
the occurrence of CS during the induction phase and the change in SS responsibility may hint at the occurrence of synaptic 
depression, which is not affected by the mutation.
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Figure 8
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The absence of PP2B does not affect the sensory responses in PCs

The impact of CS fi ring on the strength of the changes in SS fi ring is an indication 
that cellular mechanisms in PCs play a role in this form of plasticity. However, as 
summarized in Fig. 1a, there are many stages upstream of PCs that could (also) 
contribute to changed responses in PCs. To better understand the contribution of 
the PF-PC synapse in the observed changes we made use of L7-PP2B mice. This 
mice lack functional PP2B, which is essential for the expression of (post-synaptic) 
PF-PC LTP, specifi cally in their PCs [4]. PP2B is activated by moderate levels of 
Ca2+ infl ux as happens during PF activity in the absence of CF activity [22] (Fig 8a).

Before subjecting L7-PP2B mice to theta sensory stimulation, we fi rst charac-
terized the fi ring patterns and sensory responses of their PCs in comparison to 
those of wild-type littermates. During the pre-induction block, the CS rate of L7-
PP2B PCs was similar to that in WT PCs (WT: f=1.3±0.1 Hz; L7-PP2B: f=1.2±0.1 
Hz; p=0.352). However, SS fi ring occurred at a lower rate (WT: f=83.3±4.1 Hz; 
L7-PP2B: f=54.7±4.3 Hz; p<0.001) and was more regular in the mutants (WT: 
CV2=0.299±0.015; L7-PP2B: CV2=0.197±0.023; p=0.002; means ± SEM; Mann-
Whitney tests; Fig. 8b-c).

Subsequently we tested the response patterns of PCs in response to whisker 
pad stimulation in L7-PP2B mice. Since we found response plasticity predominant-
ly in wild type (WT) PCs with a relatively weak CS response, we focused on these 
cells as well in the L7-PP2B mice. We recorded from 15 L7-PP2B PCs, measured 
their CS responses to whisker pad air puff stimulation and repeated the cluster 
analysis previously performed for WT PCs. It turned out that all 15 L7-PP2B PCs 
were indeed grouped into the cluster of weak CS responders, i.e. the category of 
PCs that undergo response plasticity upon theta sensory stimulation (Figs. 8d, 9). 
We made scatter plots of the peak latency vs. the peak amplitude of the CS and 
SS responses (Fig. 8e). The CS responses of the WT weak CS responders and the 
L7-PP2B PCs were completely intermingled, but both were different from the WT 
strong CS responders. The SS responses of all three groups were not signifi cantly 
different from each other (Fig. 8f, Table 1).

Crus 2

200 ms

10%
Crus 1

Complex spikes Simple spikes

200 ms
250%

Crus 2

Crus 1

Figure 9
[Supplementary figure 4]

Figure 9 – Locations of Purkinje cells recorded in L7-PP2B mutant mice
Convoluted CS (left) and SS (right) response profiles plotted on the recording sites within the cerebellar cortex. The moment 
of the air puff is at the left side of the trace. The y axis indicates the modulation depth related to the baseline recording (see 
Methods).
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PP2B-expression in PCs is required for response potentiation upon theta sen-

sory stimulation

After establishing that the CS rates and the sensory response patterns of PCs from 
L7-PP2B mice were comparable to the PCs with relatively weak CS responses in 
the WT littermates, we studied the impact of theta sensory stimulation on L7-PP2B 
PCs. Unlike in the PCs of the WT littermates, theta sensory stimulation had no 
discernable effect on the SS count following the air puffs (L7-PP2B: chance in SSs: 
-3.8±2.5% (mean ± SEM); p=0.229 (Wilcoxon matched-pairs test pre- vs. post-
induction); p<0.001 (Mann Whitney test WT weak CS responders vs. L7-PP2B PCs); 
Fig. 8g-i). Apparently, the increased sensitivity to sensory input following theta 
sensory stimulation could be prevented by the PC-specific deletion of PP2B, so 
that we conclude that this response plasticity occurs predominantly in PCs rather 
than in upstream synapses.

Peak CS response (no. of CSs)
Kruskal-Wallis test:

p < 0.001

median IQR p

Compared to WT strong

p

Compared to L7-PP2B KO
WT strong responders 3.4 2.1 <0.001
WT weak responders 1.0 0.7 <0.001
L7-PPP2B KO PCs 0.8 0.6 <0.001 1.000
Latency to peak CS response (ms)
Kruskal-Wallis test:

p = 0.001

median IQR p

Compared to WT strong

p

Compared to L7-PP2B KO
WT strong responders 34 8 0.001
WT weak responders 45 23 0.005
L7-PPP2B KO PCs 54 31 0.001 0.777
Peak SS response (% of baseline)
Kruskal-Wallis test:

p = 0.149

median IQR p

Compared to WT strong

p

Compared to L7-PP2B KO
WT strong responders 54.8 41.2 n.t.
WT weak responders 85.0 75.1 n.t.
L7-PPP2B KO PCs 48.0 51.0 n.t. n.t.
Latency to peak SS response (ms)
Kruskal-Wallis test:

p = 0.178

median IQR p

Compared to WT strong

p

Compared to L7-PP2B KO
WT strong responders 24.5 13.3 n.t.
WT weak responders 26.5 20.3 n.t.
L7-PPP2B KO PCs 40.0 29.5 n.t. n.t.

Table 1 – L7-PP2B KO PCs have similar response characteristics as WT PCs with weak CS responses
The peak responses to whisker air pad stimulation are similar in terms of peak amplitude and latency to peak for L7-PP2B KO 
PCs and WT weakly CS responding PCs. This is true for both CS and SS responses. Obviously, the CS responses of WT strongly 
CS responding PCs are stronger, and also faster. Data were compared using Kruskal-Wallis tests. Post-hoc tests were performed 
only when the Kruskal-Wallis test reached statistical significance. IQR = inter-quartile range; n.t. = not tested.
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Despite the absence of consistent occurrence of potentiation upon theta sen-
sory stimulation in PCs from L7-PP2B mice, we wondered whether there was still a 
correlation between the occurrence of CSs before and during the induction phase 
and the resultant chance in SS firing. To this end, we made scatter plots of the 
CS frequency during the pre-induction block and the chance in SS count upon 
theta sensory stimulation. Unlike in the weak CS responders of the WT PCs, there 
was no such correlation in L7-PP2B PCs (linear correlation: r2=0.125; p=0.197; 
Fig. 8j). Nevertheless, a negative correlation could be found during the induction 
phase (linear regression: r2=0.366; p=0.017). Thus, the occurrence of more CSs is 
associated with a decrease in SS count following theta sensory stimulation, sug-
gesting that in the absence of LTP, LTD might still occur. The SS frequency, neither 
before or during the induction, had any predictive value for the changes observed 
after theta sensory stimulation, as in the wild type PCs (L7-PP2B: before induction: 
r2=0.034; p=0.648; during induction: R2 = 0.021; p = 0.061). Finally, we tested 
whether the chance in firing rate of CSs and SSs during the induction phase (as 
compared to the pre-induction interval) correlated with the observed changes in 
SS firing. This proved not to be the case (Fig. 8k). In conclusion, in L7-PP2B PCs 
only the actual activity of the CF input during the induction phase had a predictive 
value on the changes in SS responses after theta sensory stimulation, and well in 
line with the notion that CS firing in conjunction with PF activity induces LTD rather 
than LTP. 

Changes in simple spike firing last for at least 30 minutes
Is the increase in sensitivity persisting? To test this, we extended the recording 
time to 10 min before and 30 min after theta sensory stimulation. We accepted 
only those cells that were stable over the whole recording time (see Methods; Fig. 
10a-b). These experiments confirmed the findings of the earlier ones with a shor-
ter recording duration: the PCs with a strong CS response to whisker pad air puffs 
kept the same simple spike response pattern throughout the recording duration 
(c2=2.633, p=0.452), as did the PCs from the L7-PP2B mice (c2=4.200, p=0.241). 
However, WT PCs with a relatively weak CS response to air puff stimulation showed 
increased SS firing to whisker pad stimulation for the duration of the recordings 
(c2=11.229, p=0.011; Friedman’s two way ANOVA; Fig. 10c). Thus, sensory input 
can alter PC response patterns over a longer period of time.
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Figure 10 – The increased simple spike response to sensory stimulation induced by theta sensory stimulation 
lasts for at least half an hour
A - Convoluted PSTHs of typical PCs from the three groups addressed in this study. B - Heat plots showing the consistency 
of the SS firing patterns over time (see Methods for details). The color indicates the SS rate (scale bar on the right side of 
panel a)  The white horizontal lines indicate short pauses in recording and the induction block is indicated by “TSS” on the left  
C- The number of SSs following an air puff stimulation increases in “weakly responding” wild type PCs and this increase remains 
elevated until the end of the recording (at least  min)  In contrast  this increase cannot be found in “strongly CS responding” 
wild type PCs and also not in PCs from L PP B deficient mice  * p  
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Figure 12
[Supplementary figure 6]
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[Supplemental figure 5]

Figure 11 – Intrinsic plasticity
A - Theta sensory stimulation also affected the SS rate in the inter-trial intervals. While the strongly CS responding WT PCs did 
not show a clear change during the inter-trial periods, the inter-trial SS firing rate was increased in weakly CS responding WT and 
L7-PP2B PCs. B - A comparison of the changes during the response period and the inter-trial interval revealed that the weakly 
CS responding WT PCs showed the largest increase during the response period as compared to the other groups. Nevertheless, 
also an increase in the L PP B PCs was observed  # p   * p   ** p   *** p  

Figure 12 – 4 Hz whisker pad stimulation has no effect on the CS response. 
Neither the peak CS response to whisker pad air puff stimulation (A) nor the CS frequency (B) correlated to the change in 
CS response after theta sensory stimulation. C - Overall, no significant changes in CS responses were observed following theta 
sensory stimulation. D - Also observed over longer time periods, theta sensory stimulation did not affect the CS response rate.
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Intrinsic vs. synaptic plasticity

Directly after theta sensory stimulation, the SS firing rate in between stimuli was 
moderately, but not significantly, increased in WT PCs with weak CS responses 
(Fig. 5f). We looked at the changes of the SS firing in between stimuli over a lon-
ger period of time and found PCs with weak CS responses developed over time 
a stronger increase in SS firing in between stimuli, now reaching statistical signifi-
cance. In contrast, neither the WT PCs with a strong CS response nor the L7-PP2B 
PCs showed increased baseline SS firing. In fact, the L7-PP2B PCs showed even a 
decrease in baseline SS firing (Fig. 11a; Table 2).

To determine whether the increased SS firing was predominantly during the sen-
sory response or during the inter-stimulus intervals, we subtracted the change in 
SS firing during the inter-stimulus intervals from that during the response period 
(Fig. 11b; Table 2). In this way we calculated the change in sensory response cor-
rected for the change in the inter-stimulus interval. It turned out that WT weak 
CS responders had a significant increase that was also significantly larger than in 
the other two groups of PCs. Thus, we conclude that theta sensory stimulation 
preferentially increased the strength of sensory responses in WT PCs weak CS 
responses.

Changes in CS firing
Does theta sensory stimulation also affect the occurrence of CSs? Indeed, some 
PCs showed a clear increase or reduction in CS firing, but no consistent pattern 
could be found in any of the three groups of PCs. Neither the peak CS response 
nor the CS frequency correlated significantly with the observed changes in CS fi-
ring (Fig. 12a-c; Table 3). Also at a longer time scale, CS firing was not consistently 
perturbed by theta sensory stimulation (Fig. 12d; Table 3). Thus, in contrast to SS 
firing, theta sensory stimulation has no consistent impact on CS firing.

Friedman’s two-way ANOVA Post-hoc tests
Group Test statistics (c2) p pre-post 1 pre-post 2 pre-post 3
WT strong inter-trial 1.560 0.668 n.t. n.t. n.t.
WT strong response 2.633 0.452 n.t. n.t. n.t.
WT weak inter-trial 10.029 0.018 1.000 1.000 0.375
WT weak response 11.229 0.011 1.000 0.078 0.023
KO inter-trial 11.592 0.008 0.071 0.317 0.006
KO response 4.200 0.241 n.t. n.t. n.t.
Two-way ANOVA Post-hoc tests
Category F p WT strong-

WT weak
WT strong 

- KO
WT weak 

- KO
Group 7.905 0.001 0.000 0.068 0.019
Time 0.053 0.984 n.t. n.t. n.t.

Table 2
Friedman’s way ANOVA on averages of  blocks (so   time point pre induction and  time points post induction  Post hoc 
tests were performed only when the Kruskal-Wallis test reached statistical significance. n.t. = not tested.
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Figure 13 – Increased simple spike fi ring correlates with whisker protraction
A - Changes in the instantaneous SS firing rate (convoluted with a 6 ms Gaussian kernel; blue) correlate roughly with whisker 
movement (red). This is illustrated with a representative recording of a WT PC. Vertical brown lines indicate the moments of air 
puff stimulation to the (ipsilateral) whisker pad. The horizontal black line designates the interval expanded in (B). Blue dots mark 
CSs. C - Correlation matrix showing a clear negative correlation of SS firing (blue trace at the bottom shows convoluted PSTHs 
triggered on air puff stimulation) and whisker retraction (right trace at the left  indicated is the mean ± SEM of the whisker 
position)  The correlation coefficient over the dotted ° line is shown in the left bottom  These data come from the example 
PC shown in a-b. Averaged data from 8 PCs is shown in (D). E - Scatter plots with linear regression lines showing a negative 
correlation between whisker retraction and instantaneous SS firing (example PC on the left and aggregated data of all 8 PCs 
on the right). Data are taken from the moment with the strongest (negative) correlation (example (left): 150-160 ms; average 
(right): 120-130 ms post-stimulus). Thus, increased SS firing correlates with whisker protraction.
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PC fi ring and whisker movements
We noted that SS fi ring roughly correlated with whisker movements (Fig. 13a-b; cf. 
[23]). To analyze the relation between SS fi ring and whisker movements we made 
high-speed video recordings of a subset of experiments in WT mice. It turned out 
that the mice displayed a stereotypic pattern of whisker movement. Upon the 
air puff, there was fi rst a small retraction of the whiskers, which was presumably 
primarily caused by the air fl ow, followed by a large sweep forward, after which 

Figure 14
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Figure 14 – Increased simple spike 
response patterns correlate with more 
whisker protraction
If theta sensory stimulation results in 
a higher SS frequency after a sensory 
stimulation, and if a higher SS frequency 
is correlated to a more protracted whisker 
position, then theta sensory stimulation 
should lead to more whisker protraction. 
This was indeed the case in WT, but not in 
L7-PP2B mice. Whisker traces of individual 
trials (A) and averaged from an individual 
mouse (B) show less retraction and more 
protraction in WT (left) but not in L7-PP2B 
KO mice (right). C - We made 100 random 
combinations of 50 trials post-induction and 
50 trials pre-induction and calculated the 
mean ± IQR (blue or red line and shaded 
area) and compared these to 100 random 
combinations of 50 trials pre-induction with 
50 other pre-induction trials (dark grey lines, 
with IQR indicated as darkly shaded area and 
1st to 99th percentile indicated as lightly 
shaded area). D - Averaged (± SEM  shaded 
area) traces showing the difference in whisker 
position between post- and pre-induction (n 
= 8 mice for each genotype and n = 100 
trials per mouse). During the response period 
to the whisker pad stimulation (0-60 ms), 
the whiskers were more protracted in the 
WT mice. Note that differences were also 
observed in L7-PP2B mice, but much later 
and of smaller amplitude. For comparison, 
the differences in SS firing for the weakly CS 
responding WT and L7-PP2B PCs are shown 
as means ± SEM  E -. Changes in maximal 
retractrion (F) and protraction (G) for each 
individual mouse combined with the summary 
of changes in box plots (middle)  *** p  
0.001
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the pattern became more variable (Fig. 13b-d). From correlation analysis based 
on individual trials (see Methods) it became obvious that whisker protraction co-
occurred predominantly with increased SS firing (Fig. 13c-d). During the moment 
at which the correlation between protraction and instantaneous SS frequency was 
maximal, we performed linear regression that confirmed this relation between SSs 
and protraction (r2=0.136; p<0.001; Fig. 13e).

Theta sensory stimulation alters whisker movements

Next, we reasoned that if theta sensory stimulation results in a period with incre-
ased SS firing, and that increased SS firing is correlated with whisker protraction, 
then we should find also more whisker protraction following theta sensory stimu-
lation in WT, but not in L7-PP2B mice. To this end, we recorded the whisker move-
ments before and after the induction phase in 8 L7-PP2B KO mice and in 8 WT 
littermates. This analysis first confirmed the stereotypic movement already descri-
bed in Fig. 13, but it also revealed that the maximal retraction was reduced and the 
maximal protraction increased following theta sensory stimulation in the WT, but 
not in the L7-PP2B KO mice (max. retraction: WT (n=8): -0.894±1.270°; p=0.039; 
L7-PP2B KO (n=8): 0.800±1.243°; p=0.383; WT vs L7-PP2B KO: p=0.021; max. 
protraction: WT: -1.281±1.983°; p=0.195; L7-PP2B KO:0.131 ± 1.128°; p=1.000; 
WT vs. L7-PP2B KO: p=0.235; medians±IQR; Mann-Whitney tests; Fig. 14). Thus, 

Peak CS response during pre-induction block vs. change in CS response (Fig. 12a)
Genotype n r2 p (linear regression)
WT 32 0.0143 0.5146
L7-PP2B KO 15 0.0441 0.4527
CS frequency during pre-induction block vs. change in CS response (Fig. 12b)
Genotype n r2 p (linear regression)
WT 32 0.0017 0.8210
L7-PP2B KO 15 0.0003 0.9522
Changes in maximal CS response between pre- and post-induction block (Fig. 12c)
Genotype n p (Wilcoxon matched pairs test)
WT 32 0.1185
L7-PP2B KO 15 0.4212
Changes in max. CS response: WT (weak CS responders) vs. L7-PP2B KO PCs (Fig. 
12c)

p = 0.0796 (t test)
Long-term changes in maximal CS responses (Fig. 12d)
Genotype F p (Repeated measures ANOVA)
WT 0.276 0.842
L7-PP2B KO 0.251 0.859

Table 3 – Theta sensory stimulation does not have a consistent impact on sensory CS response
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we conclude that intense sensory input can not only alter the spiking pattern of 
PCs over a longer period, but also affects motor output. 

DISCUSSION

Twenty seconds of repeated sensory stimulation at theta frequency (4 Hz) is able to 
modulate PC activity patterns for at least 30 min in awake mice. Theta sensory sti-
mulation of the whisker pad strengthened the sensory responses of PCs and, to a 
lesser degree, also the firing rate during inter-trial intervals. We postulate that the 
strengthening of the sensory responses is largely due to synaptic mechanisms and 
that of the inter-trial intervals can be mainly contributed to intrinsic plasticity. In 
line with previous studies, the occurrence of CSs during the induction period cor-
related negatively with the changes in SS firing. In other words, CF activity could 
suppress potentiation of synaptic and intrinsic mechanisms. To our knowledge, 
this is the first direct evidence of a long-lasting impact of sensory experience on 
the firing patterns of PCs at single cell level in awake mice. Furthermore, we con-
firm that SS firing is correlated to whisker position, and that consequently theta 
sensory stimulation can both lead to increased SS responses as well as to altered 
movement. This demonstrates that the observed changes in PC spiking due to a 
brief period of intense sensory experience have a correlate in the movement of 
the mice.

Sensory responses in PCs

Crus 1 and crus 2 receive somatosensory input from the face via both the mossy 
fiber and the CF pathways. Consequently, PCs in crus 1 and crus 2 show both CS 
and SS modulation upon facial stimulation, in particular to that of the whisker pad 
[17, 18, 24, 25]. Variations in CS response fields have been described previously 
[18, 26], but the relation of the strength of CS responses to whisker pad stimula-
tion and anatomical location within crus 1 and crus 2 had not been described in 
any detail before. Here we show, using neural tracers and electrolytic lesions, that 
strong CS responses to whisker pad stimulation can be found in a “hot spot” along 
the lateral part of the border between crus 1 and crus 2 and that this “hot spot” is 
surrounded by an area characterized by weak CS responses.

Although it seems that CF and mossy fiber connections of particular parts of 
the skin overlap [27], we confirm earlier recordings made under anesthesia that 
the response patterns of CSs and SSs of individual PCs can be highly variable [18]: 
there seems to be no correlation between the shape of the CS response and that 
of the SS when evaluated at single cell level. Likewise, a similar hotspot as for CS 
responses could not be identified for SS responses.

The frequency of CS firing is in our hands the main determinant of increased 
SS responsiveness following theta sensory stimulation. Remarkably, the PCs in the 
whisker hotspot, the area with the strongest CS responses to whisker pad stimu-
lation, were largely unaffected by theta sensory stimulation. They continued to 
display an unaltered response pattern. Thus, despite the highly divergent SS res-
ponse patterns of these PCs, they remain unmodifiable – at least in our hands.
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PF-PC LTP

Long-term potentiation of the PF-PC synapse involves both pre- and post-synaptic 
mechanisms. The initial studies revealed PF-PC LTP used a 2-8 Hz stimulation of 
PFs in the absence of CF stimulation [8, 28]. This stimulation paradigm triggers 
pre-synaptic LTP, dependent on pre- rather than post-synaptic Ca2+ influx and in-
volving activation of the protein kinase A (PKA) pathway that eventually results in a 
long-lasting increase in neurotransmitter release [29-31]. PF stimulation at a lower 
frequency (1 Hz) or at a burst frequency (100 Hz) induces post-synaptic PF-PC LTP 
[4, 6, 7, 32, 33]. Post-synaptic PF-PC LTP likely involves the membrane insertion 
of AMPA receptors [34] and requires both nitric oxide [6, 34] and activation of the 
protein phosphatases 1, 2A and 2B [4, 22].

The theta sensory stimulation applied in our study is, with a frequency of 4 Hz, 
in the middle of the frequency range initially used to reveal PF-PC LTP [8, 28]. The 
dependence of the observed increase in sensory responses on the behavior of the 
CF input, as well as the lack of an increase in L7-PP2B mice point towards a central 
role for PF-PC LTP in the observed increased responsiveness. Although a minor 
contribution of intrinsic plasticity of PCs cannot be excluded (cf. [4], the preferred 
expression of “plasticity” in our paradigm directly after sensory stimulation, rather 
than during inter-trial intervals, further substantiates our hypothesis that PF-PC LTP 
is the most important contributor to the sensory-induced changes observed here.

Previous studies addressing PF-PC LTP in vivo have resulted in various outco-
mes, as described in the Introduction. We highlight here the importance of taking 
heterogeneity into account. The strength of the CS response turned out to be 
a valuable negative predictor for the occurrence of sensory “potentiation”. That 
strength, in turn, was strongly correlated to the anatomical locations of the PCs. 
Thus, depending on the area under study, different outcomes may result from the 
same induction paradigm.

Theta sensory stimulation

Preceeding experiments show how mossy fibers can upon facial stimulation fire in 
short bursts causing retransmission of new bursts from granule cells (Jaeger and 
Bower, 1994; Chadderton et al., 2004). Ex vivo it was shown how these bursts, 
once organized in theta patterns, engage in multiple synaptic mechanisms inclu-
ding: (1) MF-GrC LTP (Roggeri et al., 2008); (2) presynaptic PF-PC LTP (Qiu and 
Knöpfel, 2007); (3) postsynaptic PF-PC LTP (LevRam et al., 2003; Coesmans et 
al., 2004); (4) PF-MLI LTD (Tanaka et al., 2013); and (5) PC SR-P and MLI SR-S 
(Kanchipuram et al., 2016). Moreover, patterned synaptic stimulation was shown 
to cause changes in intrinsic excitability in granule cells (Armano et al., 2000) and 
PCs (Belmeguenai et al., 2010). Our experiments in awake mice, using 4 Hz theta 
sensory stimulation, therefore expand on our previous understanding of PF-PC LTP 
induction, further strengthening the evidence for its implication in the observed 
increased responsiveness of PCs.

Mice engage heavily in active exploration using their whiskers. 4 Hz is a rather 
low frequency for active whisking in mice [REF], but not so for other rodents (e.g. 
guinea pigs [REF]). The impact of a more naturalistic behavior on PC responses 
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could therefore be an interesting topic for further studies. Here, we observed that 
repeated, passive stimulation did not only change the activity patterns, but also 
the stereotypic whisker movements that followed air puff stimulation. A previous 
study indicated the correlation between the angle of the whiskers with SS firing 
(Chen et al., eLIFE2016) To our knowledge, however, our study is the first to de-
monstrate modifiable SS responses, evoked by sensory stimulation in awake ani-
mals, that in turn directly affect whisker movement.

METHODS
Animals

The generation of mice lacking functional PP2B in their Purkinje cells 
(Pcp2::Cre;Ppp3r1tm1Stl) has been described previously [4]. Briefly, we used cros-
sings of mice in which the gene for the regulatory subunit (CNB1) of PP2B was 
flanked by loxP sites [35] with transgenic mice expressing Cre under control of the 
L7 promoter [36]. L7-Cre+/--cnb1f/f mice (“L7-PP2B mice”) were compared with 
L7-Cre-/--cnb1f/f littermate controls (“WT mice”). We used 20 WT mice (11 males 
and 9 females of 20 ± 9 weeks of age (average ± s.d.)) and 11 L7-PP2B mice (3 
males and 8 females of 19 ± 9 weeks of age (average ± s.d.)). All mice received a 
magnetic pedestal that was attached to the skull above bregma using Optibond 
adhesive (Kerr Corporation, Orange, CA) and a craniotomy was made on top of 
crus 1 and crus 2. The surgical procedures were performed under isoflurane an-
esthesia (2-4% V/V in O2). Post-surgical pain was treated with 5 mg/kg carprofen 
(“Rimadyl”, Pfizer, New York, NY) and 1 µg lidocaine (Braun, Meisingen, Germany). 
After three days of recovery, mice were habituated to the recording setup during 
2 daily sessions of approximately 45 min. In the recording setup they were head-
fixed using the magnetic pedestal. Mice were socially housed until the surgery and 
single-housed afterwards. The mice were kept at a 12/12 h light/dark cycle and 
had not been used for any invasive procedure (except genotyping shortly after 
birth) before the start of the experiment. All experimental procedures were ap-
proved a priori by an independent animal ethical committee (DEC-Consult, Soest, 
The Netherlands) as required by Dutch law.

Electrophysiology

Electrophysiological recordings were performed in awake mice using either glass 
pipettes (3-6 MW) or quartz-coated platinum/tungsten electrodes (2-5 MW, outer 
diameter = 80 µm, Thomas Recording, Giessen, Germany). The latter electrodes 
were placed in an 8x4 matrix (Thomas Recording), with an inter-electrode distance 
of 305 µm. Prior to the recordings, the mice were lightly anesthetized with isoflu-
rane to bring them in the setup and adjust all manipulators. Recordings started at 
least 60 min after termination of anesthesia and were made in crus 1 and crus 2 
ipsilateral to the side of the whisker pad stimulation at a minimal depth of 500 µm. 
Air puff stimulation was applied with an interval of 0.5 s at a distance of approxi-
mately 1 cm perpendicular to the whisker pad. Each puff (~2 bar) lasted 30 ms. 
During the induction period, the interval was increased to 4 Hz and 80 puffs were 
given in a row. The electrophysiological signal was digitized at 25 kHz, using a 30-
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6,000 Hz band-pass filter, 22x pre-amplified and stored using a RZ2 multi-channel 
workstation (Tucker-Davis Technologies, Alachua, FL). Spikes were detected offline 
using SpikeTrain (Neurasmus, Rotterdam, The Netherlands). A recording was con-
sidered to originate from a single PC when it contained both CSs (identified by the 
presence of stereotypic spikelets) and SSs, when the minimal inter-spike interval of 
SSs was 3 ms and when each CS was followed by a pause in SS firing of at least 8 
ms. The regularity of SS firing was expressed as the local variation (CV2) and cal-
culated as 2|ISIn+1-ISIn|/(ISIn+1+ISIn) with ISI = inter-SS interval [37]. Only single-
unit recordings of PCs with a minimum recording duration of 200 s were selected 
for further analysis. However, for the neural tracing experiments (see below), on 
which no quantitative analysis was performed, we accepted a minimum recording 
duration of 50 s.

Neural tracing & electrolytic lesions

For the neural tracing experiments, we used glass electrodes filled with 2 M NaCl 
for juxtacellular recordings. After a successful recording of a PC, neural tracer was 
pressure injected (3 x 10 ms with a pressure of 0.7 bar) either from the same pi-
pette re-inserted at the same location or from the second barrel or a double barrel 
pipette. We used a gold-lectin conjugate (n = 3) or BDA 3000 (n = 7). Five days 
after the tracer injection, the mice were anesthetized with pentobarbital (80 mg/
kg ip) and fixated by transcardial perfusion with 4% paraformaldehyde. The brains 
were removed and sliced (40 µm thick). The slices were processed by Nissl stai-
ning. Experiments were included in the analysis if the electrophysiology fulfilled 
the requirements mentioned above with a recording duration of at least 50 s and if 
the tracer was clearly visible. For BDA 3000 this implied that it was taken up by the 
PCs at the injection spot and transported to the axonal boutons a single subgroup 
in the cerebellar nuclei. For the gold-lectin conjugate the subnucleus of the inferior 
olive was considered. Based upon the subnuclei of the cerebellar nuclei and/or the 
inferior olive, the sagittal zone of the recording site was identified according to the 
scheme published in (Apps & Hawkes, 2009).

After the recordings made with the quartz/platinum electrodes, electrolytic les-
ions were applied to selected electrodes in order to retrieve the recording locati-
ons. To this end, we applied 20 µA for 20 s. This typically resulted in a lesion that 
could be visualized after Nissl staining of 40 µm thick slices made of perfused 
brains (see above). We accepted a spot as a true lesion if it was visible in at least 
2 consecutive slices at the same location. In total, we could retrieve 9 successful 
lesions. Recording locations were approximated using pictures of the entry points 
of the electrodes (Fig. 3a) in combination with the locations of the lesions.

Characterization of sensory responses

For each PC recording, we constructed peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of 
CSs and SSs separately using a bin size of 10 ms for display purposes. For further 
quantitative analyses of the PSTHs, we used a bin size of 1 ms and convolved them 
with a 21 ms wide Gaussian kernel. For some analyses, we discriminated between 
the sensory response period (0-60 ms after stimulus onset) and inter-trial interval 
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(500 to 200 ms before stimulus onset). We considered a PC responsive for sensory 
stimulation if the peak or trough in the peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) in the 
60 ms after the stimulus onset exceeded the threshold of 3 s.d. above or below the 
average of the pre-stimulus interval (1 ms bins convoluted with a 21 ms Gaussian 
kernel, pre-stimulus interval = 500 to 200 ms before stimulus onset).

Long-term stability of electrophysiological recordings was verified by heat maps 
(Fig. 10b). The time-shifted PSTH is processed by calculating the SS PSTH for 20 
air puffs per row, which are shifted by 5 air puffs between neighboring rows. The 
SS rates per row are calculated at 1 ms resolution and convoluted with a 21 ms 
Gaussian kernel and color-coded relative to baseline firing rate (-1000 to -200 ms 
relative to air puff time).

Cluster analysis

A principal component analysis showed that the heterogeneity among the sen-
sory CS responses was driven almost exclusively by one parameter, the maximum 
amplitude peak of the convoluted CS PSTH. We performed a univariate Gaussian 
mixture model using only that variable. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) 
indicated that the best model was with two components with unequal variances. 
Then we applied the function Mclust(data) which use the expectation-maximizati-
on algorithm in order to assert the main parameters of the resulting models (pro-
bability, mean and variance of each population).

Whisker tracking

Videos of the whiskers were made from above using a bright LED panel as back-
light (l = 640 nm) at a frame rate of 1,000 Hz (480x500 pixels using an A504k came-
ra from Basler Vision Technologies, Ahrensburg, Germany). The whiskers were not 
trimmed or cut. Whisker movements were tracked offline as described previously 
[5] using a method based on the BIOTACT Whisker Tracking Tool [38].

Data analysis

Group sizes were not defined a priori (since the effect size and variation were not 
known beforehand), but a post hoc power calculation based upon the results of 
the potentiation of the PC responses to whisker pad stimulation of the “weak CS 
responders” indicated a minimum group size of 12 PCs (a = 5%, b = 20%, D = 
9.65%, sd = 10.59%, paired t test). This number was obtained for the “weak CS 
responders” in WT (n = 24) and L7-PP2B (n = 15) mice, but not for the relatively 
rare “strong CS responders” in WT mice (n = 8). However, the latter group was 
so far from showing a significant potentiation (p = 0.547) that it is safe to assume 
that they are indeed not, or only to a much smaller extent, potentiated by theta 
sensory stimulation. This was further substantiated by other independent analyses, 
including ANOVA and linear regression, as described in the Results section.
Unless otherwise specified, data is represented as mean ± s.d.. For normally dis-
tributed data (as evaluated using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) parametric tests 
were used. Comparisons were always made with 2-sided tests when applicable.
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Data & code availability

All relevant data is available from the authors. Custom written Matlab code to 
complement the whisker tracking analysis by the BIOTACT Whisker Tracking Tool 
was used as described previously [5] and can be obtained from the authors.
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Climbing fiber afferents originating in the inferior olive have been shown to 
convey sensorimotor information to Purkinje cells in the cerebellar cortex. At 
present it is unknown to what extent single Purkinje cells in crus 1 can relay cimbing 
fiber signals with different sensory modalities. Here, we studied the spatial and 
temporal patterns of sensory projections via the climbing fiber pathway to crus 1 
at single-cell resolution using Ca2+ imaging in awake mice. Purkinje cells in crus 
1 were found to respond to subtle cutaneous, auditory and/or visual stimulation. 
A large percentage (37.6%) of the Purkinje cells responded to more than one type 
of stimulation. We did not find a clear topographical organization but rather an 
interspersed map of responsive and non-responsive cells. These results indicate 
that there must be sensory integration either within or upstream of the inferior 
olive. Furthermore we found that sensory encoding is a population phenomena.

Climbing fiber responses of individual Purkinje 
cells in crus 1 of the cerebellar cortex to tactile, 

auditory and visual inputs in awake mice
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Introduction

The cerebellum is essential for the adaptation of movements to sensory feed-
back. To this end, the cerebellum receives input originating from among others the 
spinal cord and the brainstem as well as indirectly from the cerebral cortex. The 
input to the cerebellum is mainly organized in two excitatory pathways: the mossy 
fibers and the climbing fibers. Both pathways carry both ascending and descend-
ing inputs. Somatosensory input to the cerebellar cortex is organized according 
to a fractured somatotopy, where body parts have multiple representations that 
together only loosely represent the structury on the body surface. Such fractured 
somatotopical maps have been demonstrated both for the mossy fibers (Joseph 
et al., 1978; Shambes et al., 1978; Kassel et al., 1984) and for the climbing fibers 
(Miles and Wiesendanger, 1975; Rushmer et al., 1980; Castelfranco et al., 1994). 
The two maps share similarities, but are not identical (Ekerot and Jörntell, 2001; 
Bosman et al., 2010). The overlap of different climbing fiber-receptive fields and 
the correlation with visual and auditory input are largely unknown. In this study, 
we used two-photon Ca2+ imaging in awake mice to study spatial and temporal 
aspects of tactile inputs from multiple facial areas as well as of auditory and visual 
inputs in cerebellar lobule crus 1 of mice. This technique has been shown to allow 
reliable detection of complex spikes in cerebellar Purkinje cells that result from 
climbing fiber activity (Ozden et al., 2009; Schultz et al., 2009).

The climbing fibers to the cerebellar cortex are organized in parasagittal zones, 
as has been confirmed by physiological studies using electrical stimulation of the 
major nerves of the legs and arms of the cat (Oscarsson, 1969; Groenewegen 
et al., 1979). A strict organization of climbing fiber receptive fields to cutaneous 
stimulation along these parasagittal zones could not be found, however (Eccles et 
al., 1968). This implies further differentiation of the parasagittal zones into smaller 
units or “microzones”, defined as those Purkinje cells that respond to tactile stimu-
lation of a particular spot on the body (Ekerot et al., 1991). It has been proposed 
that these microzones or “microbands” correspond to groups of Purkinje cells that 
together form a reliable encoding of sensory input (Ozden et al., 2009; Schultz et 
al., 2009).

We studied the complex spike responses of Purkinje cells to tactile stimula-
tions of four different facial areas to investigate whether we could indeed identify 
groups of adjacent Purkinje cells that together encode specific stimuli. The tactile 
stimuli were compared to auditory and visual input. We found that the receptive 
fields, independent of the sensory modality, were interspersed rather than clus-
tered, and that Purkinje cells show a tendency to respond to sensory inputs from 
multiple sources. Taken together, the climbing fiber inputs to cerebellar lobule 
crus 1 seem to promote sensory integration rather than segregation.
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Materials and Methods
Animals and surgery

All experimental procedures involving animals were in agreement with Dutch and 
European legislation and guidelines and approved in advance by the institutional 
animal welfare board (Erasmus MC, Rotterdam, the Netherlands). For this study, 
we used male C57Bl/6 mice of 4-12 weeks of age (Charles Rivers, Leiden, the 
Netherlands). Prior to surgery, the mice were anesthetized using isoflurane (initial 
concentration: 4% V/V in O2, maintenance concentration: ca. 2% V/V) and received 
Carprofen (Rimadyl, 5 mg/ml subcutaneously) to reduce post-surgical pain. During 
surgery, we attached a metal head plate to the skull with dental cement (Super-
bond C&B, Sun Medical Co., Moriyama City, Japan) and made a craniotomy with a 
diameter of approximately 2 mm centered on the medial part of crus 1 ipsilateral 
to the side of somatosensory stimulations (Fig. 1A). The dura mater was preserved 
and the surface of the cerebellar cortex was cleaned with extracellular solution 
composed of (in mM) 150 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2 and 10 HEPES (pH 7.4, 
adjusted with NaOH). After the surgery, the mice were allowed to recover from 
anesthesia for at least 30 minutes. Subsequently, the mice were head-fixed in the 
recording setup and they received a bolus-loading of the Ca2+ indicator Cal-520 
(0.2 mM; AAT Bioquest, Sunnyvale, CA). The dye was first dissolved with 10% w/V 
Pluronic F-127 in DMSO (Invitrogen) and diluted in 20x in the extracellular solu-
tion. In a subset of experiments, we also added Alexa 594 dye (20 µM; Invitrogen) 
to visualize the staining procedure. The dye solution was pressure injected into 
the molecular layer (50–80 μm below the surface) at 0.35 bar for 5 min. Finally, the 
brain surface was covered with 2% agarose dissolved in saline (0.9% NaCl) in order 
to reduce motion artifacts and prevent dehydration. 

In vivo two-photon Ca2+ imaging

Starting at least 30 min after dye injection, in vivo two-photon Ca2+ imaging was 
performed of the molecular layer using a setup consisting of a titanium sapphire 
laser (Chameleon Ultra, Coherent, Santa Clara, CA), a TriM Scope II system (LaVi-
sionBioTec, Bielefeld, Germany) mounted on a BX51 microscope with a 20x 1.0 
NA water immersion objective (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) and GaAsP photomulti-
plier detectors (Hamamatsu, Iwata City, Japan). A typical recording sampled 40 x 
200 µm with a frame rate of approximately 25 Hz.

Sensory stimulation

Cutaneous stimuli were delivered to four defined regions on the left side of the 
face, ipsilateral to side of the craniotomy. These regions were the whisker pad, the 
cheek posterior to the whisker pad, the upper lip and the lower lip. Stimuli were 
applied using a Von Frey filament (Touch Test Sensory Evaluator 2.83, Stoelting 
Co., IL) attached to a piezo linear drive (M-663, Physik Instrumente, Karlsruhe, 
Germany). Prior to the set of experiments described in this chapter, we tested a 
series of 8 Von Frey filaments with a stiffness range from 0.02 g to 1.4 g in awake 
head-fixed mice to select the optimal force for these experiments. We selected the 
0.07 g filament because this filament induced a mild reaction in the mouse, but 
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no signs of a nociceptive response (cf. Chaplan et al. (1994)). The touch time was 
fixed at 100 ms. As control, we also moved the stimulator without touching the 
face (“sound only” condition). Visual stimuli were delivered as 10 ms pulses using a 
460 nm LED (L-7104QBC-D, Kingbright, CA). The stimulation frequency was fixed 
at 1 Hz. The different stimuli were applied in a random order. 

Data analysis

Image analysis was performed offline using custom made software as described 
and validated previously (Ozden et al., 2012; De Gruijl et al., 2014). In short, we 
performed independent component analysis to define the areas of individual Pur-
kinje cell dendrites (Fig. 1B). The fluorescent values of all pixels in each region of 
interest were averaged per frame. These averages were plotted over time using a 
high-pass filter. An 8% rolling baseline was subtracted with a time window of 0.5 
ms (Ozden et al. 2012). Ca2+ transients were detected using template matching 
(Fig. 1C-D).

Figure 1 – Two-photon Ca2+ imaging in crus 1 of awake mice
A - Bulk-loading of the Ca2+-sensitive fluorescent dye Cal-520 in lobule 
crus 1 enabled the recording of complex spike activity of groups of 
adjacent Purkinje cells in awake mice. The recording area was verified 
after each experiment using epifluorescence. In this experiment, the 
medial part of crus 1 was stained. The exact location of the recording 
area is marked with a black dot. B - Overview of the recording area 
(in gray) with superimposed the locations of Purkinje cell dendrites 
as determined using independent component analysis. Each Purkinje 
cell is indicated in another color. C - Fluorecent traces obtained from 
the areas indicates in panel B. The part indicated in red is enlarged 
in panel D.
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After extracting the time stamps of the Ca2+ we constructed peri-stimulus time 
histograms (PSTHs) using the inter-frame time (approx. 40 ms) as bin size. Signifi-
cance of responses was tested using a bootstrap method: we shuffled the inter-
spike intervals and created artificial PSTHs using the original stimulus times. This 
procedure was repeated 500x and the resultant bootstrap-PSTHs were averaged 
(Fig. 2C). As threshold we used the average + 2 sd. Bootstrap methods were also 
employed to estimate the expected variation in the fraction of Purkinje cells or cell 
pairs that exhibit responses to a specific stimulation. Unless specified otherwise, 
data are represented as mean ± sd. Pairwise synchrony between dendrites in the 
field of view was evaluated with the Pearson correlation coefficient similar to previ-
ous studies (Llinas and Sasaki, 1989, Lang et al., 1999, Blenkinsop and Lang, 2006). 
Pair-wise synchrony at baseline is calculated over CS series in awake mice in the 
absence of sensory stimulation. Stimulation induced synchrony is calculated over 
the CS series in the whole recording during sensory stimulation. 

We compared pair-wise synchronicity coefficients of PN pairs with the same 
response identity to pairs without equal response identities. Therefore we divided 
neuron pairs in two groups; those responding to the same stimulus type and those 
in which only one neuron shows a response to a specific stimulus type, referred to 
as respectively the homogeneous and heterogeneous pairs, described before in 
Bosman et al. (2010). In Fig. 6 the homogeneous pairs and heterogeneous pairs 
were grouped per stimulus type over all recordings made. Pair-wise distance be-
tween neurons was calculated as the distance in the lateral direction (1 dimension 
in the field of view) between the centers of gravity of cell pairs

The synchrony distribution averages and 25th and 75th percentiles as seen in 
Fig.6 were calculated using a sliding window of 30 um width. Pair-wise distances 
shorter than 3 µm were considered as 3 µm. To show the ensemble size of PNs fir-
ing together upon sensory stimulation, the PSTHs of the individual PNs within the 
field of view were aggregated. Every bin (each frame) in the resulting PSTH was 
partitioned according to the number of simultaneous firing PNs in the single trial.

Results
Climbing fibers mediate tactile input
The climbing fibers that connect the inferior olive with the cerebellar Purkinje cells 
are best known for their roles in modulating motor output, but they also carry sen-
sory feedback. Although some studies addressed the gross anatomy of climbing 
fiber-mediated receptive fields (Rushmer et al., 1980; Castelfranco et al., 1994), 
the distribution at the level of single cells is not known. In view of the functional 
anatomy of the cerebellum, whereby many adjacent Purkinje cells project to a 
single neuron in the cerebellar nuclei, knowledge of the climbing fiber projections 
at such a detailed level is required for understanding how sensory and sensorimo-
tor integration can take place in the cerebellar cortex. Here we recorded climbing 
fiber activity as complex spikes in many (up to 26) Purkinje cells simultaneously 
using two-photon Ca2+ imaging in awake mice. As demonstrated previously, com-
plex spikes can be reliably detected as phasic changes in the fluorescent signal 
(Ozden et al., 2009; Schultz et al., 2009) (Fig. 1). In our hands, we found a sponta-
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neous complex spike firing rate of 0.84 ± 0.42 Hz (n = 340 Purkinje cells in 5 mice).
Next, we characterized the response properties of gentle tactile stimulation at 

four facial locations: the whisker pad, the cheek posterior to the whisker pad, the 
upper lip and the lower lip (Fig. 2A). The stimulus strength was carefully calibrated 
to be of the minimal strength required to evoke a response, but not so strong to 
induce responses from neighboring skin areas (see Methods). We found that whis-
ker pad and lower lip stimulation were approximately equally effective in trigger-
ing Purkinje cell responses (whisker pad: n = 107 out of 295 Purkinje cells (36.3%); 
lower lip: n = 91 out of 299 cells (30.4%); p = 0.140; Fisher’s exact test). Cheek and 
upper lip stimulation evoked responses in less Purkinje cells than did whisker pad 
and lower lip stimulation (cheek: n = 51 out of 242 cells (21.1%); upper lip: n = 57 
out of 280 cells (20.4%); p = 0.014 (lower lip vs. cheek); p = 0.914 (cheek vs. upper 
lip); Fisher’s exact tests).

Despite the differences in fractions of responsive Purkinje cells between the four 
stimulation regions, the response properties of responsive Purkinje cells turned 
out to be rather similar irrespective of the stimulus location. We did not observe 
a significant difference in the response amplitude (p = 0.369; Kruskal-Wallis test; 
Fig. 2E) nor in the response latency (p = 0.434; Kruskal-Wallis test; Fig. 2F). Overall, 
the response amplitudes were rather small (11.5 ± 4.5) and the response latencies 
rather long (127 ± 2 ms; average ± SEM; n = 236). This is in line with mild stimu-
lations given under anesthesia (Bosman et al., 2010), suggesting that the tactile 
stimuli were indeed mild enough to avoid indirect stimulation of adjacent areas. 

Finally, we recorded also the Purkinje cell responses to the sound of the stimu-
lation device in the absence of touch. We found Purkinje cell responses to the 
sound only stimulation in 26 out of 177 Purkinje cells tested (14.7%). Although the 
sound of the stimulator was present during all tactile stimulations, we found only 1 
Purkinje cell (out of 152 cells tested; 0.7%) responding to sound and all four tactile 
stimuli. This latter finding implies that we were not able to reliably detect auditory 
responses to the sound of the stimulator in our recording setup. This could be due 
to the relatively low sound intensity of the stimulator in a noisy environment. This 
raises the question, however, to what extent the tactile stimulations indeed evo-
ked responses via mechanical stimulation of the skin or via the auditory pathway. 
The sound only stimuli indicate that we cannot preclude an effect of the sound, 
but we expect this to be minimal. The main reason for this is that the sound only 
stimuli had a longer latency than the tactile stimuli (142 ± 7 ms vs. 127 ± 2 ms; 
average ± SEM; p = 0.031; one-sided Mann-Whitney test). Thus, we conclude that 
both tactile and auditory stimuli can evoke climbing fiber-mediated responses in 
Purkinje cells of crus 1 and that the impact of the sound of the stimulator on the 
tactile stimuli has been small. 

Multiple cutaneous receptive fields
Subsequently, we addressed the question whether Purkinje cells could respond 
to tactile stimulation at more than one location. In total, we were able to record 
189 Purkinje cells in combination with stimulations at all four facial locations. Of 
these, 60 Purkinje cells (34.7%) responded to a single stimulus only, 38 (20.1%) to 
two stimuli, 27 (14.3%) to three stimuli and 6 (3.2%) to all four stimuli. The other 58 
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Purkinje cells (30.7%) did not respond to any of the tactile stimuli (Fig. 3).

Figure 2 – Purkinje cells in crus 1 respond to multiple types of sensory input
A - Schematic of the locations used for tactile stimulation. WP = whisker pad; CH = cheek; UL = upper lip; LL = lower lip. B - 
Representative fragment of the Ca2+ dynamics in a Purkinje cell during whisker pad stimulation (indicated by dashed red lines). 
C - Peri-stimulus time histograms of a single Purkinje cell to tactile, auditory and visual input. The dashed line indicates the 
threshold for a statistically significant result (see Methods). D - Average peri-stimulus time histograms for all responsive Purkinje 
cells. The pie diagrams indicate the fraction of responsive cells. Peak amplitudes (E) and response latencies (F) for all different 
stimuli. The peak amplitudes were comparable for all types of stimulation, but the response latencies for auditory and visual 
input were longer than those for tactile input.
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To fi nd out whether some combinations of receptive fi elds were more favorable 
than others, we examined the occurrence of double responses (Fig. 4A). For all 
possible sets of two stimulus locations we found Purkinje cells responding to both. 
We wondered whether Purkinje cells tended to combine or segregate receptive 
fi elds. To test this we designed a simple model consisting out of 174 Purkinje cells 
in which each cell had the same chance of being responsive to a certain stimulus 
as we observed in our data. We then counted the number of cells being responsive 
to both stimuli. This procedure was repeated 10,000 times and we took the mean 
± 2 sd as thresholds for signifi cance. A z transform was performed to calculate the 
p value. Using this procedure, we found that none of the combinations occurred 
either more or less often than expected. Only the combination of cheek and lower 
lip had a (non-signifi cant) tendency to occur more often than expected (measured: 
14.9% overlap; expected: 10.6 ± 4.7% overlap; p = 0.063).

We repeated this procedure for the combinations of three regions. The com-
binations whisker pad, cheek and upper lip and whisker pad, cheek and lower lip 
did not occur more or less often than expected by change (p = 0.721 and 0.209, 
respectively), but the combination cheek, upper lip and lower lip was prevalent 
than expected (measured: 5.17 %; expected: 2.40 ± 1.16%; p = 0.039). The com-
bination of all four locations occurred in only 1 Purkinje cell, which is in line with 
the expected value (also 1 Purkinje cell). Overall, we conclude Purkinje cells neither 
respond to more or less tactile regions than could be expected by chance. Thus, 
climbing fi ber-mediated input from different facial regions is not segregated at the 
level of Purkinje cells, neither are there many Purkinje cells that integrate all facial 
inputs.

Purkinje cell responses to visual stimulation

In a subset of experiments, we also included a session with only visual input (from 
a blue LED). This stimulus evoked Purkinje cell responses in 33 out of 97 cells 
(34.0%). The stimulus strength was not signifi cantly different from those of tac-
tile responses (p = 0.135; Mann-Withney test), but the response latency to visual 
stimulation was longer (tactile: 127.1 ± 2.5 ms; visual: 154 ± 3.9 ms; p < 0.001; 
Mann-Whitney test; Fig. 2C-F).

Combinations of different sensory modalities

We could not fi nd convincing evidence for the overlap of receptive fi elds for cuta-
neous stimulation. But what about vision? In 97 Purkinje cells, we tested whether 

Figure 3 – Single Purkinje cells can have complex receptive fi elds
Around 70% of the Purkinje cells from which we recorded responded to tactile 
stimulation at at least one location. A substantial amount of Purkinje cells 
responded to stimulation at more than one area.
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there was a response to tactile and to visual stimulation. For all four stimulation 
spots, we found that the number of Purkinje cells that responded to both the 
tactile and the visual stimulus was above the expected value (whisker pad: p = 
0.009; cheek: p = 0.006; upper lip: p = 0.042; lower lip: p < 0.001; Fig. 4C). Thus, 
the somatosensory input from the face and visual input tended to converge on 
Purkinje cells.

Grouping of Purkinje cells with the same receptive field
There is a strong convergence of adjacent Purkinje cells to the cerebellar nuclei. 
Indeed, nearby Purkinje cells tend to have a high degree of complex spike syn-
chrony (Sugihara et al., 2007; Hoogland et al., 2015). From this perspective it is 
highly interesting to know whether adjacent Purkinje cells indeed process the 
same information. To this end we calculated the distances between Purkinje cell 
pairs of which both cells responded to a particular stimulus with those between 

Figure 4 – Tactile receptive fields are independent from each other, but overlap with that of visual input
A - Venn diagrams representing the (overlap in) responsiveness to tactile stimulation of four different areas of the face. The area 
of each circle corresponds to the fraction of responsive Purkinje cells and the area of the overlap is proportional to the fraction 
of Purkinje cells responsive to both stimuli. In none of the combinations of two stimulus locations we could find a significantly 
smaller or larger fraction of overlap than could be predicted by chance. Only the combination of cheek, upper lip and lower lip 
occurred remarkably often. B - Purkinje cells responsive to cheek and to lower lip stimulation had an unexpectedely large chance 
of also responding to sound only. However, due to the low sound intensity of the stimulus, the responses to sound only are 
relatively unreliable. C - Remarkably, there was a very large overlap between responsiveness to tactile stimulation of all four 
facial areas tested and visual stimulation  * p  
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heterogeneous pairs of which one cell did and the other did not respond to that 
particular stimulus. We found that responsive Purkinje cell pairs indeed tend to 
be closer to each other than heterogenous pairs (p = 0.037; Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test; Fig. 5). We found that this ordening is, however, not strict, in the sense that 
stimuli are encoded by continuous block of neighboring Purkinje cells.

A further analysis into homogenous and heterogenous groups includes air-puff 
stimulation to the whisker pad, triggering a higher fraction of responsive cells 
(80.2%). The latency for this stronger stimulus was shorter than for the tactile stim-
uli (66 ± 25 ms) and the peak amplitude was higher (47± 15 CSs) (compare to Fig 
2E&F). For our analysis on pair-wise synchrony comparing PN pairs with two versus 
one PN responsive to a single stimulus type we grouped all recordings. In table I 
the numbers for all PN pairs falling in ‘homogenous’ or ‘heterogenous’ groups per 
stimulus types are given.

PN pairs in the homogenous group were found to show higher pair-wise synchro-
ny than the heterogenous group (p=0.023; 2-sample KS-test for upper lip stimuli; 
p<0.001; 2-sample KS-test, for all other stimuli types). Naturally the stimulation 
induced modulation will increase synchrony in the homogenous groups, we there-
fore wanted to know if PNs with the same response identity also ‘spontaneously’ 
fi re together that is in the absence of stimulation. In Fig 6 we used the homog-

Table I – Counts for homogenous 
and heterogenous PN pairs over 
diff erent stimuli-types

Figure 5 – Alike Purkinje cells tend to 
be nearby
Cumulative distributions of pair-wise distances 
for PNs responsive to the same stimulus type 
(homogenous) and PN pairs of which only one 
neuron is responsive to a certain stimulus-
type (heterogenous). Homogenous cell pairs 
were – on average – closer together than 
heterogenous pairs (p = 0.037; Kolmogorov-
Smirnov test), indicating that Purkinje cells 
with the same functional indentity were 
located more often in each other vicinity 
than Purkinje cells with different functional 
identities.
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enous and heterogenous groups as found for the different stimuli types given (see 
table I for numbers of pairs) and computed the pair-wise synchrony distribution for 
these groups as found during recordings in absence of stimulation. A fi rst observa-
tion is that pair-wise synchrony for both homogenous and heterogenous groups 
shows a decline to higher pair-wise distance. We furthermore see that PN pairs 
homogenously responsive to air-puff stimulation, the strongest CS trigger, show 
conspicuous higher pair-wise synchrony over the full range of pair-wise distances 
than heterogenous pairs. This trend is also seen for the other stimulus types, how-
ever with smaller differences, indicated by the overlap of shaded areas indicating 
the 25th and 75th percentiles of the distributions. Overall the results indicate that 
response identity of PNs will be indicative of baseline synchrony.

Sensory coding is a population phenomena

To visualize the impact of stimuli on the amount of PNs fi ring together we calcu-
lated the aggregate PSTHs. For a representative FOV the PSTHs are shown for two 
stimuli-types (Fig. 7), the strongest response was found for air-puff stimulation and 
a mild response for lower lip stimulation. Interestingly the baseline fi ring frequency 
as seen before the air-puff stimulus (given at 1 Hz) is relatively low as can be seen 
by comparing it to the post peak response rates. The aggregated PSTH for air-puff 
stimulation furthermore shows an increase of PNs fi ring together at the moment 
of the peak response as compared to the pre stimulus period, an increase found 
signifi cant (p<0.001; two-sample KS test).

Figure 6 - Pair-wise synchrony for homogenous and heterogenous PN pairs
Different levels pair-wise synchrony (Pearson correlation) during baseline condition (in absence of stimulation) between 
homogeneous and heterogeneous pairs for all stimuli-types given. The distributions are computed on the population data, i.e. PN-
pairs are grouped over different recordings. Shaded areas in red and blue indicate the area between 25th and 75th percentile for 
respectively homogeneous and heterogeneous pairs. The solid lines indicate average pair-wise correlation calculated with moving 
window. The homogeneous pairs have a higher level of synchronous activity compared to the heterogeneous pairs (air puff: p = < 
0.001, whisker pad: p =< 0.001, upper lip: p= 0.78, lower lip: p = < 0.001, cheek: p = < 0.001, blue light: p = < 0.001, sound 
only  p    all hom pairs vs  het pairs during baseline condition  p   two – sample Kolmogorov  Smirnov test)  
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Discussion

Groups of nearby Purkinje cells collectively project to a single neuron in the cer-
ebellar nuclei. In this chapter, we addressed the spatial aspects of climbing fi ber-
mediated sensory input in crus 1 of awake mice. We used in vivo two-photon Ca2+ 
imaging to study sensory-induced responses in groups of adjacent Purkinje cells. 
First, we compared tactile input from four different facial areas. We found that the 
number of Purkinje cells recruited by each type of stimulus varied, but that the re-
sponse properties of individual Purkinje cells were comparable. Thus we conclude 
that the sensitivity to facial areas depend on the number of Purkinje cells involved 
rather than on modulation of the response strength at the level of individual neu-
rons. Although Purkinje cells encoding the same stimulus tended to be closer to 
each other than to other Purkinje cells, we were not able to fi nd clear clusters of 
Purkinje cells responding to a specifi c stimulus. This could indicate that Purkinje 
cells are more involved in the integration of sensory input than on the segregation 
of different inputs. In line with this, we found that a substantial portion of Purkinje 
cells responded to touch of more than one area. And even more, Purkinje cells 
responsive to tactile input were often also responsive to visual input, and vice 
versa. However, while the combination of responsiveness to touch and vision was 
encountered more than expected, there was no systematic clustering of tactile 
input from different areas. This implies that there are many types of Purkinje cells, 
with varying responsiveness. Taken together, crus 1 is composed of a myriad of 
Purkinje cells, with many different sensory profi les. During normal behavior, many 
different combinations of sensory input occur in specifi c sequences and this could 
be refl ected in the organizaition of Purkinje cell receptive fi elds. Furthermore we 
found that Purkinje cells encoding the same stimulus also tend to fi re together 
in the absence of the stimulus indicative of structural correlations. Finally we ob-
served that stimuli trigger multiple pNs to fi re together in the fi eld of view.

Figure 7 - Aggregate PSTH
Aggregate peri-stimulus time histograms 
of the 16 Purkinje neurons in this field of 
view for two stimulus types. In total 150 
stimuli were given per stimulus type. Per 
bin the distribution of the ensemble sizes 
found (number of PNs firing together) 
is indicated with different colors. Red 
lines indicate threshold calculated with 
bootstrap. (synchrony levels pre-stimulus 
interval vs. post stimulus interval:  air 
puff: p = < 0.002, whisker pad: p 
=0.06, lower lip: p = 0.02, 2-sample 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test).
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Anatomical organization of climbing fiber projections
In the adult brain, Purkinje cells are usually innervated by a single climbing fi-
ber only, with a minority receiving input from two climbing fibers (Nishiyama and 
Linden, 2004; Bosman and Konnerth, 2009). The climbing fiber-to-Purkinje cell 
synapse is remarkably strong and climbing fiber activity leads invariably to a post-
synaptic complex spike (Simpson et al., 1996). A complex spike involves, apart 
from the typical Na+ and K+ currents also a strong influx of Ca2+ so that it can be 
monitored reliably using two-photon Ca2+ imaging (De Zeeuw et al., 2011). The 
climbing fibers originate exclusively from the contralateral inferior olive and each 
climbing fiber innervates approximately five to ten Purkinje cells located within a 
parasagittal plane (Sugihara et al., 1999; De Gruijl et al., 2013). Climbing fibers 
from adjacent neurons in the inferior olive project to nearby Purkinje cells, again 
organized in the parasagittal plane (Groenewegen, Voogd, and Freedman 1979). 
As the inferior olivary neurons are tightly coupled, this creates microzones of Pur-
kinje cells with increased complex spike synchrony(Zeeuw et al. 2003; Leznik and 
Llinás 2005; Marshall et al. 2007; De Gruijl, Hoogland, and De Zeeuw 2014).

At a larger scale, each subnucleus of the inferior olive projects to a specific para-
sagittal zone in the cerebellar cortex and the Purkinje cells of each of these zones 
all project to specific cerebellar nuclei (Ruigrok, 2011). A nucleo-olivary connection 
closes the olivo-cerebellar loop, thus creating parasagittal modules including the 
inferior olive, the cerebellar cortex and the cerebellar nuclei (Dietrichs and Wal-
berg 1981; Bazzigaluppi et al. 2012). Some of these modules can be largely identi-
fied by their expression pattern of zebrin II (Voogd and Ruigrok 2004; Apps and 
Hawkes 2009; Sugihara 2011). As shown in chapter 2, zebrin-positive and zebrin-
negative bands differ in their Purkinje cell activity patterns at rest. This study cre-
ated, for the first time, a link between anatomical and physiological heterogeneity 
in the cerebellar cortex. In the current chapter, we zoomed in on a zebrin-positive 
region and studied functional heterogeneity, in terms of receptive fields, within 
this region.

Spatial organization of “sensory climbing fibers”
Quite some attention has been devoted to the spatial organization of mossy fiber-
mediated somatosensory input to the cerebellar hemispheres. This organization 
has been described as a “fractured somatotopy”: all body parts have multiple 
representations that are not organized in the same way as on the body surface 
(Shambes et al., 1978; Kassel et al., 1984). For the limbs it has been shown that the 
climbing fibers are organized in a similar way as the mossy fibers (Ekerot and Jörn-
tell, 2001). And also for the whole body, the existence of a fractured somatotopi-
cal organization has also been described for the climbing fibers (Rushmer et al., 
1980; Castelfranco et al., 1994). The existence of such a mosaic projection pattern 
already indicates that parasagittal stripes should not be considered as monolithical 
objects but have differentiated functions.

To study this in more detail, we applied gentle cutaneous stimulation during 
Purkinje cell recordings with single cell resolution. This resolution is required to 
observe whether adjacent Purkinje cells, that tend to project to the same or neigh-
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boring cells in the cerebellar nuclei, encode the same sensory stimulus. Using a 
broad, unspecific facial stimulus, cooperative activity of Purkinje cells indicated 
that neighboring Purkinje cells can act as functional ensembles, together reliably 
coding sensory input (Ozden et al., 2009; Schultz et al., 2009). In this study we 
investigated whether this hypothesis holds true for specific, localized tactile inputs.

We found a heterogeneous answer. Purkinje cells encoding the same input tend 
to be closer together than other Purkinje cell pairs, supporting the idea that func-
tionally similar Purkinje cells group together. Yet, this grouping together is far from 
perfect. Purkinje cells combine different cutaneous receptive fields in an appar-
ently random manner and Purkinje cells with identical receptive fields are seper-
ated by other Purkinje cells. While the proximity of Purkinje cells with the same re-
ceptive field supports the notion of functional ensembles of Purkinje cells with the 
same function (Ozden et al., 2009; Schultz et al., 2009), the many combinations of 
receptive fields and the intermingled locations of the Purkinje cells involved point 
towards a role for Purkinje cells in sensory integration.

Our experiments with visual stimuli confirm the latter: Purkinje cells responsive 
to visual input are very often also responsive to tactile input. The observation that 
visual and tactile input converge on Purkinje cells strengthens the hypothesis that 
the cerebellum gathers all information required for fine adjustments of movements.

The inferior olive as sensory area?

The inferior olive and its efferent climbing fibers are generally considered to be 
part of the motor system. In the “error theory”, however, climbing fiber activity 
is hypothesized to convey “errors” or mismatches between expected and actual 
input (Ito 1982; Marr 1969; Albus 1971). The problem for regarding climbing fiber 
responses as reporters of sensory input is that they are unreliable. Studies us-
ing whisker stimulations have shown that the climbing fiber responses have low 
response rate, large jitter and long latency (Thomson et al. 1989; Bosman et al. 
2010). Also in our hands, we found that subtle stimulation in general did not in-
duce complex spikes in much more than 10% of the trials – although there were 
some outliers. This is in line with previous studies using electrophysiology in the 
same area using whisker stimulation (Bosman et al., 2010). It implies that only a 
relatively small fraction of the complex spikes are actually related to the sensory 
input under study.

We also found long latency times. Again, this has been shown before and the 
more subtle the stimulus, the longer the latency to response (Bosman et al., 2010). 
Nevertheless, the latency following a visual stimulus was almost 150 ms which was 
longer than observed before using tactile input.

It should be noticed, however, that strong and preferably unexpected stimu-
li are able to trigger complex spikes in a more reliable manner (Bosman et al. 
2010; Najafi et al. 2014). But what could be the physiological relevance of climb-
ing fiber-responses to weak stimuli? A possible explanation comes from previous 
two-photon imaging experiments were it has been shown that groups of adjacent 
Purkinje cells are reliable reporters of sensory events (Ozden et al., 2009; Schultz 
et al., 2009). We show here that clusters of adjacent Purkinje cells with the exact 
same receptive field do probably not exist in crus 1. Instead, adjacent Purkinje cells 
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seem to integrate various receptive fields. This could be in line with providing the 
sensory feedback for different types of facial behavior – often involving different 
regions (e.g. during grooming).
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 In this thesis the inferior olive (IO), a brainstem nucleus, took center stage. 
The IO exerts great impact on the cerebellum and is considered to set cerebellar 
function. Despite consensus on its centrality to cerebellar function, we lack key-
experimental results for explaining the exact role of the IO in the cerebellar 
system, from cells, to networks, to specific behaviors. In many cases, we fall short 
on falsifying or verifying a set of assumptions that would follow a hypothesis (for 
example how plasticity mechanisms are set in stage by the inferior olive signal to 
adjust eye-movements in the vestibulo ocular reflex paradigm). Because of the 
absence of conclusive experimental results on crucial hypotheses, speculations 
on the olivary functions vary, from those regarding the olive to underlie a similar 
computation over a wide variety of processes, and thus could be likened to a 
single analogy, to those regarding it to exert different functions over different 
modules (the repeating network units in the cerebellum, see General Introduction). 
Furthermore the inferior olivary signal might exert its function in the cerebellar 
cortex in multiple ways. For instance, Is the climbing fiber signal graded or all-
or-nothing? Is this variety relevant for plasticity or ongoing motor function? Does 
the inferior olive activity allow for ‘rhythmic’ pattern formation in the cerebellum? 
Does gating of the IO activity allows for control through recruiting of cerebellar 
segments controlling motor movements? Etc.

A popular analogy for the computation carried out by the IO is that of an error 
signal to the Purkinje neuron as laid out by Marr, Albus and Ito. The PN, innervated 
by hundreds of synapses sprouting from a single olivary axon, will produce 
postsynaptic spiking in the Purkinje neuron upon every olivary spike producing 
elaborate waveforms of the Complex Spike (Chapter 2). These elaborate spike 
waveforms were noticed since the earliest PN recordings and were originally 
thought of as all-or-none signals. As discussed in the Introduction the hypothesis 
on error signal induced plasticity (LTD) exerted motor control is challenged and 

Chapter - 6
General Discussion and Summary
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as a consequence also the all-or-none effect of the CS. The CS waveform has 
gotten attention because the variability of waveforms could underlie a scaled or 
differential functional effect. The waveform is potentially controllable because 
it is related to both the olivary oscillation phase (Bazzigaluppi et al., 2012) and 
synaptic plasticity of the CF upon the PN (Hansel & Linden, 2000). In chapter 

2 we classified and described CS waveforms recorded extracellularly in awake 
primates (Macaca mulatta) performing saccades. Every PC analyzed showed a 
range of CS shapes with profoundly different duration and number of spikelets. 
Through slice electrophysiological experiments we have discovered that part of 
the CS waveform variability, i.e., the timing jitter of the CS’s last spikelets, strongly 
correlated with interval length to the preceding CS: shorter CS intervals resulted in 
later appearance of the last spikelets in the CS burst, and vice versa related to the 
interval length to the preceding CS. 

However, we did not find any functional differences relating to these differences 
-- waveforms did not influence the following pause duration in the simple spike 
(SS) train, nor were SS firing rates predictive of the waveform shapes or vice versa. 
Furthermore, the waveforms did not differ across experimental conditions. The 
range of CS waveforms related to saccades or fixation were found similar in the 
single PNs, indicating that the shape was not related to the functional context. 
Accordingly, waveform range distributions were not found different between PNs 
recorded during a saccade task compared to PNs recorded in the dark without 
any instructions (across different PNs). Furthermore, no waveform differences were 
found when comparing saccades of different amplitudes or direction. A caveat on 
these results is that although the PN selected had significant SS modulation to the 
saccade, the CS responses to the saccade were less clear, partially because of the 
small sample sizes. Despite the profound waveform differences found consistently 
throughout the recorded PNs, there was no preferred sequential order of CS 
shapes. Thus none of the PNs indicated showed slowly changing CS shapes over 
time, this argues against plasticity of the CF-PN synapses underlying the observed 
waveform variability, because according to Ito, PF-PC plasticity is thought to be a 
slower process requiring multiple pairings. 

Because our data set of PN recordings did not come from adaptation paradigms, 
we could not look into the effect of different CS shapes on SS rates in subsequent 
trials, comparable to Yang Y & Lisberger SG (2014) or Kimpo RR et al. (2014). This 
unfortunately leaves out from our study one of the most important functions of the 
CS -- that of altering plasticity in the PNs.

Synchrony of CS signal influences cerebellar mechanisms, plasticity (Coddington 
LT, 2014) and rebound properties (Hoebeek FE et al., 2010) IO synchrony also 
is found to correlate to the CS waveform (Lang EJ et al., 2014). Increased gap 
junctional coupling in IO cells and the resulting higher synchrony also influences the 
waveform (Bazzigaluppi et al., 2012; Turucek et al., 2014; Mathy et al., 2014; Lefler 
et al., 2014). Caution thus is needed separating cause and effect, i.e. waveform 
shape might change due to mechanistic differences underlying different results 
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opposed to the waveforms themselves imposing the resulting consequences. A 
way to control for this is to compare the effects of different waveforms in equal 
conditions, i.e. were the effect of waveform thus is relative to the general direction 
of changed plasticity or activity. 

Concluding, we found profound variability in the CS waveforms in the single PN, 
with the timing of the last spikelet to relate to the interval length to the preceding 
CS. However we did not find any waveform shape to correlate to the functional 
states that we could test.

In chapter 3 we have scrutinized (possible) timing properties emerging from the 
conspicuous oscillations seen in the inferior olivary neurons. According to regular 
oscillations observed in slice preparations and in vivo anaesthetized, subthreshold 
oscillations are stable. It is unclear if the same is true in the awake state. If we assume 
stable subthreshold oscillation frequencies and phase dependent spiking in the 
inferior olivary cells, it should follow that we can predict CS response properties 
knowing the oscillation phase. We have developed an experimental paradigm that 
would allow us to infer oscillation phase from either spiking history or stimulus-
induced phase resets. Both in vivo recordings and computational models show that 
the recorded spike patterns are not suggestive of our assumptions on stable (i.e., 
regularly periodic) oscillations. The model shows that stable oscillation frequencies 
can be distorted in vivo due to the ‘background’ noise input from multiple cortical 
and subcortical sources. We thus conclude that even if the cells are oscillating, in 
the awake state the olive is not well represented by a metronome, e.g. a system 
substantiating repeatable (and constant) timing properties over multiple oscillation 
cycles. In all likelihood, periods are variable and sensitive to input characteristics.

Inferring olivary activity from the CS signals as recorded in the PN allows us to 
record in awake animals, but this necessitates one to make assumptions on the 
olivary oscillation phase and frequencies. Our gallop paradigm was designed to 
generate maximal spike probability differences for an underlying 10 Hz oscillation. 
This assumption is based on both spiking and oscillation data as well as tremor 
frequencies linked to the IO. However 10 Hz is not considered the only possible 
frequency for the IO or tremors. In fact, oscillation frequencies reported in slice 
and in anaesthetized animals were found to range from 1-8 Hz (as discussed 
in chapter 3 and the Introduction). And although the natural tremor (essential 
tremor) frequency range is found around 10 Hz (4-12 Hz), other tremor frequencies 
were linked to olivary deficits, such as oculopalatal tremors which are found at 1-3 
Hz (Deuschl et al., 1994a; Leigh and Zee, 2006; referred in Shaikh AG et al., 2010). 
This range of frequencies would limit the interpretation of our findings, although 
(as argued in the paper) the gallop paradigm would allow optimal distinguishable 
for other frequencies besides 10 Hz, like 3.8 Hz and 16.5 Hz.

A more reliable source of data would be to record the oscillation directly from the 
IO and then to look at ensuing phase properties. However, to directly record in 
the IO in mice is challenging because of its limited accessibility animals must be 
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deeply anesthetized to make single cell recordings. We therefore need to know 
whether we can evoke phase dependent spiking in the anaesthetized olive? Our 
model simulations show that oscillations are stable (and therefore can give rise 
to repeatable patterns) if there is no background input into the olive. Because 
deep anesthesia induces strong reduction of background input due to cortical 
cell silencing (Chauvette S et al. 2011) we possibly could recreate phenomena as 
predicted by a noiseless scenario. Furthermore anesthesia has an effect on serotonin 
levels, found to effect the IO oscillations (Sugihara et al., 1995; Placentonakis DG 
et al., 2000). Anesthesia thus could create artifacts suggesting timing properties to 
emerge from the oscillatory dynamics. Our results on IO oscillations in the awake 
animal argues against the timing hypothesis coming from regular timed intervals 
over multiple oscillation cycles, but more reliable results will follow from oscillatory 
recordings in the IO with biological input, requiring improved recording methods 
of the IO.

A negative answer on the metronome like dynamics in the awake state of the 
olive leaves us with the question why there are sub-threshold membrane potential 
oscillations. Although oscillations in the brain are common, they usually emerge 
from networks with loop structures including inhibitory steps. Those in the 
inferior olive emerge in the single cell through differential gating of ion channel 
conductances, and can be potentiated by direct coupling between neurons 
of a single neuronal type (the latter includes olivary neuronal ensembles of 
oscillatory drivers and resonators, which some might consider different neuronal 
types). Possibly, the olivary oscillations are a property arising from the systems 
mechanism inducing sparseness of olivary spiking over time, either through long 
refractory periods proffered by Hakimian S et al. (2008) (discussed in chapter 3) 
or by opposing temporal summation (=<20ms) of excitatory input by means of 
bidirectional synaptic current as found by Garden D et al. (2016) (the bidirectional 
current exists of succeeding excitatory and inhibitory currents triggered by the 
same synapse). Such a system would, in contrast to an oscillating system, not 
reverberate without a continuing driving force, and is therefore not opportune 
for generating stable oscillations. Indeed, low-threshold Ca2+ oscillations (LTOs) 
(rhythmic and transient subthreshold depolarizations with intermittent stable low 
potentials) as described by Khosrovani S et al. (2007) seem more in line with the 
‘refractory period’ hypothesis. Refractory like properties were found by Pardoe 
et al., (2004) on response probabilities to the second stimulus after a range of 
intervals  (20-120ms) showing response probabilities decline after short intervals. 
Probability was 100% (or more) after interval of 120 ms and went gradually down 
to 20-40% after 20 ms intervals. However, as they analyzed cerebellar LFP claims 
can only be made at the population level, and thus not directly on refractory times 
in single cells. For example this experiment does not tell the percentage of cells 
that were activated due to the first stimulus. Furthermore, signal transmission 
through the CF to the PN at high frequencies, either with paired pulses with 50 
ms intervals (Hansel C and Linden DJ, 2000) or sustained 10 Hz stimulation (Silver 
RA et al., 1998) show clear depression, as seen in the reduction of the EPSC in the 
PN. This is again a mechanism by which the olivary system limits impact of high 
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frequency activity. 

What function can we infer from the IO oscillations looking at comparable systems? 
Comparable sub-threshold oscillations like the ones in grid cells in layer II of 
entorhinal cortex, seem to accommodate the specific response patterns encoding 
different spatial locations. Location information transcoded into specific input 
frequencies will create interference patterns with the differential and continuous 
map of intrinsic somatic oscillation frequencies in the network, these interference 
maps will give rise to detailed patches of spiking activity (Burgess N et al., 
2007). This oscillating system like many other comparable systems allows input 
discrimination through the use resonant properties. The inferior olive however is 
consistently found to fire at low average frequencies and does not show periods of 
high firing frequency (at least that is periods not longer than the doublet firing we 
observed in our data; ± 2% of all PNs seemed to show triplets at 17 Hz as in one 
of our examples), this argues against any mechanism involving resonance. (needs 
the conclusion for chapter 3)

In conclusion, rhythmic and multiple CS spike responses are common in PN 
recordings, however our results indicate olivary oscillations not to set regular 
timing patterns over multiple cycles.

In chapter 4 we discuss SS potentiation (LTP at the PF-PN synapses and intrinsic 
plasticity potentiation), a mechanism which has gotten less attention than LTD. 
This plasticity mechanism could act as a counter-mechanism for LTD, forming 
a dual mechanism that allows for plasticity homeostasis in the Purkinje neuron. 
However, LTP can substantiate specific cerebellar mechanisms (and functions) or 
in contrast can by its own substantiate the full capacity of cerebellar functioning 
though be it less accurate and/or slower. For example the sinusoidal SS patterns 
seen on the VOR paradigm could be changed in phase by LTP alone, however 
would be limited in amplitude modification as compared to a combined effect of 
LTD and LTP. 

Corroborating in vitro experiments, we show LTP in vivo. The protocol of 20 
seconds of repeated sensory stimulation at theta frequency (4 Hz) is able to induce 
potentiation of SS activity in awake mice for at least 30 minutes. Theta sensory 
stimulation of the whisker pad strengthened the sensory responses of PCs and, 
to a lesser degree, increased the firing rate during inter-trial intervals. The prior 
is likely effected mainly due to synaptic mechanisms, the latter relates to intrinsic 
plasticity. The changes in SS activity are found to correlate negatively with the CS 
response probability seen on air-puff stimulation. In PNs with a weak CS response 
we observed SS increases comparing post to pre induction blocks. PNs with strong 
CS responses on the contrary showed a non-significant decrease of SS firing, both 
during the response periods and inter-trial periods. A comparison to PN specific 
LTP deficient mutants, which lack mechanisms to induce SSs potentiation, do not 
show potentiation, indicating that plasticity changes observed in WTs occur at the 
level of the PN, synaptic or intrinsic, are not pre-cerebellar of origin. 
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Furthermore, we show that whisker positions directly following stimulation 
correlate to SS firing rates on a trial-by-trial basis, i.e. increased firing correlates 
to more protracted whisker angles. Following up on this finding we observed that 
whisker angles during the response period (0-60 ms after stimulation) are more 
protracted following 4Hz stimulation in the WT mice, but not in the LTP deficient 
mice. Thus theta sensory stimulation leads to increased SS responses as well as to 
altered movements, therefore we conclude that plasticity mechanisms, through 
LTP, impacts on behavior. This demonstrates that the observed changes in PC 
spiking due to a brief period of intense sensory experience have a correlate in 
the movement of the mice and highlights the importance of synaptic plasticity as 
mechanism for chances in motor behavior.

The study combines an important plasticity mechanism with behavior but also 
leaves questions unanswered. LTP was observed in PNs with a weak CS response, 
therefore the system changes by virtue of a single input route, that of the mossy 
fibers, leaving out the impact of the olivary route. Gating of olivary activity by 
inhibition upon the IO, allows for an olivary dependent control of plasticity. 
However, plasticity changes seen here seem not to be due to altered olivary-gating 
mechanisms. We see that the pre-induction olivary response probability, which we 
assume to be inherent or unchanged, is already determining the plasticity change. 
This argues against an active control through olivary gating as effecting plasticity 
changes, and thus allows for changes to happen outside of the olivary control. A 
system that allows for changes not being controlled by the ‘supervisory’ olivary 
signal (i.e. cells that change responses are not ‘controlled’ by the olivary signal) 
leaves speculation on how side effects are counterbalanced. The integration of 
hugely divergent mossy fiber sources in the single PN, substantiated by the spread 
of mossy fibers and the large number of parallel fibers connecting the single PN, 
allows the PN to respond to a multitude of sources. If any of the input sources 
gets transmitted at high frequency (say 4Hz) and there would be no corresponding 
olivary activation (weak responses), we would create unchecked potentiation as we 
have observed in our paradigm. Therefore for every SS input source of a single PN 
there must be a correlated olivary activation signal that could potentially reach the 
same PN, so to allow for balanced control. Possibly our paradigm does not engage 
sufficiently the biological relevant and functional control of the olivo-cerebellum, 
e.g. there is no significant contribution of the cerebellum neither needed nor 
actuated during the paradigm. 

The repetition of our stimulus creates not only predictable sensory input, but also 
should create repeating olivary activity. Assuming SS activity represents kinematics, 
it follows that due to the high number of CS triggered by air-puff stimulation and 
the resulting SS pauses, kinematic representation falls short due to the ‘incorrect’ 
SS firing reduction triggered. It is conceivable that the higher SS spike rates 
observed are a compensation for this reduction. The 34% reduction in SS firing 
rate, as seen in comparing WT and LTP-deficient mutants (83±4 vs. 55±4 Hz), 
leads to a marginal 8% reduction in CS frequency (1.3±0.1 vs. 1.2±0.1 Hz). Thus 
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although SS activation can trigger CSs through disinhibition of the DCN (Chaumont 
et al., 2013), the changed average SS firing frequencies do not change average 
olivary spiking frequencies, confirming previous results by Servais L et al., (2004). 
Additionally, it is possible that the mutant has reached a different homeostatic 
state. In conclusion this paper shows that 20 s of 4Hz sensory stimulation of the 
whisker pad can induce LTP lasting for more than 30 minutes in awake mice. 
Furthermore the changed whisker movements after the induction protocol shows 
potentiation to have a functional correlate. 

In chapter 5 we look into the modal relationships of the signal conveyed by the 
olivary spike. By using subtle stimulation through different sensory modalities 
we could study the spatial and temporal patterns of sensory projections via the 
climbing fiber pathway to crus 1 with single-cell resolution. Using Ca2+ imaging 
in awake mice, we found responsive Purkinje cells in crus 1 to subtle cutaneous, to 
auditory and to visual stimulations. For the distribution of these responsive Purkinje 
cells, we found no clear topographical organization but an interspersed map of 
responsive cells among non-responsive cells. In addition, we found that a large 
number of Purkinje cells responded to more than one type of stimulation. These 
results indicate that there is sensory integration upstream of the inferior olive, which 
is the source of the climbing fibers. Similar findings for multimodality encoding 
(and gating of the different sensory modalities) were made before in the wagner-
rescorla paradigm as discussed in the introduction. The scattered representation 
of vastly different modalities in Crus I (photo, phono, and mechanoreceptive) 
represent sensory cues from the environment around the animal. This suggests 
Crus I modules to be important not just for a single sensory stream like whisking, 
but rather for the broader environmental representation, i.e., a contextual signal.

Furthermore, stimulus driven responses over multiple PNs in the recording 
field show that olivary neurons tend to fire together upon stimulation, together 
meaning they are found to be active in the same ±40 ms resolution frame as 
acquired through Ca2+ imaging. Quasi-synchronous firing was observed too in 
our IO model simulations. As discussed in the introduction, ‘quasi’-synchronicity 
of the olivary signals is substantiated by oscilators with similar characteristics 
subject to correlated input rather than synchronous input (Van der Giessen et al., 
2008; Blenkinsop & Lang, 2006). In the simulations of our IO-model as discussed 
in chapter 3 we see that ‘quasi’-synchronous spikes fall on peaks of phase 
aligned subthreshold oscillations throughout the network, potentiated by spatio-
temporally correlated input. 

In a previous study CS signals were found to convey mainly single whisker 
information (Bosman L et al., 2010; Ju C et al., in preparation; chapter 5). Single 
whisker encoding and multi sensory modality in olivary spiking seems at first 
hand contradictory, but it allows the system not lose the fine grained spatial 
representation coming from different whiskers and allows integration with 
different modalities (representing broad events). Furthermore, the intermingled 
whisker representation in the CS signal over the cerebellar cortex suggests the 
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cerebellar module to change to integrative and combinatorial signals. I.e. different 
input streams get aligned to multiple parameters rather than one. As a likely 
consequence, SS signals will be shaped by mutiple whiskers or sensory modalities. 
These kind of mechanisms seem to be less favorable to curb SS activity to encode 
precisely a single visible kinematic, i.e. we cannot infer a single whisker position 
parameter one-on-one from single PN SS firing, however they might indeed 
represent kinematics in a coarse way (Chen S et al., 2016). But for detailed analysis 
of the SS code related to actual behavior we ought to take a conservative view. 

In this thesis we have addressed different mechanisms underlying olivo-cerebellar 
functioning, all relating to the inferior olive. We found profound variability in 
the CS waveforms in the single PN, with the timing of the last spikelet to relate 
to the interval length to the preceding CS (chapter 2). These differences could 
have an effect on plasticity mechanisms triggered in the PN. We however did 
not find particular waveform shapes to correlate to the functional states that we 
could test. In chapter 3 we described and analyzed rhythmic CS patterns as has 
been commonly observed. Our experiments testing for timing properties derived 
from inferior olivary oscillations of stable frequencies and phase dependent 
spiking, shows that the inferior olive does not endow the cerebellar system with a 
metronome like function. In the chapter on potentiation (chapter 3), we show that 
20 s of 4Hz sensory stimulation of the whisker pad can induce LTP lasting for more 
than 30 minutes in the awake mice. Furthermore the changed whisker movements 
after the induction protocol show potentiation to have a functional correlate. In 
chapter 5 the population responses of Purkinje cells to different sensory modalities 
shows no clear topographical organization but an interspersed map of responsive 
cells among non-responsive cells. In addition, a large number of Purkinje cells 
respond to more than one type of stimulation. These results indicate that there 
is sensory integration upstream of the inferior olive, which is the source of the 
climbing fibers.
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 Het cerebellum, oftewel de kleine hersenen, is een gedeelte van het brein 
dat zich bevind achter en onder in onze schedel. Zijn (bij)naam, de kleine hersenen, 
dankt het aan zijn visueel duidelijk van de rest van het brein te onderscheiden 
structuur. Ook de opbouw van het cerebellum zoals te zien onder de microscoop 
laat een duidelijk te onderscheiden structuur zien. De onderkenning dat het brein 
niet uit een algehele massa bestaat, maar gevormd worden door vele neuronen van 
verschillende vormen en grootte die middels vele connecties elkaar beïnvloeden 
dateert van de 19e eeuw. Vanuit dit inzicht resulteerde de ontdekking van 
structuren in de hersenen, waarbij verbonden neuronen deelstructuren vormen, 
die vervolgens onderling elkaar beïnvloeden. Deze deelgebieden van het brein 
hebben specifieke functies, hetgeen zich duidelijk openbaard in patiënten met 
gelokaliseerde breinschade en zich vertaalt in specifieke klinisch mankementen. 
Schade aan het cerebellum resulteert in verminderde motoriek. Patiënten kunnen 
moeite hebben met lopen, waarbij ze kleine stapjes zetten en hun balans constant 
in het geding is. Anderen hebben problemen met fijne motoriek, zoals het 
intoetsen van een telefoonnummer.

Alhoewel klinisch de motorische problemen zich duidelijk tonen in cerebellaire 
patiënten, beperkt de beschrijving van de cerebellaire functie zich tot termen als 
optimale motor controle, hetgeen getuigt van het nog beperkte begrip van dit 
hersengedeelte. Cerebellaire patiënten zijn bijvoorbeeld wel in staat te bewegen, 
maar niet met de finesse en souplesse die vaak voor vanzelfsprekend wordt 
gehouden. De consequenties van het ontbreken van deze finesse openbaart zich 
kijkende naar robots,  die ondanks uitgebreide mechaniek, krachtige processoren 
en uitgebreide besturingsprogramma’s houterig bewegen.

Wanneer we kijken naar de functiescheiding van hersengebieden dan zien we dat 
het cerebellum ondanks zijn afgezonderde ligging geen unieke primaire functie 
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vervult maar eerder gericht lijkt te zijn op functionele interactie met andere 
hersengebieden. De uitvoer van het cerebellum innerveert gebieden die al 
aangestuurd worden door andere hersengebieden, die vaak zelf ook weer input 
genereren aan het cerebellum. We zien dan ook dat bij schade aan het cerebellum 
bewegingen nog wel mogelijk zijn, er is niet sprake van het totaal wegvallen 
van een specifieke (of helder te definiëren) functie. Voornamelijk de complexe 
bewegingen waarbij meerdere spiergroepen samen werken zijn aangetast, 
simpele bewegingen laten weinig problemen zien. Kortom het cerebellum lijkt 
een ondersteunend orgaan te zijn voor andere hersengebieden. 

In het onderzoek naar het cerebellum worden een aantal specifieke gedrag 
paradigma’s veel gebruikt vanwege de duidelijke relatie met het cerebellum, en 
daarom goede voorbeelden zijn van de cerebellaire functie. Een daarvan betreft 
het aanleren van een knipperreflex van het oog. Dit paradigma komt kortweg 
op het volgende neer. Men blaast repeterend luchtstootjes op het oog waarop 
het oog reflexmatig sluit, vervolgens wordt dit luchtstootje aangekondigd 
door bijvoorbeeld een auditief signaal met een constante tijdspanne tussen de 
twee stimuli. Na verloop van tijd zal het oog reageren op het auditief signaal 
en zich hebben gesloten vlak voor de luchtstoot aankomt. Deze respons wordt 
voortgebracht vanuit het cerebellum en is zelfs intact als men bij proefdieren de 
grote hersenen weghaalt (en het cerebellum laat zitten).

Een tweede voorbeeld dat inzicht verschaft in de werking van het cerebellum is te 
zien met arm bewegingen. In dit voorbeeld wordt men geïnstrueerd een object 
gericht te bewegen. Wanneer nu bij iedere gerichte beweging dit object naar 
een bepaalde kant wordt getrokken, door bijvoorbeeld een krachtenveld, dan 
zal de arm beweging initieel afwijken van het oorspronkelijke bewegingstraject. 
Door training treed er compensatie op voor de extrinsieke krachten en zal de 
beweging lijken op een niet gemanipuleerde beweging. Deze compensatie komt 
voort vanuit het cerebellum. 

In tegenstelling tot de onduidelijkheid rond de vraag ‘wat het cerebellum doet’, 
lijkt de vraag ‘hoe het cerebellum werkt’ meer aanknopingspunten te bieden 
deze te beantwoorden. Dit omdat de anatomische opbouw van het cerebellum, 
het neuronale netwerk, een overzichtelijke structuur heeft die zich repeteert over 
het cerebellum. De kenmerken van dit netwerk, getalsmatige verhoudingen 
tussen neurontypes en interacties tussen deelgebieden, bieden houvast in het 
beantwoorden van de ‘hoe het cerebellum werkt’ vraag. De hoofdstukken in dit 
proefschrift zijn dan ook allemaal gericht op deze vraag. 

Als we naar de anatomie kijken van het cerebellum dan zien we twee verschillende 
inkomende zenuwbanen, te weten de mosvezels en de klimvezels. Deze twee 
banen laten groten verschillen zien, bijvoorbeeld in de verspreiding van inkomende 
signalen. De mosvezels zijn veel talrijker en divergeren naar veel meer cellen dan de 
klimmende vezels. In het cerebellum zijn Purkinje neuronen de centrale neuronen, 
oftewel het centrale kruispunt in het netwerk. Ieder Purkinje neuron wordt sterk 
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geinerveerd door een enkel klimvezel, en vuurt iedere keer als er een signaal komt 
vanuit de klimvezel. Deze klimvezel zendt gemiddeld iedere seconde een signaal 
uit, hetgeen ten opzichte van andere breingebieden een lage frequentie is. De 
klimvezels ontspruiten vanuit de onderste olijf (inferior olive) en is het onderwerp 
van dit proefschrift. Deze hersenkern wordt gezien als het hersengebied dat het 
veel grotere cerebellum reguleert. Deze regulatie behelst ofwel de verandering en 
sturing van de processen in het cerebellum ofwel biedt structuur aan de activiteit 
in het cerebellum.

In dit proefschrift staat het signaal van de onderste olijf centraal. 
In het eerste hoofdstuk zijn we ingegaan op de vraag of het signaal van de 
onderste olijf zoals dat wordt gelezen in de Purkinje neuron, iedere keer gelijk is 
of dat de informatie per signaal variabel is. Wanneer een signaal afgevuurd door 
de onderste olijf neuron zich verplaatst door zijn zenuwuitloper, de klimvezel, en 
een Purkinje neuron bereikt dan veroorzaakt die een voltage piek in dit Purkinje 
neuron. Kenmerkend aan dit voltage signaal is dat het uit meerdere kleine voltage 
piekjes bestaat en vandaar de naam ‘complex spike’ toegedicht heeft gekregen. 
Mogelijk heeft de variëteit in dit voltage signaal verschillende uitwerkingen op 
het Purkinje neuron en correleert het daardoor met variabele functionaliteit. De 
analyse van deze voltage signalen, de ‘complex spike’, gemeten in makaken laat 
zien dat er grote variabiliteit te zien is in het voltage profiel, zowel over tijd in een 
enkel Purkinje neuron en tussen verschillende Purkinje neuronen. De spreiding van 
de kleine piekjes wordt groter naarmate de frequentie van vuren in de onderste 
olijf hoger is. De volgorde van de voltage signaal variabiliteit laat geen structuur 
zien, oftewel er lijken geen langzame processen ten grondslag te liggen aan deze 
veranderingen. Ook een groepering van voltage signaal vormen naar gelang van 
enkele gedragskenmerken laat geen functionele correlatie zien met de voltage 
signalen.

De neuronen in de onderste olijf zijn geen passieve doorvoer neuronen. In deze 
neuronen gaat het voltage van het neuron als een sinusbeweging op en neer. Wij 
hebben in hoofdstuk twee gekeken of vuurpatronen van de olijfcellen kenmerken 
laten zien die voortkomen uit deze oscillaties. Vuurpatronen die afhankelijk zijn 
van oscillaties zouden tijdsprofielen aan de uitvoer meegeven. Als deze oscillaties 
constant zijn, dan genereert het systeem dus repeterende tijdspatronen hetgeen 
gebruikt kan worden als een metronoom voor tijdsindicatie in het cerebellum en 
als mal kan functioneren om activatie patronen in het cerebellum te vormen. In 
dit hoofdstuk hebben wij de ritmiciteit beschreven in de vuurpatronen van de 
onderste olijf en laten daarmee zien dat die duidelijk zichtbaar is. De vuurkans 
eigenschappen van de onderste olijf op sensorische stimulatie wijst er echter niet 
op dat die afhankelijk is van een homogeen oscillerend systeem en toont dus dat 
de onderste olijf niet als een metronoom fungeert. Een computer simulatie van 
de onderste olijf laat zien dat de oscillaties die onze metronoom theorie onderligt 
niet stabiel is in zijn frequentie en amplitude en dus niet de nodige langdurige en 
repeterende patronen vormt om functioneel te zijn als metronoom.
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Chapter 7

In hoofdstuk drie kijken we naar een van de mechanismen die ten grondslag ligt 
aan hoe het brein zijn invoer-uitvoer transformatie verandert, dit is de transformatie 
van inkomende elektrische signalen naar uitvoer van elektrische signalen. Een van 
de wijzen waarop het brein zich kan aanpassen of zich iets kan aanleren is middels 
het veranderen van hoe een neuron reageert op zijn invoer. In zijn simpelste vorm 
kan een neuron bijvoorbeeld zijn activatie drempel aanpassen voor zijn invoer, 
hetgeen wordt gedaan door een proces dat plasticiteit heet. In dit hoofdstuk staat 
de plasticiteit in de Purkinje neuron centraal, met betrekking op hoe het neuron 
reageert op signalen afkomstig vanuit de mosvezels. In het paper laten we de 
door plasticiteit veranderde invoer-uitvoer dynamiek zien en schetsen we hoe 
deze plasticiteit afhankelijk is van het signaal afkomstig uit de onderste olijf. Met 
andere woorden het gaat in op hoe de onderste olijf controle kan uitvoeren op 
de processen in het cerebellum. De 4 Hz sensorische stimulatie brengt langdurige 
(meer dan 30 minuten) plasticiteits afhankelijke veranderingen teweeg. Daarnaast 
bleek dat de bewegingen van de snorharen veranderen in muizen waarvan de 
plasticiteit in de Purkinje neuronen was verandert. Dit laat zien dat plasticiteits 
veranderingen in de Purkinje neuronen correleren met gedrag.

In hoofdstuk vier kijken we naar hoe neuronen in de onderste olijf reageren op 
sensorische stimulatie. De vraag die centraal stond in deze paragraaf is of een 
bepaalde sensorische stimulatie, bijvoorbeeld auditieve stimulatie of aanrakings 
stimulatie, cellen in een bepaalde structuur activeert en of cellen slechts één 
sensorische stimulatie doorgeven of verschillende. Purkinje neuronen liggen 
gestructureerd in een vrij overzichtelijke laag in het cerebellum. De techniek 
waarmee we de cellen hebben gemeten laat het toe om, meerdere naast elkaar 
liggende Purkinje neuronen tegelijk te meten. Hierdoor kunnen we dus zien 
of neuronen tegelijk vuren en of er bepaalde patronen in deze Purkinje laag 
worden geactiveerd. Ook kijken we naar in welke mate de cellen die tegelijk 
gemeten worden tegelijk geactiveerd worden. De belangrijkste conclusies van dit 
onderzoek; een enkel Purkinje neuron kan reageren op stimulaties van verschillende 
sensorische aard, daarnaast laten de activatie patronen van de Purkinje neuronen 
voor verschillende sensorische stimulaties geen structuur zien. Met andere 
woorden Purkinje neuronen die reageren op een bepaalde sensorische stimulatie 
liggen niet geordend naast elkaar en suggereert dat het cerebellum werkt met een 
gemixt signaal.
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